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SYMBOLS
Each page-long article in the magazine has been 
created to be used more or less independently 
so that you can learn and practise even if 
you only have five or ten minutes free. 

At the same time, the symbols below allow you to 
develop a theme you are interested in more extensively. 
Teachers can use these symbols to instantly prepare 
a class or classes around a common theme. 

How to Use
Your English Supplement

Exercise (at the end 
of the magazine). Test 
and consolidate what 

you have learned.

Downloadable audio 
file (see also audio 
scripts). There are 

recommendations on 
how best to use the 
audio files on p. 87.

Listening extension 
(Internet). Once you’ve 

learned the basic 
vocabulary of a topic, 

why not listen to 
further discussions?

Speaking extension. 
A question aimed at 
provoking a group 
discussion of the 
topic in question.

This arrow directs you 
to other related articles 

in the magazine.

ABBREVIATIONS KEY
These are the only 
abbreviations you 
have to know to use 
this magazine:
sb. = somebody
sth. = something
swh. = somewhere
[U] = uncountable noun
[C] = countable noun
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Technology

THE SINGULARITY
The fear now is that robots could bring about1 the 
demise2 of humanity. This is not just something that Hol-
lywood scriptwriters3 think about. Such things worry 
computer-programming expert Jaan Tallinn, co-founder of 
Skype, Huw Price, professor4 of philosophy at Cambridge, 

and Lord Rees, the astronomer royal and master of Trinity 
College, Cambridge. They have set up5 the Centre for the 
Study of Existential Risk at Cambridge. 

Part of the problem arises6 because the speed7 and 
capacity of computers doubles every 18 months. It is pre-
dicted that around 2040 we will build our last machine. 
From then on8 machines will create other ever-more-in-
telligent machines autonomously. At this point – known as 
‘the Singularity’ – we will no longer be the most intelligent 
beings on the planet. 

THE END OF US
Some researchers and philosophers think that machines 
will be nice to us. There are two problems with this naïve9 
idea: first, as we have seen, we have already created 
robots that kill. Secondly, artificial intelligence is created 
in our image – how do we treat10 the next most intelli-
gent beings in our world? Chimpanzees, dolphins and 
octopuses? We destroy their habitat, keep them in zoos, 
experiment on them and eat them. Once robots can rep-
licate themselves and control their own evolution, human-
ity can be marginalized. This doesn’t have to be anything 
as dramatic as genocide. As we have seen, robots can 
simply make the majority of us unemployed, superfluous, 
obsolete. In such a scenario11 we will just gradually fade 
from view12 as an irrelevance. As T.S. Eliot wrote back in 
1925, “This is the way the world ends // Not with a bang 
but a whimper13”14.

1 to bring about (bring-brought-
brought) – cause 

2 demise – end, decline 
3 scriptwriter – sb. who writes 
the script (= text) of a movie 

4 professor – (false friend) head 

of department at a university, 
senior academic 

5 to set up (set-set-set) – create, 
establish 

6 to arise (arise-arose-arisen) – 
emerge, occur 

7 speed – velocity 
8 from then on – after that 
9 naïve – unsophisticated, child-like 
10 to treat – deal with, act towards 
11 scenario – (false friend) hypo-

thetical situation 

12 to fade from view – be margin-
alized, become irrelevant 

13 whimper – whine, pathetic pro-
test, small noise of discomfort (like 
that made by a frightened dog)

14 in The Hollow Men 

THE TECHNOCENE:
THE AGE OF THE MACHINE

p. 40
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Science | ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR

THE TERMITE TELEPHONE
African termites (Macrotermes natalensis) send warning1 
messages through their colonies at a speed of 1.3 metres 
per second, according to research from the University 
of Bochum in Germany. They do this by banging2 their 
heads on the ground 11 times per second. Each termite’s 
message travels only 20cm but it is immediately picked 
up3 and relayed4 by the nearest termite, a bit like mobile 
phone antennas. There is little danger of the message 
being garbled5 – as it is in the game of Chinese whis-
pers6 – because it is so simple: “danger predator”. 

NOT-SO-CARNIVOROUS
CROCS7

Research from the US Fish and Wildlife Service in 
Charleston, South Carolina, has confirmed decades of 
anecdotal reports: over half the existing crocodilian 
species supplement their diet with fruit. It seems that 
at least 13 of the 23 species of crocodiles and alliga-
tors in the world today eat fruit as well as meat. 

LUNATICS
AND ELEPHANTS

Research from the University of Basel has con-
firmed that people sleep worse when there is a full 
moon8. On average it takes five minutes longer to get 
to sleep, we sleep 20 minutes less and we spend 30% 
less time in deep sleep when there is a full moon.

Meanwhile9, a study from Anglia Ruskin Univer-
sity has found that African elephants plan their raids10 
on cropland11 to coincide with the new moon. Elephant 
raids are more frequent and more substantial when 
the nights are darkest. This suggests that they under-
stand that darkness lowers the risk of being killed by 
farmers12. Or perhaps they know that humans sleep 
less and more lightly13 when there is a full moon!

MY NAME IS FLIPPER
Dolphins have a signature whistle14 which they use to 
identify themselves and to identify others. When they 
hear a familiar whistle they will repeat it back to their 
acquaintance15, which they don’t do for an unfamiliar 
whistle. Moreover, a study from the University of Chi-
cago has now found that dolphins remember each other’s 
signature whistles14 after more than 20 years apart, sug-
gesting they have the best memory in the animal world.

1 warning (adj.) – alarm 
2 to bang – beat, hit
3 to pick up – receive 
4 to relay – resent 
5 garbled – incoherent, 
meaningless 

6 Chinese whispers (UK Eng-
lish) – broken telephone (US 
English)

7 croc – (colloquial) crocodile 
8 full moon – when the complete 
disc of the moon is visible 

(associated with werewolves)
9 meanwhile – at the same time 
10 raid – surprise attack 
11 cropland – arable farms 
12 farmer – agriculturalist 
13 more lightly – less deeply
14 signature whistle – high-fre-

quency sound that identifies 
an individual 

15 acquaintance – known indi-
vidual, (in this case) friend 

Photo by Ikiwaner

FOOTNOTES
The superscript numbers in the text 
refer to the footnotes at the bottom 
or at the side of the same page. The 
footnotes explain the difficult vocabu-
lary as determined by our non-native 
proofreaders. Like you, these proof-
readers are learners so they are able 
to identify the exact words you need 
to know to understand the sentence. 
Definitions are given in English, so that 
you learn to think in English and these 
definitions are then checked by the 
non-native proofreaders to ensure that 
you will understand them. Some words 
are defined by pictures: we use these 
visual stimuli when that is the best way 
to fix an idea in your memory. Read 
the definition or look at the illustration 
and then re-read the sentence in ques-
tion. By working with English-language 
footnotes you will rapidly increase 
your vocabulary and learn how English 
words relate to each other, all of 
which will have a dramatic impact on 
your fluency and self-confidence1. 

Some readers find it useful to put 
their finger next to the word in the 
article that they are looking for in the 
footnotes to make it easier to return 
to the text afterwards. Either way, it 
shouldn’t be difficult to find your place 
because the footnotes are numbered 
and the words are highlighted in bold. 
Notice that the syllables and words that 
should be stressed2 are underlined.

Red footnotes give extra cultural 
(rather than linguistic) information, 
or they refer you to other articles.

1 self-confidence – self-assurance (opposite of ‘self-doubt’, ‘hesitancy’)
2 to stress sth. – emphasize, underline

Consonants
/ʧ/ as in church, watch
/ʃ/ as in wash, sure, action
/ʤ/ as in judge, gesture
/ʒ/ as in measure, vision
/j/ as in yes
/θ/ as in thick, path
/ð/ as in this, breathe
/ŋ/ as in sing

Pure Vowels
/æ/ as in cat
/ʌ/ as in cut
/ə/ as in occur, supply, 

aroma
/ɜ:/ as in first, turn, earn
/ɔ:/ as in court, warn

Dipthongs
/iə/ as in ear, here
/eə/ as in air, there

PHONEMIC
SYMBOLS
Here are the phonemic 
symbols that we use 
which might cause you 
problems.
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CURRENT
AFFAIRS
This section of the magazine offers short news 
stories organized thematically:

 6  | YES 21

7 News
 - Are British democracy and the 

American dream at risk?
 Exercise 2

8 Language News
 - more anecdotes from around the world
 Exercise 2

9 Memory News
 - scientists reveal what your memory is actually for
 Exercises 2, 21

10 Astronomy News 
 - astrophysics is developing faster than 

ever but is it a house of cards?
 Exercise 2

11 Astronomy News 
 - the city-killers: nobody is watching your back...
 Exercise 2

12 Society: skeuomorphs
 - retro signs and gestures in our lives
 Exercise 20   

13 Internet: skeuomorphs
 - design wars between Apple and Microsoft
 Exercise 20

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION

8 Listen: here’s a short US report on the Time 
Out survey to find the world’s sexiest accent:

 http://goo.gl/2LQgmV 
 
 Speak: Which accent do you find most attractive?

9 Speak: do you agree that Brian Williams should 
have been suspended for misremembering the 
Iraqi helicopter incident? Do you accept that 
many of your memories are not objectively true?

11 Speak: should more be done to detect 
potentially dangerous meteoroids or are there 
more important things to spend money on?

12 Speak: can you think of any retro 
signs or gestures in your life?

13 Watch: a fast-talking (frighteningly geeky) 
young techie criticizing digital skeuomorphs at:

 http://goo.gl/slBBdO 
 
 Speak: do you prefer graphic skeuomorphs 

or more minimalist digital design?
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News & Anecdotes

YOUNG BRITS:
OFF THE BOTTLE

Britons have a reputation for heavy 
drinking but a new generation of Brits 
seems to be bucking the trend1. Over 
a quarter of British adults aged under 25 
are completely teetotal2. In London the 
percentage rises to3 a third. Only 2% of 
young adults in Britain drink five days 
or more a week, while the number who 
binge-drink4 has fallen from 28% to 
18% over the last decade. 

ANGLOSPHERE
IN CRISIS

According to many pundits5, the most 
basic values of Britain and America are 
under threat6. British CEOs7 are the 
highest paid executives in the world relative to the size 
of the companies they manage; the average8 pay of a 
British CEO7 has quadrupled in a generation. Meanwhile, 
the salaries of the majority have been falling in real 
terms for years.9 Part of this is due to10 the weakness11 
of social organizations that used to defend the majority. 
Trade unions12 have been ineffectual13 since the mid-
1980s. Political parties are no longer seen as the focus 
of democratic expression. In the mid-1950s the Labour 
Party and the Conservative Party in Britain had around 
four million members. British people still pay money to 
be members of organizations – over four million Brits 
are members of the National Trust14. However, they 
don’t join15 political parties anymore; the membership 
of all the political parties in the UK is now just over half 
a million (even though the total population has risen16 
by nearly17 25% in the last 60 years). Meanwhile, far left 
British comedian Russell Brand has over nine million 

Twitter followers. It is often claimed18 that Britain is the 
world’s oldest uninterrupted democracy – how long it can 
continue to be is a moot point19. 

Similarly, Richard Cohen recently announced the death 
of the American Dream in The Washington Post, brought 
on20 by the new digital economy. As in Britain, almost all 
the rewards21 of the new economy accrue to22 a small 
minority at the top. Meanwhile, middle-class and skilled23 
working-class jobs have been decimated and will continue 
to be. Google promises to create a fleet24 of driverless 
vehicles that will destroy the jobs of 3.5 million US truck 
drivers25; that’s more than 3% of all employees in the USA. 

In the 1970s and the 1980s it was argued that the 
trade unions12 were too powerful and their power and 
influence was systematically reduced. A similar policy26 
needs to be enacted27 for CEOs7 as a class and corpora-
tions as economic actors if the basic values of the West 
are to be preserved.

1 to buck the trend – be different 
2 teetotal – abstemious
3 to rise to (rise-rose-risen) – be 
as high as 

4 to binge-drink – consume 
excessive quantities of alcohol in 
a short time periodically

5 pundit – expert 
6 to be under threat – be in 
danger 

7 CEO – chief executive officer, 
managing director 

8 average – typical 
9 average hourly pay in the UK 

fell 4.7% between 2008 and 
2014

10 due to – because of 
11 weakness – lack of strength, 

debility 
12 trade union – workers’ 

organization 
13 ineffectual – impotent, weak 
14 a British conservation 

organization 

15 to join – become a member of 
16 to rise (rise-rose-risen) – 

increase, go up 
17 nearly – almost, practically 
18 to claim – state, say, declare 
19 to be a moot point – be 

debatable 
20 to bring sth. on (bring-

brought-brought) – cause sth.
21 rewards – recompense, profits 
22 to accrue to – go to 
23 skilled – specialized 

24 fleet – group (of vehicles)
25 truck driver (US English) – 

lorry driver (UK English)

26 policy – political strategy 
27 to enact – implement, put into 

practice
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Language News

THE WORLD’S 
SEXIEST ACCENT

The magazine Time Out recently did a study to find the 
world’s sexiest accent. They polled1 11,000 people in 
24 cities around the globe. The surprise result was that 
the British accent was deemed2 the sexiest by 26.7% of 
responders, more than any other. Shockingly, only 7.7% 
chose the French accent. Of course, there are big prob-
lems with such polls3 – not least4 that there is no such 
thing as a British accent. Rather5 the varieties in British 
English are as great as all the varieties in all other native-
speaker English accents around the world. Clearly, anyone 
who considers the ‘British accent’ sexy has never been to 
Birmingham! In any case, even if the ‘accent’ is especially 
sexy, it seems a cruel trick6 of evolution – Britons are 
hardly7 world-famous as great lovers when things pass 
from words to deeds8!

CONTEXT IS CRUCIAL
The USA is having one of its periodic spasms against ‘the 
language police’ who impose the ‘tyranny of political 
correctness’ with the press full of stories about the play 
The Vagina Monologues being banned9 from some US 
campuses because it is ‘transphobic’ “excluding women 
without vaginas”. In February British actor Benedict Cum-
berbatch got into trouble10 on US TV when he used 
the term ‘coloured actors’. ‘Colored’ is now considered 
patronizing11 in the US, despite the fact that ‘people of 
color’ is politically correct. One group that did not criticize 
Cumberbatch was the NAACP, the USA’s leading Black civil 
rights organization. That 
may be because the ini-
tialism stands for12 ‘the 
National Association for 
the Advancement of Col-
ored People’. 

The problem with this 
type of case is context. 
Benedict was talking 
about the difficulties 
non-white actors have 
finding work in the UK. 
Nobody watching the 
interview could have 
reached13 the conclu-
sion that the term was 
being used as a racist 
slur14. Words don’t exist in isolation – they occur in con-
texts. Banning9 words is no substitute for challenging15 
harmful16 ideas.

THE LANGUAGE 
SUPERINTENDENT

While on the subject17 of the language police, we have to 
mention Bryan Henderson (51), a linguistic supercop18 if 
ever there was one. He has edited Wikipedia pages 47,000 
times over the last eight years and in each case he was 
correcting the verbal phrase ‘be comprised of’, which he 
considers bad grammar!19

1 to poll – (in this case) ask 
2 to deem – consider 
3 poll – study, questionnaire 
4 not least – an important one 

being 
5 rather – (in this case) by con-
trast, in fact 

6 trick – subterfuge, stratagem 
7 hardly – not exactly 
8 deeds – actions 
9 to ban – prohibit, exclude 
10 to get into trouble (get-got-

got) – have problems 
11 patronizing – condescending 

12 to stand for (stand-stood-
stood) – represent 

13 to reach – come to, arrive at 
14 slur – insult 
15 to challenge – question, 

confront 
16 harmful – hurtful, toxic 

17 subject – theme 
18 supercop – über-policeman 
19 So, he would change “The 

USA is comprised of 50 
States”  to “The USA com-
prises 50 States”.
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Memory News

I n February 2015 NBC1 anchorman2, Brian Williams, was 
suspended because he had given a false account3 of 
an incident he was involved in years ago in Iraq. The 

latest psychological research suggests that not only was 
this unfair4 but it also fundamentally misunderstands 
what our memories are for5.

Until now we have all assumed6 that the purpose of 
memory was to remember. However, research in recent 
years suggests that memory has not evolved to present 
us with an accurate7 take on8 the past but rather9 
to allow10 us to imagine what might be11 in the future. 
Crucially, memory is not laid down12 in a stable form 
like a video recording. Rather13 each time we recall14 a 
memory, we change it in subtle ways. This is a physical 
thing; recall15 leads to16 new proteins being made and 
the epigenetic markers17 being altered. As a result our 
episodic memories – our very human ability to immerse 
ourselves in specific past events – evolves over time.

Our identity is closely tied to18 our memory. However, 
it is not an objective record of events in our lives 
but a story we tell ourselves about our experiences. 
Episodic memories start with language – words provide 
a structure on which we can place19 our memories for 
future retrieval20. Childhood memories are significantly 
influenced by interaction with our loved-ones and family 
stories tend to embellish21 and distort22 what we 
remember. Similarly, people in long-term relationships 
tend to remember together. This is one reason why the 
death of a spouse after many years can be so devastating. 
Amanda Barnier at Macquarie University in Sydney 
compares it to losing part of one’s mind.

However, the greatest influence on our memories is our 
sense of self-image. “How you enact23 your personality 
traits24 is very tied up in25 autobiographical memory”, 

according to Robyn Fivush at Emory University in 
Atlanta, Georgia. Essentially, you rewrite a coherent story 
on the basis of who you see yourself as. And it’s not just26 
a faulty27 recall15 of what happened at the Christmas 
party at work a few years ago. 40% of Americans 
misremember their experiences on 9/11. 

Moreover, research from the University of California, 
Irvine, has shown how easy it is to implant false memories 
in other people. All this has massive implications not only 
for disgraced28 anchormen2 but also for courtroom29 
testimonies.

1 NBC – the National Broadcasting 
Company, a US TV channel

2 anchorman /ˈæŋkərmæn/ – 
primary presenter 

3 account – description 
4 unfair – unjust 
5 what sth. is for – the purpose 
of sth. 

6 to assume – (false friend) 
imagine, suppose

 

7 accurate – precise, perfect, 
reliable 

8 take on (n.) – impression of
9 but rather – (in this case) by 
contrast it evolved 

10 to allow – permit, enable 
11 be – (in this case) exist 
12 to lay sth. down (lay-laid-laid) – 

create, establish 
13 rather – by contrast 
14 to recall – remember 

15 recall – remembering 
16 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 

in
17 epigenetic marker – structural 

modifications
18 to be tied to – be associated 

with 
19 to place – put, fix 
20 retrieval – (in this case) recall15

21 to embellish – decorate, adorn 

22 to distort – misrepresent, 
deform 

23 to enact – represent 
24 trait – characteristic 
25 to be tied up in – be connected 

to 
26 just – (in this case) only 
27 faulty – defective, distorted 
28 disgraced – (false friend) 

discredited 
29 courtroom (adj.) – judicial 

IF MY MEMORY SERVES
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Astronomy News

RENAISSANCE 
OR CRISIS?

Recently, Michael Hanlon wrote in 
The Sunday Times, “Astronomy has 
entered a new golden age in which 
stunning1 discoveries are being 
made... Astronomy is at its most 
exciting2 since the time of Galileo.” 
A few decades ago, it was believed 
that the universe was a pretty dull3, 
if immense, place. In the last two 
decades we have discovered that 
it is weirder4 than we could ever 
imagine. New observatories have 
allowed5 us to discover thousands 
of planets, including one (Kepler-
16b) with two suns. We have discov-
ered mega-black holes that weigh as 
much as a small galaxy – 31 billion 
suns (the nearest is 330 million light 
years away, so no need to worry). 

More profoundly, we have 
rebuilt6 our model of the universe 
to include bizarre factors: a myste-
rious force field called dark energy 
that is pulling the universe apart, causing the expan-
sion of the universe to accelerate; a ‘cosmic horizon’ or 
artificial frontier to the universe beyond7 which we will 
never see because the light from objects there will never 
reach8 us; a multiverse consisting of an ensemble of uni-
verses, perhaps an infinite number of them; and perhaps 
11 dimensions!

However, all is not rosy in the cosmological garden9. 
There are a small but increasing number of discordant 
voices who say that cosmology is in crisis. For example, in 
The Singular Universe and the Reality of Time (December 
2014) Lee Smolin of the Perimeter Institute for Theo-
retical Physics in Waterloo, Canada, describes the multi-
verse as “basically a sleight of hand10, which converts an 
explanatory failure11 into an apparent explanation”. The 
observation from our new mega-telescopes will remain12 
but there is always the possibility that our new cosmic 

order may come crashing down13 around us, like a math-
ematical house of cards14, forcing us to start again with 
just one, very strange, universe. 

DID HUMANS SEE A 
COSMIC VISITOR?

How many stars are there in the solar system? The answer 
now is of course one but there was a time in the prehistory 
of our species when the answer was probably two. According 
to recent research from the University of Rochester in 
New York, 70,000 years ago a red dwarf15 passed through 
the Oort cloud16 and so was technically within17 our solar 
system and only 0.8 light years from the sun. The visiting red 
dwarf was two small to affect any of the planets but it may 
have been bright enough for our ancestors to see. 

1 stunning – impressive 
2 at its most exciting – more 

exciting than at any moment 
3 pretty dull – rather uninterest-

ing, quite boring 
4 weirder – stranger, more 

bizarre 
5 to allow – enable, permit 

6 to rebuild (-build/-built/-built) 
– redesign 

7 beyond – outside, further than 
8 to reach – come to 
9 all is not rosy in the garden – 

not everything is tranquil 
10 sleight of hand – trick, ruse, 

stratagem

11 failure – fiasco 
12 to remain – continue to be valid 
13 to come crashing down 
– collapse 

14 house of cards – fragile unsta-
ble structure 

15 red dwarf – small old relatively 
old star 

16 Oort cloud – spherical shell of 
cometary bodies marking the 
outer limit of the solar system

17 within – inside, in 
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Astronomy News

CITY-KILLERS
18 years ago there was a flurry1 of media hysteria about 
the dangers posed2 by asteroids and comets brought on 
by the movies Deep Impact (1998) and Armageddon 
(1998). Then, it was pointed out3 that not a single person 
has ever been killed by a meteorite and that the 10,000 
asteroids that pose a threat4 to life on Earth are being 
monitored. There is no danger of annihilation for at least 
the next 200 years. Hysteria turned to5 complacency. 

However, there has been a recent rise6 in concern7 
about more modest space rocks. In the last 15 years 26 
meteorites have reached us8 that have an explosive 
capacity of a kiloton9 or more. If one of these ‘city-killers’ 
impacted in an urban area they would cause local devasta-
tion. There are over a million such asteroids out there that 
could cross our orbit and nobody is monitoring them. 

GOOD NEWS FOR 
ALIEN-HUNTERS10

NASA’s Kepler telescope has spotted11 a planetary system 
that is 11.2 billion years old. This is well over twice12 as old 
as our solar system and about 80% as old as the universe. 

That planets could have formed13 so early in the uni-
verse’s history increases the possibility that ancient life 
might have existed in our galaxy. The rocky planets orbit 
an orange dwarf14 (Kepler-444). This in itself is interest-
ing because it is currently believed that orange dwarfs can 

be stable for up to15 30 billion years. However, 
Kepler-444’s planets, which are 117 light years 
away, are too close to their star and so too hot 
to harbour16 life. 

HOME
In galactic terms ‘home’ is the Milky Way17. 
However, because we are in it, about half way 
out from the centre of the galaxy on the Orion 
Arm, we haven’t known too much about the 
Milky Way until recently. Our galaxy is 100,000 
light years across18 but only a thousand light 
years thick19. In other words, its relative dimen-
sions are similar to those of a CD! In 2014 the 
Royal Observatory estimated that the Milky 
Way weighed 800 billion suns, about half the 
weight of our nearest neighbourhood, the 
Andromeda galaxy.

1 flurry – commotion, surge
2 to pose – represent 
3 to point out – indicate, mention 
4 threat – danger, menace 
5 to turn to – become 
6 rise – increase 
7 concern – worry, preoccupation 

8 to reach us – (in this case) col-
lide with the Earth 

9 kiloton – explosive force equiv-
alent to that of a thousand tons 
of TNT 

10 alien-hunter – astrobiologist, 
sb. who wants to find extra-ter-
restrial life

11 to spot – identify 
12 twice – x2, two times 
13 to form [I] – be formed 
14 orange dwarf – K-type 

main-sequence star, K dwarf
15 up to – as many as 
16 to harbour – maintain, provide 

refuge for

17 the English translation of the 
Roman’s term Via Lactea 

18 across – in diameter 
19 thick – deep, from top to 

bottom 
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Society

RETRO SIGNS
In the world of semiotics this translates as the use of 
icons that represent objects that have existed for a long 
time but are often no longer in use. A classic example 

is the icon of a bulb-headed handset2 to represent a 
telephone. Most people alive encountered these in their 
youth. However, there is often a retro aspect to skeuo-
morphs that goes beyond3 familiarity. The road sign for 
a speed camera in the UK is a Victorian bellows-design 
camera4! Similarly, the road warning5 signs for a rail-
way crossing point from Taiwan to Italy to Ireland show a 
steam train6!

RETRO GESTURES
However, this does not simply reflect the fact that our 
roads are run by dinosaurs. When we gesture we often 
refer to out-of-date7 technology. The gestures we use 
for ‘telephone’ suggest an obsolete handset8. Similarly, 
the ‘Bill, please!’ gesture suggest pen and paper even 
when we know that it will be printed out9. Likewise10, 
the gesture for asking the time involves pointing to your 
wrist11, even though the person invariably reacts by look-
ing at his or her cellphone12!13 And when we want a 
motorist14 to roll down his or her window15, we made a 
cranking16 gesture.

When we play charades17 we represent a film by ges-
turing a crank-operated18 home video camera, which few 
people alive have ever used.

1 to carry sth. over 
– maintain sth., con-
serve sth. 

2 bulb-headed hand-
set – old-fashioned 
telephone receiver

3 to go beyond (go-went-gone) – 
be more than simply 

4 see photograph

5 warning (adj.) – cautionary
6 steam train –
7 out-of-date 
– obsolete 

8 handset – tele-
phone receiver 
(see note 2)

9 to be printed out – be printed, 
be generated by a machine 

10 likewise – in a similar way 
11 wrist – articulation where one’s 

hand joins one’s arm
12 cellphone – mobile phone 
13 of course, this may change 

if Apple, etc. convince us to 
buy smatchwatches 

14 motorist – (false friend) car 
driver 

15 to roll down a (car) window – 
cause a car window to descend 

16 cranking – using a lever that 
requires a circular motion 

17 charades /ʃəˈra:dz/ – game in 
which one player acts out the 
name of a book, movie, etc. 

18 crank-operated – that func-
tions by rotating a lever

SKEUOMORPHS:
RETRO SIGNS 
& GESTURES
A skeuomorph /ˈskju:əmɔ:rf/ is an 
element from the past that is carried 
over1 into the present even though it 
is not strictly necessary.  The term 
comes from architecture where struc-
tural elements that were necessary 
in the past and continued in the present for deco-
rative purposes to make buildings look familiar. 
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Internet

W e seem to love a dichotomy: Trekkies vs. Star War-
riors, conservatives vs. socialists, Shiites vs. Sunnis. 
The world of techies1 is similarly divided into 

two warring camps2 and the cause of this bitter rivalry 
is skeuomorphs. In the context of computing a skeuo-
morph is an element of a graphical user interface which 
mimics3 a physical object. For instance4, if you have a 
look at any Apple product you will see that the graphics 
are designed to look like things in the physical world. A 
choice of digital magazines will be presented to look like 
a selection of printed magazines resting on5 a shelf6 in a 
newsagent’s7; a graphic equalizer8 app will have little 
knobs9 that look like a retro graphic equalizer in the phys-
ical world; a button looks like a button and when you click 
on it, it seems to depress to imitate the physical move-
ment of a 3-D button. 

By contrast, Microsoft apps go for design simplicity. 
They respect the flat two-dimensionality of the screen10 
and don’t complicate things with shadows11 and textures. 
These are design-school values. As 20th-century French 
author Antoine de Saint-Exupery12 wrote in 1939, “Perfec-
tion is achieved13, not when there is nothing left to add14, 
but when there is nothing left to take away15”. Or, if you 
prefer, “Less is more” as the Minimalists would say. 

DESIGNING FOR DIGITAL IMMIGRANTS16

The point of skeuomorphs is to give a familiarity to some-
thing new. Skeuomorphs have existed for millennia. In 
the 6th Century BCE17 a glazed18 ceramic bowl was made 
in Britain with unnecessary colour and design features19 
intended to make it look as much as possible like a bronze 
vessel20. Whenever settlers21 colonize new lands they 
build settlements22 that look as similar as possible to the 
town of the old world they left behind. Skeuomorphs help 
people make the transition to the unfamiliar. Apple are 
designing upmarket23 products that by and large24 only 
middle-aged digital immigrants16 can afford25. That’s 
why, wisely26, they rely heavily on27 skeuomorphs. This 
may frustrate the hell out of28 young techies1, but Apple 
know what they are doing.

1 techie /ˈteki/ – technology 
enthusiast, computer expert

2 warring camps – groups of 
adversaries 

3 to mimic – imitate 
4 for instance – for example 
5 to rest on – lean 

against, stand on 
6 shelf (plural 
‘shelves’) – ledge, 
stand 

7 newsagent’s – a 
shop that sells 
magazines and newspapers 

8 graphic equalizer – electronic 
device which permits the sep-
arate control of the strength of 
frequency bands in an audio 
signal

9 knob – rounded protuberance 
that can be rotated to increase 
or reduce intensity

10 screen – display on which one 
sees information on a PC, tablet, 
mobile phone etc. 

11 shadow – silhouette 
12 author of The Little Prince 

(1943)

13 to achieve – accomplish, attain, 
reach 

14 to add – include 
15 to take away (take-took-taken) 
– eliminate 

16 digital immigrant – sb. 
whose childhood was before 
the generalized use of digital 
technology 

17 BCE – before Common Era, 
before Christ 

18 glazed – having a vitreous 
surface

19 feature – element, attribute 

20 vessel – (in this case) bowl 
21 settler – colonist 
22 settlement – colony 
23 upmarket (adj.) – luxury, 

expensive 
24 by and large – in general 
25 can afford – have enough 

money to buy 
26 wisely – intelligently, 

sagaciously 
27 to rely on – depend on, use 
28 to frustrate the hell out of sb. 
– frustrate sb. a lot 

THE SKEUOMORPH WARS
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15 The Viking Raids: the secret to 
understanding the Norse incursions

16 The First Vikings in Britain

17 Not So Barbaric: in several ways the Vikings were 
more refined than their Christian contemporaries

18 Viking women: the essential role of Norsewomen 

19 The Danelaw: the Viking origins 
of northern English culture

20 The Danish Dynasty: when the 
Norsemen ruled all England

21 The Vikings in Ireland: the Norsemen 
and the making of Irish culture

22 The Viking Achievement: how the Vikings kick-
started globalization and changed your diet

 Exercise 3

23 Norse: the Viking words at the 
heart of Modern English

24 Parallel languages: the competing 
lexicons of Norse and Anglo-Saxon

25 Replacing ‘Old English’: the Norse 
influence on English grammar and syntax

26  The Norse Mystery: a Radical View – is the 
standard model of the history of English wrong?

 Exercise 4

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION

15-20 Watch: there is an excellent four-part 
(50 minutes each) BBC documentary 
‘The Blood of the Vikings’ at:

 http://goo.gl/ug01bc

16 Watch: was the greatest Viking conqueror 
severely physically disabled from birth?

 http://goo.gl/rKbr2T 

23 Watch: here is a crazy Swedish guy showing 
how 10 Modern English words are connected to 
Swedish words through Norse. If you’re Spanish 
you will also learn a Swedish false friend!

 http://goo.gl/ijvD8m 

25 Watch: here is a seven-minute tutorial 
on how to pronounce Norse:

 http://goo.gl/IX1wKb   

26 Read: for an entire website dedicated to a 
similar view of the real origins of English, visit:

 www.proto-english.org 
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Vikings

Causes
Historians have a lot of trouble explaining why, after cen-
turies of obscurity, the people of Denmark and Scandi-
navia suddenly1 embarked on massive migrations, dev-
astating much of the British Isles and northern France 
in the process. One reason is 
unquestionably the advances 
in shipbuilding2 in Norway 
in the 8th Century. As a result 
of better-built longships3, the 
North Sea was converted from 
an obstacle into a highway4. 
This meant easy access to rela-
tively rich areas (like Northum-
bria and Mercia) from relatively 
poor Scandinavia. Secondly, as 
states began to be consolidated 
in Scandinavia and Denmark, 
there were fewer opportunities 
for booty5 and glory at home. At 
the same time, younger broth-
ers did not inherit6 land so they 
had few possibilities of advanc-
ing themselves at home. Once 
stories of the rich pickings7 to 
be had8 to the south and west 

began to trickle back9 to Scandinavia the temptation to 
follow suit10 must have been irresistible. Britain was a 
particularly attractive target11, the country was prosper-
ous but ethnically, linguistically, politically and economi-
cally divided.

Let’s Go Viking
The secret to understanding the 
people we call the Vikings is linguis-
tic. The word ‘Viking’ didn’t appear in 
English until 1807. Originally, it was a 
verb rather than12 a noun. It comes 
from the Scandinavian word vik or 
wik, which refers to a river estuary. 
As a verb it referred to going up river 
estuaries on raids13. So, Scandinavians 
‘went viking’ in a similar sort of way 
to that in which you might go hiking14 
at the weekend. The rest of the time 
you don’t consider yourself primar-
ily a ‘hiker’. Likewise15, ‘the Vikings’ 
probably only considered themselves 
Vikings when they were ‘viking’ (i.e. 
raiding16). The rest of the time they 
regarded themselves as17 farmers, 
traders, Danes, Norwegians, etc.

1 suddenly – unexpectedly, 
abruptly 

2 shipbuilding – the construc-
tion of ships (= maritime vessels)

3 longship – drekar, longboat, 
warship used by the Vikings

4 highway – road, route 
5 booty – loot, plunder, pillage

 

6 to inherit – receive as an 
inheritance/legacy 

7 pickings – booty5, plunder 
8 to be had – available, at their 
disposal 

9 to trickle back – return slowly 
and indirectly 

10 to follow suit /su:t/– do the 
same thing 

11 target /ˈta:rgit/ – (false friend) 
objective; victim 

12 rather than – as opposed to, 
instead of 

13 raid – surprise attack 
14 to go hiking (go-went-gone) – 

go walking in the countryside 
15 likewise – in a similar way 
16 to raid – attack by surprise 
17 to regard oneself as – con-

sider oneself to be 

The Vikings 
The popular MGM TV series 
Vikings – now in its third season – 
has put the Norsemen back in the 
popular imagination. What do we 
know about the Viking Age and 
how did it affect the British Isles?
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The First Raids1

The Vikings’ fierce reputation is 
largely2 based on a single “Pearl-
Harbor-like” event: the sacking3 of 
the monastery on the English island 
of Lindisfarne in 793. The event was 
graphically described by Alcuin of 
York who talked about, “the church 
of St. Cuthbert spattered with4 the 
blood5 of the priests of God”. Stirring stuff6. However, 
Alcuin was 800km away in Aachen, Germany, when he 
wrote this. In fact, extensive archaeological excavations 
on Lindisfarne have failed to find7 any evidence of a 
massacre, of mass graves8 or the burning of buildings. 
Indeed9, there is not one case of rape10 perpetrated 
by the Vikings mentioned in the Christian chronicles 
contemporary to the Vikings’ period of piracy. 

Undoubtedly the Vikings could be brutal. However, as 
all raiders11 have known throughout12 history, foment-
ing a scary13 reputation is the best way to get what you 
want with the minimum effort; one razed14 village means 
the next half dozen give up15 without a fight.

Probably, the Vikings were no more bloodthirsty16 
than their contemporaries.17 Their capacity to appear 
out of the blue18 was what really struck fear into19 their 

contemporaries who, with inferior maritime technology 
had no way of combating such a mobile threat20. 

In any case the Vikings were very practical folk21. 
In 795 a Viking leader was captured and tortured to 
death by the English. His mangled22 body was sent 
back to Denmark as a warning23. For the next 40 years 
the Vikings concentrated their efforts on Germany, the 
Scottish Isles and Ireland. Even the earliest Vikings 
were above all24 opportunists. The same crew25 might 
decide to be traders26 or raiders27 as the circumstances 
permitted. Admittedly, one of the primary ‘products’ 
the Vikings traded in28 was slaves29. Some archaeolo-
gists now believe that the dragon heads on their long-
ships30 were detachable31 and were used as a sign of 
the crew’s32 piratical intentions, much like a pirate’s flag 
centuries later.

1 raid – surprise attack 
2 largely – primarily, principally 
3 sacking – destruction 
4 to splatter with – splash all 

over by, cover in 
5 blood /blʌd/ – red liquid from 

veins and arteries 
6 stirring stuff – emotive 

comments 
7 have failed to find – have not 

found 
8 mass grave – location where 

many cadavers are interred 
together 

9 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
10 rape – sexual assault 

11 raider – pirate, surprise 
attacker 

12 throughout – during all of 
13 scary – frightening, terrifying 
14 razed – burned down, 

destroyed with fire 
15 to give up (give-gave-given) – 

surrender, abandon resistance 
16 bloodthirsty – murderous, 

brutal 
17 we have better archaeologi-

cal evidence of Anglo-Saxon 
massacres of Vikings than 
vice-versa!

18 out of the blue – unexpectedly 

19 to strike fear into sth. (strike-
struck-struck) – cause sb. to 
be afraid

20 threat /θret/ – danger 
21 folk /fouk/ – people 
22 mangled – destroyed, mutilated 
23 warning – admonition, cau-

tionary message 
24 above all – first and foremost, 

primarily 
25 crew – team of people who 

work together on a ship 
26 trader – dealer, marketer, 

merchant 
27 raider – attacker, invader, 

pirate 

28 to trade in – buy and sell 
29 slave – captive
30 longship – drekar, longboat, 

warship used by the Vikings

31 to be detachable – can be 
separated/taken down

32 crew – people who work 
together on a ship, boat or 
plane

The First 
Vikings 
in Britain
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M ost of our information 
about the Vikings comes 

from enemy Christian sources1 
who wanted to portray2 them 
in the worse possible light. How-
ever, the Norsemen weren’t 
as barbaric as the popular 
image suggests. It is true that 
the Vikings ransacked3 mon-
asteries (possibly under the 
influence of drugs), but this 
was entirely logical. Monaster-
ies were not usually attacked in wars between Christian 
kingdoms and so were not fortified4. The Vikings, how-
ever, were not initially Christians and had no reason to 

respect these rules. ‘Civilized’ Christian countries felt no 
compunction5 about robbing the temples of other reli-
gions between the 16th and 19th Centuries.6

Moreover7, the Vikings washed 
every week (using soap8 made from 
chestnuts9) and always carried a 
change of clothes with them. By con-
trast, contemporary Christian monks10 
had a bath every six months or so and 
the Christians tended to wear clothes 
until they literally fell to pieces11. 

The Vikings were, in fact, the metro-
sexuals of the Dark Ages, ridiculed in 
contemporary chronicles for the care 
they took with12 their hair and general 
appearance. Combs13 are far more14 
common in Viking graves15 than 
weapons16. Indeed17, both Viking men 
(and women) wore make-up18.

1 source – (in this case) text 
2 to portray – describe, represent 
3 to ransack – pillage, plunder 
4 fortified – structurally pro-

tected against attack 
5 compunction – penitence, 
regret, repentance 

6 Pizarro and Cortés are obvi-
ous examples 

7 moreover – what’s more, fur-
thermore, in addition 

8 soap –  

9 chestnut – 
10 monk /mʌŋk/ – churchman 

who typically lives in a 
monastery 

11 to fall to pieces (fall-fell-fallen) 
– disintegrate 

12 the care (that) they took 
with – how much they cared 
for/looked after 

13 comb /koum/ –  
14 far more – 

much more 
15 grave – tomb, 

place where 
a cadaver is 
interred 

16 weapons – 
arms, instruments of war 

17 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
18 make-up – facial cosmetics 

Not So 
Barbaric
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Vikings

T he Vikings treated their women better than practi-
cally anyone else at that time. Norsewomen1 were 

often left in charge of the family property while their 
husband was away trading2 and raiding3. Women could 
also own4 land in their own right5. When a Viking got 
married he would give money to his new wife. This 
money was hers to keep. The bride6’s father would also 
give money to his new son-in-law7. Unusually8, a Viking 
woman was allowed to9 divorce her husband and, if 
this happened, her ex-husband had to return her father’s 
money. After the initial conquest, Norsewomen were 
brought over to10 the Danelaw11 to set up12 home.

One of the reasons for the status of Norsewomen 
was that the Viking voyages would have been 

impossible without the women who stayed behind13. 
This is because the sails14 on Viking longships15 were 
made of sheep’s wool16 and they were woven17 by 
Viking women. A drekar ’s sail was one of the most valu-
able possessions a Viking community possessed – in the 
Christian era the sail14 was usually stored18 in the local 
church. A sail could take19 up to20 three years to weave17. 
These sails were a marvel of tensile21 technology; just22 
the right weight, elasticity and shape23.

1 Norsewomen – Viking women 
2 to trade – undertake commerce, 
buy and sell,  be a merchant

3 to raid – conduct a surprise 
attack 

4 to own – possess
5 in their own right – for them-
selves, in their own name 

6 bride – woman who is getting 
married 

7 one’s son-in-law – husband of 
one’s daughter

 

8 unusually – atypically, excep-
tionally (for those times)

9 to be allowed to – be permit-
ted to 

10 to bring over to (bring 
brought-brought) – bring to, 
introduce, ‘import’

11 the Danelaw /ˈdeinlɔ:/ – the 
area of England (the north 
and the east) colonized by the 
Danish Vikings

12 to set up (set-set-set) 
– establish 

13 to stay behind – remain at 
home 

14 sail – extension of textile that 
catches the wind and propels 
a ship 

15 longship – drekar, longboat, 
warship used by the Vikings

16 sheep’s wool – ovine hairs 
17 to weave sth. (weave-wove-

woven) – make sth. (from wool)
18 to store – keep, conserve 
19 to take (take-took-taken) – (in 

this case) require 

20 up to – as many as 
21 tensile – relating to tension 
22 just – (in this case) exactly 
23 shape – form 

Viking Women
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B etween around 835 and 865 the Vikings resumed2 
their activity as pirates plundering3 areas along 

almost the entire coast of Britain. However in 865 Ivar the 
Boneless4 landed5 an army and occupied East Anglia. 
The easy success6 of this Danish army led7 others to 
come and conquer northern England. The Danes con-
tinued to expand the area under their control until they 
came up against8 serious resistance. This is usually pre-
sented as a great victory by the king of Wessex, Alfred 
the Great. However, the Danes strategy was pre-emi-
nently practical. Once Wessex had proved that it was 
capable of resisting their advance they sought9 Alfred’s 
recognition of their conquests and in 886 retreated10 
into this area – called the Danelaw 
– which consisted of over one half 
of England.

Integration
It has been demonstrated that when 
the Danes colonized the north-east 
of England most of the English pop-
ulation stayed where they were. In 
some cases the Vikings even took 
the less good land which was not 
being used by the English. 

When the Saxon Monarchy 
regained control of the Danelaw 
they left the Danes to continue 
farming11 in peace. This suggests 
that there was little resentment 
against them. 

Once the Danish farmers had gained12 land13 in 
England they were rapidly assimilated. Many soon 

became Christians and realized14 
that it was in their best interests 
for a peaceful existence to accept 
the rule15 of the Saxon kings from 
Wessex. By around 950 the king of 
Wessex controlled all of England 
though perhaps a third of his sub-
jects16 were Danish in origin.

Danegeld
The Wessex dynasty deteriorated 
rapidly under the weak rule of 
Æthelred the Redeless17 (978-1016). 
When the Scandinavians became 
aware of18 England’s weakened 
position they began raiding19 
again and asking for Danegeld20 – 
protection money21.

1 settlement – colonization 
2 to resume – (false friend) begin 

again, restart 
3 to plunder – pillage, raid, attack 
4 boneless – (literally) having no 

skeleton, (metaphorically) very 
flexible 

5 to land sth. – disembark sth. 
6 success – (false friend) triumph, 

victory 

7 to lead (lead-led-led) – (in this 
case) cause, provoke 

8 to come up against (come-
came-come) – encounter

9 to seek (seek-sought-sought) – 
look for, try to obtain 

10 to retreat – withdraw, pull 
back, recede 

11 to farm – practise agriculture 
12 to gain – (in this case) occupy 
13 land – terrain 

14 to realize – (false friend) 
become conscious

15 rule – dominion, governance 
16 subject (n.) – (in this case) 

vassal, citizen 
17 this epithet was contempo-

rary wordplay. ‘Æthelred’ 
meant ‘noble counsel’; 

‘redeless’ or ‘Unræd’ meant 
‘ill-advised’ or ‘receiving bad 
counsel’. Popular history 

calls him ‘Ethelred the 
Unready’ (= ill-prepared) but 
this is a mistranslation 

18 to become aware of – become 
conscious of

19 to raid – attack by surprise 
20 /ˈdeingeld/  literally, “money 

for the Danes”
21 protection money – money 

that is extorted 

Settlement1: 
The Danelaw
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A fter extracting all the Danegeld1 he could, 
king Sweyn Forkbeard of Denmark and 

Norway conquered England in 1013. The Anglo-
Saxon king, Æthelred the Redeless2 had pro-
voked him by massacring some Danish civilians, 
including Sweyn’s sister. However, Sweyn died 
the next year. Æthelred returned to the throne 
briefly3 only to die in 1016. His son, Edmund 
Ironside, then became king... and was murdered. 
This left the throne free for Sweyn’s son Cnut I, 
who became king of a North Sea empire includ-
ing England, Norway, Sweden and Denmark. He 
became a Christian, married Ethelreld’s widow4, 
Emma5, and was one of England’s most popular 
and successful monarchs, ensuring peace and promoting 
trade. He was succeeded in 1035 by his son Harold Hare-
foot (1017-1040) who had unusually hairy6 legs. Harefoot 
died and was succeeded by his half-brother Hardicnut 
(1018-42, king 1040-42). Hardicnut had his half-brother 
Harold Harefoot dug up7, beheaded8 and thrown into 
the Thames. Some fisher-
men found his head and 
buried9 it in the Danish 
cemetery in London (St 
Clement Danes). Har-
dicnut died after only 
two years on the throne 
(proposing his wife’s 
health10 at his wedding 
breakfast). Both Cnut’s 
successors were brutal 
and unpopular.

Consequences
The Danes restored town life to Britain since11 they 
preferred to live in larger12 communities than the Anglo-
Saxons. This was particularly the case for London and 
the Five Boroughs13 (Derby, Lincoln, Leicester, Stamford, 
and Nottingham). Secondly, they opened up international 
trade14 with Ireland (through Chester), with the Baltic 
(through Norwich) and with Normandy and the Rhine 
(through the ports of the south-east). Moreover, the 
instability and insecurity caused by the Vikings’ raids15 
were an important stimulus to the development16 of 
feudalism in Western Europe. 

Many Commentators believe that the line dividing 
the Danelaw17 from English England left a permanent 
social division in Britain between North and South. Most 
native English and Scottish people have some Viking 
DNA, with the highest concentrations around York and in 
north-east England.

1 /ˈdeingeld/  literally, “money 
for the Danes”

2 this epithet was contempo-
rary wordplay. ‘Æthelred’ 
meant ‘noble counsel’; 

‘redeless’ or ‘Unræd’ meant 
‘ill-advised’ or ‘receiving 

bad counsel’. Popular his-
tory calls him ‘Ethelred the 
Unready’ (= ill-prepared) but 
this is a mistranslation

3 briefly – for a short time 
4 widow – woman whose hus-

band has died 
5 Emma was the mother of two 

kings of England: St. Edward 
the Confessor (son of Ethelred) 
and Hardicnut (son of Cnut)

6 hairy – hirsute, hair-covered 
7 to have sb. dug up (have-had-
had) – order that sb’s cadaver be 
taken out of the ground 

8 to behead – decapitate 
9 to bury /ˈberi/ – put a cadaver 
underground 

10 to propose sb’s health – toast 
sb., drink in sb’s honour 

11 since – (in this case) given that, 
because 

12 larger – (false friend) bigger, 
more numerous 

13 borough /ˈbʌrə/ – (in this case) 
fortified Danish town 

14 trade – commerce 
15 raid – surprise attack 
16 development – (in this case) 

emergence, appearance 
17 the Danelaw /ˈdeinlɔ:/ – the 

area of England (the north 
and the east) colonized by the 
Danish Vikings

The Danish 
Dynasty
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Vikings

T here was a time when the only 
image you could find of the 

Vikings in Ireland was that of the 
murdering1 pillager2. However, the 
contemporary view is more balanced. 
Of course, the pagan Norwegian 
invaders plundered3 Irish monasteries but, according to 
Irish historian Professor Pat Wallace, the local Irish were 
just as likely to4 pillage Ireland’s religious centres as the 
Vikings were. 

Moreover, the Vikings came to trade5 as much as to 
pillage. What’s more, the Vikings built Ireland’s first towns 
and also brought the earliest form of capitalism to the 
country; they introduced money and the first proper6 
weights7 enabling8 trade9 to take place10 on a serious 
scale. Indeed11, the Vikings never really left Ireland, they 
simply mingled into12 the local population and so disap-
peared as a separate group in the 11th Century after the 
introduction of archery13 and cavalry14 had eliminated 
their military advantage.

The Vikings founded four of Ireland’s most important 
cities: Waterford, Wexford, Limerick and of course the 
capital, Dublin. Unfortunately, the Vikings built in wood, 
so none of their structures have survived. 

Still Pillagers2

Having said all that, it cannot be denied15 that the 
Vikings pillaged Ireland intensively in the 9th and 10th 
Centuries. We know of around 50 monasteries in central 
and southeast Ireland that were attacked by the Norse-
men16, in most cases repeatedly. This was not religious 
persecution; it was simply that the monks17 had live-
stock18 and treasure19. Moreover, the monasteries had 
tall cylindrical towers that could be seen from miles 
away (which said, “Here’s the treasure19, boys!” to the 
raiders20). The Vikings soon learned that the crucifixes 
and other holy21 ornaments22 were more valuable to the 
monks than they were for resale23. So a process started 
by which the Vikings would take the sacred objects 
and then sell them back to the monks in exchange for 
slaves24 and livestock18. In this way a monastery could 
provide a periodic income for the raiders20 rather than25 
a single windfall26!

1 murdering – homicidal, deadly, 
murderous 

2 pillager – plunderer, raider, 
marauder, pirate

3 to plunder – pillage, raid, 
maraud, rob 

4 X were just as likely to – it was 
equally probable that X would 

5 to trade – buy and sell 
6 proper – real, serious 
7 weight – object whose exact 
weight (= mass) is known and is 
used to measure the weight of 
other objects

8 to enable sth. – permit sth., 
make sth. possible 

9 trade – commerce 
10 to take place (take-took-taken) 
– occur, happen 

11 indeed – 
(emphatic) in fact 

12 to mingle into – 
mix with, integrate 
with 

13 archery – soldiers 
with bows and 
arrows, bowmen, 
archers

14 cavalry – soldiers on horse-
back, mounted riders

15 it cannot be denied – it must 
be admitted 

16 Norsemen – Vikings 
17 monk /mʌŋk/ – reli-

gious man who 
typically lives in a 
monastery

18 livestock – farm 
animals 

19 treasure – (in this 
case) objects made of precious 
metals and gems 

20 raider – pillager, plunderer, (in 
this context) Viking 

21 holy – sacred 
22 ornament – (in this context) 

object, artefact 
23 resale – selling to someone 

else 
24 slave – captive, serf, servant
25 rather than – instead of, as 

opposed to 
26 windfall – sum of money that 

is unexpected and unearned, 
bonanza

The 
Vikings 
in Ireland
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Vikings

T he Vikings were the first Europeans to reach1 North 
America. Moreover, they were the first people in 

history to reach four continents. They traded2 across 
the North Atlantic, on the River Dnieper, and in the 
Black Sea and the Caspian Sea as well as through-
out3 coastal Europe. The influence of Viking culture 
reached1 Canada, North Africa, Jerusalem, Baghdad 
and Afghanistan.

The First Oceanographers
The Vikings were experts at using jet-
tisoned4 logs5 to determine ocean cur-
rents and work out6 where flotsam7 
would wash ashore8. This was an essen-
tial skill9 in places like Iceland that had 
hardly any10 native trees. The Vikings 
discovered the first ocean gyre11 – around 
Iceland. Indeed12, historian Eric Scigli-
ano has described them as “the first 
oceanographers”. 

What’s more, Viking ship-building13 
was far superior to that of the Mediterra-
nean at the time14. Finally, it seems they 
had crystals called ‘sunstones’ which 
could be used to determine the position 
of the sun in overcast15 skies. This was 
essential for navigation far from the coast 
centuries before the magnetic compass16 
was invented in the 13th Century. 

Stockfish17

Chronicle evidence from Alfred the Great’s court reveal 
that Vikings were organizing veritable transnational trad-
ing companies in the 9th Century. They exported prized 
goods18 like walrus ivory19 to Britain and continental 
Western Europe and also did a brisk trade in20 dried21 
cod22 – a long-life foodstuff23 in an age without refriger-
ation. It seems that the Vikings were even taking advan-
tage of a great business opportunity. Benedictine reforms 
meant that there was a much stricter adherence to the 
abstinence from meat on Fridays, fast days24 and during 
Lent25 throughout3 Christendom26, so the Vikings 
expanded their stockfish17 exports into an eager27 Chris-
tian market. In fact, the Vikings’ supply28 of long-life fish 
helped to fuel the re-urbanization of north-west Europe 
in the period. The growth of towns and their river efflu-
ence29 caused a decline in freshwater fish in Europe, 
which led to30 an even greater reliance on31 the Vikings’ 
marine fish.

1 to reach – get to, arrive in 
2 to trade – conduct commerce 
3 throughout – in every part of 
4 jettisoned – thrown into the 

sea 
5 log – cylindrical section of a 
tree trunk 

6 to work out – determine 
7 flotsam – things floating in the 
sea, (in this case) logs5, wood

8 to wash ashore – be deposited 
on the coast by the sea

9 skill – ability, talent 
10 hardly any – practically no 

11 ocean gyre – circular ocean 
current 

12 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
13 shipbuilding – the construc-

tion of ships
14 at the time – in that epoch
15 overcast – covered in cloud, grey
16 magnetic compass – instru-

ment that signals north
17 stockfish – air-dried21 cod22 
18 goods – products 
19 walrus ivory – the tusks (= 

long teeth) of enormous Arctic 
mammals)

20 to do a brisk trade in (do-did-
done) – sell a lot of 

21 dried – desiccated 
22 cod – (Gadus morhua) a North 

Atlantic fish
23 it was edible for as long as a 

decade 

24 fast day – day on which there 
are religiously imposed eating 
restrictions 

25 Lent – the period before Holy 
Week 

26 Christendom – the Christian 
world 

27 eager – enthusiastic 
28 supply – provisioning 
29 effluence – waste, pollution 
30 to lead to (lead-led-led) – 

cause, result in 
31 reliance on – dependence on 

The Viking 
Achievement
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How to Hide 800 Words
Modern English contains some 800 words that come 
from Norse1.2 Yet3 only about 25 of these words were 
assimilated into Anglo-Saxon during the so-called4 
‘Old-English’5 period (450-1066). This is rather6 surprising 
given that it was during this period when the Danes, and 
to a lesser extent7 the Norwegians, colonized England. 
How was it possible for hundreds of words to hide8 for 
centuries only to appear in ‘Middle English’ three centu-
ries later when nobody was speaking Norse in England?

Thousands of Words
If anything the number of hidden8 words was greater 
than I suggested in the introduction. According to Prof. 
David Crystal9, “the earliest Middle English literature, 
from around 1200, shows thousands of Old Norse1 words 
being used” [my italics].10 Thousands is a lot of words. 
And we are not talking about obscure terms for smoked 
fish. Norse affected some of the most basic vocabulary of 
‘Middle’ English. Here’s a list of 75 words from Norse1 to 
illustrate what we are talking about:

again, amaze11, anger12, awkward13, bag, band, bang, 
bank14, birth, both, box, bread, bull, cake, call, cast15, 
clip, club16, clumsy, crawl17, cunning18, cut, die, dirty, 
egg, fast, fellow19, flat, fog, freckles20, from, gap, 
gasp21, guess, happy, hit, husband, ill, kid, knife, 
law, leg, lift22, loan23, loose24, low, muggy25, neck26, 
outlaw27, odd28, race, rag29, raise30, rid31, root32, 
rotten33, ruthless34, same, seat, seem, sister, smile, 
steak, take, though, Thursday, tight, trust35, ugly, 
until, want, weak, window, and wrong.

1 Norse – several varieties of 
North Germanic spoken in 
Scandinavia; the language of 
the Vikings

2 not counting the more than 
600 dialect words from 
Norse. 

3 yet – however 
4 so-called – tendentiously 

named 
5 if you call Anglo-Saxon ‘Old 

English’ this necessarily 
implies that Modern English 
is directly descended from 
Anglo-Saxon, impeding any 
debate on the question

6 rather – quite, very
7 to a lesser extent – to a lesser 

degree, less importantly
8 to hide (hide-hid-hidden) – be 

concealed, be camouflaged, not 
be visible

9 probably the most interna-
tionally famous living expert 
on the English language

10 from The Stories of English 
by David Crystal 2004. In 
The Secret Life of Words 
(2008) Henry Hitchings sug-
gests that there are 2000 
Norse words in Standard 
English today.

11 to amaze – surprise and 
fascinate 

12 and its adjective ‘angry’
13 awkward – clumsy, inelegant, 

inept 
14 bank – (in this case) edge, wall 

of earth 
15 to cast /ka:st/ – throw, hurl
16 club – a. heavy stick, b. associ-

ation of people. The second 
meaning comes from the 
first in the sense that the 

people ‘amalgamate’ into a 
club-like mass

17 to crawl /krɔ:l/ – move forward 
with one’s body close to the 
ground using one’s hands and 
legs (like a reptile). Surpris-
ingly, the swimming style 

‘crawl’ comes from this word.
18 cunning – astute, duplicitous 
19 fellow – companion, associate 
20 freckles – small light brown 

marks on the skin (especially 
around the noses of red-haired 
people)

21 to gasp – inhale audibly in 
surprise 

22 to lift sth. – raise sth., elevate 
sth.

23 loan – money lent, a line of 
credit 

24 loose – free to move, baggy, 
unrestricted, opposite of ‘tight’

25 muggy – (relating to the 
weather) unpleasantly warm 
and humid

26 neck – the part of the body 
between one’s head and one’s 
torso

27 outlaw – bandit, criminal, 
fugitive 

28 odd – strange, unusual 
29 rag – piece of cloth/textile
30 to raise – a. lift, elevate; b. rear, 

look after a child and prepare 
him/her for adult life

31 to rid – purge, clear, eliminate
32 root – part of a plant that is 

usually underground 
33 rotten – fetid, decaying, putrid 
34 ruthless – merciless, cruel 
35 to trust – have confidence in, 

have faith in 

The Norse 
Mystery
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I n a number of cases Modern English retains1 both 
the Northern Germanic (Norse) and the Western Ger-

manic (Anglo-Saxon) forms, though their meanings 
have diverged:

Anglo-Saxon Norse

bathe2 bask3

break breach4

craft5 skill6

ditch7 dike8

hide9 skin10

ill sick

rear11 raise12

rise13 raise14

wish want

The initial /sk/ sound in words like ‘skill’ and ‘skin’ is 
a good indication that a word comes from Norse. The 
Anglo-Saxon pronunciation of the cognates15 of these 
words was /ʃ/. As a result, Modern English has the follow-
ing pairs of cognates:

Anglo-Saxon Norse

shatter16 scatter17

shirt skirt18

shriek19 screech20

shrub21 scrub22

Other Modern English /sk/ words from Norse include:
scant23, scare, scathe24, scorch25, score, scowl26, scrape27, 
scream, skull28 and sky. 

Another group of words that can be identified as Norse 
by their pronunciation are those words beginning ge- or 
gi- that are pronounced /g/:
gear29, get, gift30, gill31, gilt32, and give.
If these were Anglo-Saxon words they would be pro-
nounced /ʤ/ (like ‘gem’33 and ‘gist ’34).

1 to retain – keep, continue to 
use, conserve 

2 to bathe /beið/ – swim, have 
a bath 

3 to bask – lie, relax
4 breach – fissure, gap (in a wall); 

infraction, infringement (e.g. of 
a contract) 

5 craft – dexterity; occupation, 
profession 

6 skill – talent, technique 
7 ditch – channel, drain, 
watercourse 

8 dike – wall to control water (e.g. 
in Holland), levee 

9 hide (n.) – skin10 of an animal 
(from which leather is made)

10 skin – cutaneous organ 

11 to rear sb. – bring sb. up, nur-
ture (a child)

12 to raise sb. – rear11 sb.
13 to rise (rise-rose-risen) [I] – go 

up, ascend 
14 to raise sth. – elevate sth. 
15 cognate – etymologically 

related word (in another 
language)

16 to shatter [I/T] – smash, break 
into small pieces 

17 to scatter [I/T] – disperse 
18 originally, ‘skirt’ also meant 

‘shirt’ (= upper body garment). 
It only came to mean a gar-
ment that covers a woman’s 
legs later.

19 shriek – cry, scream 

20 screech – scream; a high-fre-
quency sound (e.g. car brakes 
or the cry of an owl)

21 shrub – bush, plant similar to a 
small tree 

22 scrub (n.) – bushes, brush, 
undergrowth 

23 scant – inadequate, minimal 
24 the verb ‘scathe’ is not fre-

quently used in Modern Eng-
lish. However, the adjectives 

‘scathing’ (= critical, sarcastic, 
caustic) and ‘unscathed’ (= 
unhurt, unharmed) are.

25 to scorch – burn, roast, singe 
26 to scowl – frown, glower, look 

daggers at, have an angry 
expression 

27 to scrape – rub, scratch, rasp 

28 skull – cranium 
29 gear – mechanism (consisting 

of wheels with teeth) which 
determine how much energy 
passes from a motor to the 
moving parts of a machine (e.g. 
those of a vehicle) 

30 gift – present, sth. given 
31 gill – respiratory organ of a fish 
32 gilt – gold covering. Homo-

phone of ‘guilt’
33 gem – precious stone, jewel 
34 gist – essence of a text

THE NORSE MYSTERY: 
Parallel 
Languages
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S ignificantly, many Norse terms replaced 
the Anglo-Saxon words. For instance1, in 

Anglo-Saxon ‘take’2 was niman, a completely different 
word. In fact, 85% of Anglo-Saxon words disappeared 
without trace3 after the end of the Anglo-Saxon period. 

New Function Words
Even more telling4 is the fact that Norse changed central 
elements of English grammar. Famously, the third person 
plural pronoun forms ‘they’, ‘them’, ‘their’ and ‘theirs’ are 
all from Norse. Together with ‘they’, Norse also changed 
the third person plural of the verb ‘be’ from sindon/be to 
‘are’. You cannot get a more basic influence on a language 
than the way that ‘they are’ is expressed!

Word Order
It is believed that the subordinate clause structure 
ending in a preposition (i.e. “The house we live in” 
as opposed to “The house in which we live”) comes 
from Norse. Interestingly, native speakers consider 
this form much more natural despite the fact that 
teachers have tried to impose the Anglo-Saxon form 
for centuries. 

Influencing Inflexion5

But Norse’s influence at the heart of English grammar 
didn’t stop there. The first thing you learned in English 
was probably that you add an -s at the end of the third 

person singular of the present (she takes, he gets, it 
seems). Well, that also came from Norse... again with 
a time lag6 of a couple of centuries (according to the 
improbable explanation of the history of English as it is 
conventionally presented). 

Admitting a Demotic Language
The only way that orthodoxy explains the non-
appearance of a significant chunk7 of English’s core8 
vocabulary during 200 years is to say that the terms 
were no doubt used above all9 in northern England – a 
long way away from the prestige language of West Saxon 
– and used above all in speech. But hang on10 a minute. 
That is a tacit admission that there was a demotic 
language11 that was hugely12 different from Anglo-
Saxon. It was possible for thousands of words to enter 
the language spoken by the general (illiterate) population 
(let’s call it ‘English’). Moreover, this influx of words had 
practically no impact on the written language (Anglo-
Saxon), which was clearly an archaic relic kept alive for 
the purposes of writing. 

Incidentally, Anglo-Saxon only adopted some 200 
words from Latin and some six words from Brythonic 
(i.e.13 British Celtic); again, this suggests that it was a 
closed, fossilized, written language rather than14 a living 
spoken one.

1 for instance – for example 
2 ‘take’ comes from Norse 
3 without trace – completely 
4 telling – significant 
5 inflection – change to the end 
of a word which shows that it is 

being used in a specific way in 
the sentence

6 time lag – delay, period of 
waiting 

7 chunk – (colloquial) part, 
portion 

8 core (adj.) – central, 
fundamental 

9 above all – especially 
10 to hang on (hang-hung-hung) – 

hold on, wait 

11 demotic language – language 
that is spoken but not written 

12 hugely – enormously, very 
13 i.e. – (id est) that is 
14 rather than – instead of, as 

opposed to 

THE NORSE 
MYSTERY: 

Replacing 
‘Old English’
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Reading Too Much into1 Writing
There is in fact an even more radical view. Those 
thousands of words are only identified as Norse because 
they are clearly linked to2 the early Scandinavian 
languages and the most recent possible source3 for 
them before their appearance in writing was the Danish 
invasions of the 9th and 10th Centuries. But they could 
have existed in the demotic language4 much, much 
longer. Stephen Oppenheimer’s The Origins of the British 
demonstrates that England has 
been receiving Scandinavian 
immigrants at least since the 
Neolithic, so the Norse words 
and structures could have 
been a central part of the proto-
English spoken before the 
Romans arrived.5 As Professor 
Crystal – a staunch6 defender 
of the conventional notion of 
‘Old English’7 – said to me a 
few years ago, “There’s plenty 
of8 evidence of Germanic 
languages9 in England before 
the arrival of the Anglo-
Saxons”. But if this together 
with the existence of a demotic 
Germanic language 9 – is 
accepted, the place of Anglo-
Saxon in the history of English 
must be questioned.

Pandora’s Box
But this deconstructionist argument can be taken 
even further10. There are literally thousands of words 
in Modern English that could come from either Anglo-
Saxon or Old Norse, such as:
can, come, dream, folk11, hear, house, knife, man, mine12, 
mother, over, ride13, see, sell, send, sit, summer, thing, 
think, under, wife, will and winter.
Conventionally they are ascribed to Anglo-Saxon 
because it is considered more central to the history of 
English having arrived earlier. In fact, the words that 
are accepted as coming from Norse are simply those 
that cannot be ascribed to the Anglo-Saxons. However, 
once one accepts the existence of a demotic Germanic 
language9, the field is thrown open14. Of course, this 
would imply the collapse of a central part of English ety-
mology, which has been considered largely15 ‘done and 
dusted16’ since the 1960s. Few English etymologists or 
palaeolinguists would accept such a deconstruction of 
their ‘science’.

1 to read too much into – attrib-
ute excessive significance to 

2 to be linked to – be connected 
to 

3 source – origin 
4 demotic language – language 

that is spoken but not written 
5 in fact, Britain was con-

nected to Scandinavia by 
Doggerland until around 

6000BCE, so the migration 
could be very, very old. 

6 staunch – committed, vigorous, 
resolute

7 if you call Anglo-Saxon ‘Old 
English’ this implies that 
Modern English is directly 
descended from Anglo-Saxon

8 plenty of – more than enough, 
ample 

9 Modern Germanic languages 
include German, Dutch, 
Danish, Norwegian, Swedish 
and English. Dead Germanic 
languages include Norse, 
Anglo-Saxon and Gothic

10 to take sth. even further 
(take-took-taken) – take sth. to 
a more radical extreme 

11 folk /fouk/ – (colloquial) people 

12 mine – (personal pronoun) 
belonging to me

13 to ride (ride-rode-ridden) – 
travel on a horse 

14 the field is thrown open – the 
possibilities become much less 
limited

15 largely – mostly, in general 
16 done and dusted – (colloquial) 

fully understood and explained 

THE NORSE MYSTERY:

A Radical View
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THE SPACE 
DOSSIER

28 Astronomy Introduction: big numbers
29 Astronomy Introduction: blowing your mind
 Exercise 15

30 The Secrets of the Universe: 
curious coincidences

31 The Secrets of the Universe: 
the Goldilocks Paradox

32 The Mythology of the Solar 
System: the rocky planets

33 The Mythology of the Solar 
System: the gas and ice giants

34 The Mythology of the Solar 
System: the dwarf planets

35 The Mythology of the Solar 
System: we choose the moon

 Exercises 29, 30

36 Meteoroids: it came from outer space
 Exercise 26

37 Death in Space: “this is the way the world ends”

38 Astronomical Anecdotes
39 Astronomical Philosophy: 

an existential problem

40 Astrobiology: is there anybody out there?
41 Astrobiology: the Goldilocks zone

42 Astrology: competing with the professionals
43 Astrology: dealing with sceptics
44 Astrology: dealing with astrologers
45 Astrology: birth charts

46 Religion: lost to cosmology – space scientists 
who abandoned astronomy for spiritualism

47 Words: the space-time continuum 
in English metaphor

48 Words: long time, short time
49 Words: passing time
 Exercise 18

50 Etymology: astrology in everyday English
51 Etymology: the birds and the bears
52 Etymology: under the influence
53 Etymology: adjectives from space
 Exercise 16

54 Astronomical False Friends
 Exercise 24

55 Space Expressions: lunar idioms
56 Space Expressions: star idioms
57 More Space Expressions
 Exercise 25

58 Cinema: the origins of science fiction
59 Cinema: sci-fi and the decline of magic
60 Cinema: Star Trek
61 Cinema: from sci-fi to science
 Exercise 22

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION

28-29 Watch: an incredible 4-minute video 
about Laniakea, the super-cluster 
that the Milky Way belongs to:

 http://goo.gl/sPU058 

 Watch: an impression of your 
place in the Universe at:

 http://goo.gl/NptKPS

31 Watch: the multiverse explained at:
 http://goo.gl/qAmRVl

40-41 Speak: do you think we will ever make contact 
with extra-terrestrial life? Do you care? 

58-61 Watch: a one-hour BBC history of science fiction:
 http://goo.gl/idaoYr
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Astronomy

A stronomy is the triumph of mathematics over the 
capacity of the human mind. Everywhere you look, 

astronomy refers to distances, temperatures and time 
scales that are completely beyond1 our comprehension. 
If you try hard to understand the figures2 mentioned 
in this article you will end up with3 a headache if not a 
nose bleed4.

When we are all completely nonplussed5 by the 
big numbers, astronomers try to use analogies. So, for 
instance6, they tell us that there are 70 sextillion stars 
(that’s 70,000,000,000,000,000,000,000) visible from 
earth and that means nothing. So then they say “that’s 
more stars than all the grains of sand7 on all the world’s 
beaches and in all the world’s deserts” – but you’re still not 
at the “Oh, right” stage8, are you? They reconfigure dis-
tance in terms of ‘light years’ but none of us can imagine 
the distance that light could cover in a year: the Sun’s 
quite a long way away and it takes light only eight 
minutes9 to cover10 the distance between the Sun and 
the Earth. For most of us Mongolia is unimaginably far 
away11 travelling in a car12.

No one can even begin to grasp13 
what four and a half billion years 
means in terms of waiting time at 
the airport, but it is clearly longer 
than next Thursday at 4:15pm.
 - HARLAN ELLISON

The End of Life
The Earth formed14 4,600,000,000 years ago 
(on a Wednesday). The planet will cease to exist 
6,000,000,000 years from now when the Sun expands 
to become a red giant15. Now you can take that in one 
of two ways: either you say there’s no point to your 
life16 because everything you (and the rest of human-
ity) achieve17 will be completely destroyed; or you say, 
“what’s the point in worrying?”. Most astronomers take 
the second option, which is why they usually have that 
absent – vaguely happy – look on their faces. See p. 37.

1 beyond – outside, (in this case) 
too complex for

2 figure – (in this case) number, 
statistic

3 to end up with – have… in the 
end

4 nose bleed – when blood (= 
red liquid typically in veins and 
arteries) comes out of your 
nose

5 to be nonplussed /nonˈplʌst/ – 
be perplexed, be confused, be 
disconcerted

6 for instance – for example, e.g.
7 grains of sand – crystals of sili-

con (typically found on beaches 
and in desert dunes)

8 “oh, right” stage – (colloquial) 
moment of understanding, 
point at which you say, “OK, I 
understand”

9 it takes light only eight min-
utes – light requires (= needs) 
only 8 minutes 

10 to cover – (in this case) travel
11 far away – distant 

12 if it were possible to drive 
through space at 120 km/h, 
you could reach the sun in 
a little over 142 years. But 
at that same speed it would 
take more than 38 million 
years to reach the nearest 
star. Of course, expressed in 
light years (4.2ly), it sounds 
quite close.

13 to grasp – (colloquial/in this 
case) understand, comprehend

14 to form [I] – be formed, be 
created 

15 red giant – a very big star of 
high luminosity and low sur-
face temperature (low in the 
3000ºC sense of ‘low’!)

16 there is no point to my life 
– my life has no sense, there is 
no meaning in my life (a typical 
conclusion of someone who is 
depressed)

17 to achieve – accomplish, do 
successfully

Astronomy: 
Space & Time

Astronomy is the only science 
that is more irrelevant than 
palaeontology.
 - PALAEONTOLOGIST, DONALD BAIRD

15
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Astronomy

Where We Live
On p. 11 we presented the latest conclusions about 
our galaxy, the Milky Way. There are at least 
100,000,000,000 stars in our galaxy. We mentioned that 
the diameter of the Milky Way is around 100,000 light 
years – so you have to imagine the distance travelled 
by light since2 before the appearance of the Neander-
thals in Europe. 

Our Sun travels at about 250km/second3, which is 
quite fast. Even so, it takes about 230 million years to 
orbit our galaxy once. So, the sun was last where we 
are now4 at the beginning of the Jurassic. 

So, we live in a largish5 grouping of stars and our 
planet, which is pretty6 insignificant in our Solar System, 
is really rather7 unimportant in our galaxy. However, the 
“getting my world and my problems down to scale”8 
really comes into effect when you realize9 that there 
are at least 100,000,000,000 other galaxies10. We really 
aren’t very important.

Losing Your Bearings11

Life began around 4 billion years ago. At that time the 
moon was 88,000km closer to the earth and the terrestrial 
day was perhaps only 10 hours long. Everything we con-
sider absolute – right down to12 the length13 of a day or a 
month – is in fact only relative to time. See p. 35.

The Big Bang
At ‘time zero14’ plus a fraction of a second the tempera-
ture of the universe would have been measured in tril-
lions (= ’000,000,000,000s) of degrees centigrade. The 
space occupied by a virus was denser than a million 
planets. A moment earlier temperature, space and time 
were infinite. It’s not really that science cannot explain 
events around the Big Bang, it’s just15 that our minds 
are completely unprepared to deal with16 the con-
cepts. That’s when astronomy stops and religion starts. 
See p. 39.

1 burglar – sb. who steals (= robs) 
from homes and offices

2 since – (in this case) from a time 
3 i.e. 900,000km per hour 
4 the sun was last where we 

are now – the last time the sun 
was here was

5 largish – reasonably big
 

6 pretty (adv.) – somewhat, 
rather, surprisingly 

7 rather – (in this case) surprisingly 
8 getting my world and my 

problems down to scale – 
reducing my life and my difficul-
ties to their real importance

9 to realize – (false friend) 
become conscious 

10 the people at the Hubble 
Telescope think there are 
about 125 billion

11 to lose your bearings (lose-
lost-lost) – become disoriented, 
lose the constant things you 
use to know where you are and 
what time it is

12 right down to – even including 

13 length – (in this case) duration
14 time zero – the moment at 

which time (and space) began
15 just – (in this case) simply
16 to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) 
– (in this case) cope with, under-
stand, comprehend

Astronomy: 
Blowing 
your Mind

Astronomers, like burglars1 and 
jazz musicians, operate best at night.
 - MILES KINGTON (1989)

15
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The Universe

T he more we know about the universe, 
the more unfamiliar it is. According 

to the leading1 current theory, 84.5% 
of the material in the Universe is dark 
matter2 – stuff3 that is invisible and can 
only be inferred4, not detected directly. In 
fact, 95% of the mass-energy of the Universe 
is composed of dark matter plus dark energy 
– a form of energy so mysterious that it makes 
dark matter look positively5 mundane6. Ordinary 
matter – planets, stars, rocks, you – is an anomaly 
forming less than 5% of the Universe. In the words of 
John Ellis7, “Not only are we not at the centre of the 
Universe; we may not be made of the same stuff3 as most 
of the Universe.” Less than a twentieth of the Universe 
obeys the laws of physics as we currently understand 
them. It’s not a good start. 

Coincidences
OK, so the Universe is a weird8 place. But there are 
a series of cosmic coincidences that suggest that it is 
spooky strange9. According to Neil Spencer10, “Planetary 
motion11 follows music’s template12. For example, the 
ratio between Jupiter’s maximum and Mars’ minimum 
speed13 corresponds to a minor third14; that between 
Earth and Venus to a minor sixth15. Even a hard-
hat16 astronomer like Fred Hoyle17 conceded that the 
correspondence between musical ratios and planetary 
velocities is ‘frighteningly18 good’.”

1 leading – dominant 
2 matter – material, substance, 

stuff 
3 stuff – (colloquial) material, 

matter substance
4 to infer – conclude that sth. 

exists indirectly from logical 
reasoning 

5 positively – very 
6 mundane – boringly familiar 

(down here on Earth)

7 (b. 1946) British theoretical 
physicist

8 weird – strange, bizarre 
9 spooky strange – bizarre in a 

sinister way 
10 writer on music, astrology and 

astronomy in The Daily Mail 
11 motion – movement, (in this 

case) orbits 
12 template – predetermined 

format 

13 speed – velocity 
14 minor third – interval of three 

semitones 
15 minor sixth – interval of eight 

semitones 
16 hard-hat (adj.) – conservative, 

formal, serious 
17 (1915-2001) British astronn-

omer from Cambridge 
University 

18 frighteningly – (in this case) 
shockingly, worryingly 

19 1035 (“10 to the power of 
35”) means 10 with 35 zeros 
after it 

20 crêpe – flat pancake
21 hard – difficult 
22 pancake – crêpe 
23 background (adj.) – contex-

tual, environmental 

The Secrets 
of the 
Universe

It gets weirder. The ratio between time since the 
big bang and time for light to cross a hydrogen atom is 
approximately the same (approximately 12.4 x 1035)19 as 
the ratio of the electric repulsion between two protons 
over the gravitational attraction between them. As my 
brother once said gravely after studying Spanish object 
pronouns, “There’s something they are not telling us...”.

The Constant Crêpe20

There are other problems that are hard21 to explain. The 
Universe is almost infinitely big but it is essentially as 
flat as a pancake22 – why? The temperature of the back-
ground23 radiation across the Universe is remarkably 
constant – again, why?
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The Universe

A Fine-tuned2 Universe
If gravity were slightly3 weaker than it is, there would 
be no nuclear reaction in the sun, no sunlight and no 
us. If gravity were a little stronger, the sun would have 
exhausted all its fuel4 billions of years before complex 
life emerged. If the weak nuclear force within5 atomic 
nuclei were a few per cent weaker, there would only 
be hydrogen (and possibly helium and lithium) in the 
Universe (and no us). If the strong nuclear force which 
holds atomic nuclei together6 were a couple of per cent 
stronger, stars like the sun would have exhausted their 
hydrogen  in an instant (and there 
would be no us). In 2000 the Brit-
ish Astronomer Royal, Martin Rees, 
produced a list of six fundamental 
constants in physics that seemed 
to be fine-tuned2 to ensure7 life 
could be created.

Multiverse vs. Self-Design
According to the dominant theory 
in astrophysics – multiverse string 
theory8 – there are at least 10500 
universes9, each with its own 
laws of physics. According to this 
theory, the enormous accumula-
tion of coincidences that led to10 
us can be explained by the fact that 
if they hadn’t led to10 intelligent 
life/us (as presumably occurred 
in most of the other billions upon 
billions upon billions of universes), 

we wouldn’t be observing them 
now. In any case, different laws of 
physics could give rise to11 some 
other living system capable of pon-
dering12 its own existence. 

The alternative explanation, pre-
sented by New Age guru Deepak 
Chopra13 and others is that the Uni-
verse is self-designed. Or God.

Stephen Hawking concludes, 
“God not only plays dice14, He also 
sometimes throws the dice15 where 
they cannot be seen.”

1 the Goldilocks Paradox – the 
surprising fact that essential 
forces in the Universe are 
exactly right to permit life to 
exist 

2 fine-tuned – precisely adjusted
3 slightly – a little 
4 fuel – combustible material 
5 within – inside, in

 

6 to hold sth. together (hold-
held-held) – stop sth. from 
disintegrating 

7 to ensure – make sure, 
guarantee 

8 string theory – a cosmological 
theory based on the existence of 
one-dimensional objects called 
‘cosmic strings’ (= literally ‘cords’)

9 that’s “10 to the power five 
hundred”, i.e. 10 with 500 
zeros after it 

10 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 
in 

11 to give rise to (give-gave-
given) – produce, generate 

12 to ponder – think about, 
contemplate 

13 http://goo.gl/Rsrs0G

14 to play dice – (in this case) 
permit randomness (= arbitrary 
results)

15 die (plural ‘dice’) – cube with 
one of the 
numbers 
between 
1 and 6 on 
each side 

The Goldilocks 
Paradox1
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Mythology

T he solar system has existed for 4.6 billion years and 
ever since1 humans were human, we have been 

fascinated and awed2 by the night sky. The Greeks asso-
ciated the visible planets3 with their gods and by and 
large4 we have continued that process of nomenclature 
using the Roman names. 

The Life-giving Sun 
The sun is typically associated with a male5, life-giving 
god such as the Egyptian god Ra or the Greek Helios. 
However, in northern Europe the sun was a female fer-
tility god (Étaín in Celtic and Saulẻ in Baltic mythology). 
The sun is usually presented as constant, in contrast 
to the changeable moon. However, our star will not be 
constant forever. In about two billion years’ time it will 
become a red giant6 killing all life on earth and possibly 
physically consuming our planet.

The Inner Planets7

The four rocky planets closest to the sun are called ter-
restrials. Mercury tends to be associated with speed and 
so is usually a messenger. He is also a bringer of knowl-
edge both in the Roman form (Mercury) and in the Greek 
Hermes, Norse Odin, Babylonian Nabu and Egyptian 
Thoth /θouθ/.

Venus is invariably a green goddess (Aphrodite and 
Ishtar). The association between Venus and beauty is 
germane8: unlike9 all the other planets the surface10 of 
Venus is smooth11, not pitted12 and fissured. Mars was 
the god of war and so an appropriate match13 for the red 
planet. However, Mars is conflicted in another way, too; 
the northern hemisphere is unusually featureless14, 
while its southern hemisphere has the most rugged15 
landscape in the solar system. It seems that Mars’s bel-
ligerent associations have caused us almost invariably to 
imagine martial Martians.

1 ever since – (emphatic) since, 
from the time that 

2 to awe – fill with wonder, aston-
ish, amaze

3 planet means ‘wanderer’ (= 
itinerant) in Greek

4 by and large – more or less, in 
general 

5 male – ♂
6 red giant – big star with high 

luminosity and low surface 
temperature in a late stage of 
its evolution 

7 inner planet /ˈplænit/ – ter-
restrial, rocky planet close to 
the sun

8 germane – apposite, 
appropriate 

9 unlike – in contrast to 
10 surface – exterior
11 smooth – even, featureless14 
12 pitted – having holes or inden-

tations on the surface10

13 match – (in this case) corre-
sponding god 

14 featureless /ˈfi:tʃərləs/ – plain, 
not having any noticeable 
attributes 

15 rugged /ˈrʌgid/ – rough, 
uneven, pitted12

The Myths 
Behind the 
Solar System

29, 30
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Mythology

The Gas Giants
The gas giants – Jupiter and Saturn – are 
our protectors; their gravity often ejects 
comets before they have the chance1 to 
enter the inner sanctum2 of the solar 
system and wreak havoc3. It is therefore 
fitting4 that the planet Jupiter has tended 
to be linked to5 law-bringers6 (such as 
Zeus and Thor). The planet Saturn, on 
the other hand, is much maligned7. The 

Greeks called him Chronos – a bad father who destroyed 
his own children. Saturn was the slowest-moving planet 
for the Ancients (who didn’t know of Uranus’s existence) 
and so it was linked to the deified8 time-keeper9. 

The Ice Giants
The ice giants – Uranus and Neptune (1846) 
– were discovered in modern times, so their 
Roman names were not ascribed10 by the 
Ancients. Uranus was Saturn’s despotic 
father. Unlike11 all the other planets, Uranus 
rotates on its side. The English-speaking 
world is incapable of taking this planet seri-
ously because its name sounds like ‘your 
anus’. Neptune (Poseidon to the Greeks) 
was the god of the oceans.

1 chance – opportunity, 
possibility 

2 the inner sanctum – (literally) 
the most sacred place in a 
temple; (in this case) the part of 

the solar system in which the 
terrestrial planets are located

3 to wreak /ri:k/ havoc – cause 
chaos, act destructively 

4 fitting – appropriate, apt

5 to be linked to – be associated 
with 

6 law-bringer – legislator 
7 to be much maligned – be 

denigrated, be vilified 

8 deified – divine 
9 time-keeper – sb. who controls 

time 
10 to ascribe – assign 
11 unlike – in contrast to 

The Giants

29, 30
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Mythology

I f you haven’t been paying attention to the changes in 
the solar system over the last few years, you are in 

for1 a surprise: the neighbourhood2’s changed a lot since 
you left school. 

The Dwarf3 Planets
In recent years an ever-increasing list of objects has been 
discovered orbiting the sun. One discovered in 2005 was 
almost a third bigger than Pluto, so either it had to be 
defined as a planet, or a new category had to be created. 
Originally, the new orbiting body was unofficially called 
‘Xena’ after4 the heroine of the TV series. However, since 
the body’s discovery led to5 the massive controversy 
caused by Pluto’s demotion6 to ‘dwarf3 planet’, the name 
was changed in 2007 to Eris, that of the Greek goddess 
of strife7. 

Pluto was named after the Roman god of the Under-
world and wealth8 (think ‘plutocrat’). Its discovery in 
1930 was celebrated by Walt Disney by creating a dog 
of the same name for Mickey 
Mouse. When Pluto was demoted9 
to being just a dwarf3 planet in 
2006, a former10 asteroid called 
Ceres was upgraded11 to dwarf 
planet. Ceres was the Roman god 
of agriculture. The dwarf3 planet 
is located in the asteroid belt12, 
between Mars and Jupiter. Two 
other dwarf planets have been offi-
cially recognized (though others 
are waiting to be acknowledged):

>> egg-shaped13 Haumea named after4 a Hawaiian fertil-
ity goddess.

>> Makemake /,mæke’mæke/ named after4 a Rapanui fer-
tility god. 

The Comet & the Pope
Pluto, Makemake and Haumea are located in the Kuiper 
/ˈkaipər/ Belt14, a disc of icy15 material outside Neptune’s 
orbit.16 Eris, by contrast, is found in the scattered disc17, 
which has a highly18 eccentric19 orbit. 

Most comets are believed to come from the scattered 
disc or from the Oort Cloud20 – a spherical cloud21 of 
icy objects that mark the limits of the solar system and 

the influence of the sun’s gravity. 
Comets have invariably been seen 
as an ill-omen22; they are men-
tioned as such in the Talmud and 
Halley’s Comet was blamed for23 
the defeat24 of Harold I by William 
the Conqueror in 1066. However, 
the Papacy finally took action 
against this icy object in 1456: Pope 
Callixtus III excommunicated25 
Halley’s Comet in that year (and it 
has behaved itself26 ever since!).

1 to be in for – be going to have 
2 neighbourhood – (in this case) 

the solar system
3 dwarf /dwɔ:f/ – (in this case) 

minor, small 
4 after – (in this case) in honour 

of 
5 to lead to (lead-led-led) – cause, 

provoke 
6 demotion – reduction in status 
7 strife – conflict 
8 wealth – riches, prosperity

 9 to demote – downgrade, 
relegate 

10 former – ex- 
11 to upgrade – promote 
12 asteroid belt – region between 

Mars and Jupiter where a lot of 
asteroids orbit the sun

13 egg-shaped – oval 
14 named after astronomer 

Gerard Kuiper (1905-73)
15 icy – frozen 

16 not to be confused with the 
asteroid belt12

17 scattered disc – trans-Neptu-
nian region that is sparsely (= 
lightly) populated by icy minor 
planets

18 highly – very 
19 eccentric – (in this case) not 

circular, not centred
20 named after Jan Oort 

(1900-92)

21 cloud – (in this case) nebulous 
mass 

22 ill-omen – portent of evil, 
presage of disaster

23 to be blamed for – be consid-
ered responsible for 

24 defeat – conquest, destruction 
25 to excommunicate – officially 

exclude from the Christian 
Church 

26 to behave oneself – not cause 
problems 

New Gods on 
the Block

29, 30
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Mythology

I n 1962 President Kennedy declared, “We choose to 
go to the moon”, though the quote is usually remem-

bered as the more euphonic1 “We choose the moon”. 
There followed all those Apollo expeditions and the 
moon became well-known, almost mundane2. However, 
the moon has always been a great mystery for me. One 
of the few arguments for a divinely ordered universe 
that piques3 my attention is the undeniable4 fact that 
the sun and the moon are the same size5 in the sky. How 
weird6 is that? Well, I’ll tell you. There are 176 moons in 
the solar system and none of them look the same size5 as 
the sun in the sky of their respective planets. Ours is the 
only planet that harbours7 life. Evidence of God’s hand 
at work8?

Not necessarily. All the other moons in the solar 
system were formed by accretion of9 a disc or the grav-
itational capture of passing bodies. Our moon is so much 
bigger relative to10 our planet because, uniquely, it was 
formed by a collision between our planet and a Mars-
sized object. A collision sounds catastrophic but the 
resulting moon was a boon11 for life. Our large12 satellite 
reduces the Earth’s wobble13 on its axis, which otherwise 
would make the evolution of life much more difficult. 

The Mothering Moon
The moon is usually presented as female14 if only 
because of its association with menstruation. Astronomy 
tells us that the moon does have a motherly role, 
nurturing15 us and creating a safe environment. The 
Babylonians and Ancient Egyptians had a male moon, 
which is surely wrong. 

The moon’s phases and its influence on the tides16 
tend to link it to mutability, in contrast to the constancy of 
the sun.

Losing the Moon 
The child fondly17 believes that the mother will always 
be there. However, our motherly moon is moving away 
from us. The moon the dinosaurs saw in the sky was 
much bigger than the sun. In a couple of hundred million 
years’ time a total eclipse of the sun won’t be possible 
because the moon will be too small in the sky. 

It is no coincidence that we can wonder at18 the fact 
that the sun and the moon look the same size. Their rela-
tive size and distance is what made the evolution of intel-
ligent life possible. In the end we didn’t choose the moon; 
the moon chose us.

1 more euphonic – better sound-
ing, (in this case) assonant 

2 mundane – boringly familiar, 
(literally) terrestrial

3 to pique – stimulate 
4 undeniable – irrefutable 
5 size – dimensions 
6 weird – strange, bizarre 

7 to harbour – (in this case) 
maintain 

8 God’s hand at work – divine 
intervention 

9 accretion – gradual accumula-
tion of material in 

10 relative to – in relation to 

11 boon – godsend, advantage 
12 large – (false friend) big 
13 wobble /ˈwobəl/ – unstable 

movement, instability 
14 for example, the moon was 

the Greek goddess Artemis 
Selena

15 to nurture – protect 
16 the tides – the rise and fall in 

the sea level every 12 hours 
17 fondly – naïvely, optimistically 

(because of innocence)
18 to wonder /ˈwʌndər/ at – ask 

oneself questions about 

We Choose 
the Moon

29, 30
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Vocabulary

W hile most people accept the night sky with 
a shrug1, few people can ignore the appear-

ance of meteors, meteorites and comets. Unusual 
lights in the sky have been taken to presage 
diverse events down here on Earth. 

Comets
One explanation of the Star of Bethlehem that 
appeared about the time of Christ’s birth is that it 
was a comet /ˈkomit/. Most comets, however, have 
more negative connotations and the passage of 
a comet in 1086 proved fatal2 to all the cats in 
Westphalia, according to the chronicles! Comets 
are ice and dust3 that go round the sun on ellipti-
cal orbits. The Ancient Greek term kometes meant 
‘long-haired’.

Meteors
Meteors are fragments of comets or asteroids that 
become incandescent when they enter the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. The Ancient Greek origin of the term means ‘high 
in the air’. 

In 1783 a bright meteor exploded in the sky over Brit-
ain in August; it was blamed for4 the plague of wasps5 
that summer. Interestingly, the dearth6 of wasps in 1811 
was attributed to a comet. The passage of this particular 
comet was also given as the reason for the fact that flies 
that year were apparently blind7, for the great number 
of twins8 born that year and the bumper harvest9. On 
13th November 1833 a spectacular display10 of shoot-
ing stars11 was seen across the USA. Many Americans 
assumed12 that the end of the world had arrived. 

Great Balls of Fire
Meteors can be destructive if they explode in the atmo-
sphere (bolides or fireballs) or if they impact against the 
Earth’s surface (meteorite). In June 1879 a bright meteor 
was observed in the skies above Switzerland. Curiously, it 
was reported to move in a serpentine path13. Around the 
same time a shower14 of meteorites fell into Lake Lugano 
throwing up15 large16 waves17 that almost swamped18 
several fishing boats on the lake. However, the most 
impressive bolide in recent history was the 1908 Tun-
guska explosion, which devastated a 2,500km2 area in 
Siberia (see p. 127). 

On 15th February 2013 a superbolide exploded over 
Chelyabinsk in the Urals releasing19 about 25 times as 
much energy as the Hiroshima atomic bomb. The explo-
sion was brighter than the sun.

1 shrug – gesture of indifference 
2 to prove fatal – kill 
3 dust – (in this case) particles 
of rock 

4 to blame A for B – hold A 
responsible for B

5 wasp /wosp/ –  
6 dearth – scarcity, absence 
7 blind /blaind/ – not able to see 

8 twins – two babies born at the 
same time to the same mother 

9 bumper harvest – excep-
tionally good agricultural 
production 

10 display – exhibition, manifestation 
11 shooting star – meteor (tech-

nical), falling star (colloquial)
12 to assume – (false friend) 

conclude 
13 path – trajectory 

14 shower – deluge 
15 to throw up (throw-threw-

thrown) – cause, generate 
16 large – (false friend) big 
17 wave – disturbance in the 

surface of a body of water 
18 to swamp /swomp/ – engulf, 

sink, submerge 
19 to release – emit 

It Came from 
Outer Space
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The Universe

A Bang or a Whimper1?
Of course, life on Earth could end any time from an aster-
oid or a comet slamming into2 our little planet, how-
ever, this wouldn’t destroy the Earth, just3 its life. The 
big event to look out for4 as regards5 the potential to 
destroy the Earth as such is when Barnard’s star comes 
crashing through the Solar System in 10,000 years’ time. 
Of course it would be really bad luck if it hit the Earth but 
even if it hit something else in our system the debris6 
could destroy the planet. 

The End of the Universe
The universe has been expanding since the Big Bang. It is 
just possible that it may eventually7 stop expanding and 
reach8 a stasis9. However, if there is too much matter10 
in the Universe, once it has stopped expanding gravity 
will cause it to start collapsing in on itself till11 eventu-
ally7 there is a Big Crunch, possibly followed by another 
Big Bang. However, if there is not enough matter in the 
Universe, it will just12 go on13 expanding getting colder, 
emptier and darker. Downer14.

The Terrors of Space
We love to invent space monsters but the real horror 
would be being exposed to space itself. If you weren’t 
in a spacesuit15 your eyes and skin16 would begin to 
bloat17 and the saliva on your tongue18 would begin to 
boil19 (yes, like the scene at the end of Schwarzenegger’s 
Total Recall). You would survive for several minutes 
if exposed to space. If you got pulled back into20 a 

pressurized spaceship within21 
30 seconds, you’d survive 
unscathed22. The nearest thing to 
this really happening was when a 
NASA astronaut entered a vacuum 
chamber23 in a faulty24 suit15 
in 1965. He was conscious for 14 
seconds before blacking out25 and 
survived because the chamber was 
rapidly re-pressurized. Afterwards 
he reported that he could feel and 
hear the air leaking out26... and feel 
the saliva on his tongue18 boiling19!

Out in space it would be less 
comfortable – you’d either be at 
120ºC in sunlight or -100ºC in the 
shade27. And Alien (1979) was right, 
“in space no one can hear you 
scream” (because sound waves28 
cannot travel through a vacuum).

1 whimper – pathetic small noise 
2 to slam into – crash into, collide 

with 
3 just – (in this case) only 
4 to look out for – be vigilant for 
5 as regards – in terms of, in 

relation to 
6 debris /ˈdebri:/ (UK English) 
– debris /dəˈbri:/ (US English), 
fragments

7 eventually – (false friend) in 
the end 

8 to reach – come to, arrive at 

9 stasis – a state of equilibrium 
10 matter – material 
11 till – until 
12 just – (in this case) simply 
13 to go on (go-went-gone) 
– continue 

14 downer – (informal) how 
depressing!

15 spacesuit – special clothing 
worn by astronauts in space 

16 skin – cutaneous organ 
17 to bloat – inflate, swell
 

18 tongue /tʌŋ/ – muscular organ 
in the mouth 
used for 
speech and 
taste

19 to boil – form 
bubbles and 
evaporate 

20 to get pulled back into (get-
got-got) – be rescued by 

21 within – after less than
22 unscathed – unhurt, 

unharmed 

23 vacuum chamber /ˈvakju:m 
ˌtʃeimbər/ – artificial low-pres-
sure environment for training 
astronauts, etc.

24 faulty – defective 
25 to black out – lose 

consciousness 
26 to leak out – escape 
27 in the shade – when you are 

not exposed to sunlight
28 sound wave – undulation of 

sound 

Death in Space
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Humour

ASTRONOMICAL 
HUMOUR

The British Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence once conducted a poll1 to find the world’s fun-
niest joke. After extensive research2, this was the 
result: Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson pitched3 
their tent4 while5 on a camping expedition, but in the 
middle of the night Holmes nudges Watson awake6 and 
questions him.

HOLMES: Watson, look 
up at the stars and tell 
me what you deduce.
WATSON: I see millions 
of stars, and if there are 
millions of stars, and 
if even a few of those 
have planets, it is quite 
likely7 there are some 
planets like earth, and if 
there are a few planets 
like earth out there, 
there might also be life.
HOLMES: Watson, 
you idiot! Somebody 
has stolen our tent4.

THE SPACE RACE
In 1961 John Glenn was the first US astronaut to orbit the 
earth. In 1997 it was revealed that if he had not returned 
safely the CIA planned to blame8 Cuban radio interfer-
ence. They believed that US public opinion would be so 
incensed9 that Americans would demand that their gov-
ernment invade Cuba in retaliation10. 

Speaking of the Space Race, the US spent a million dol-
lars developing11 a pen that would write upside-down12 
in zero gravity. The Russians used pencils...

ONE SMALL STEP
One of the most famous quotes from the whole of human 
history is “There’s one small step13 for man, one giant 
leap14 for mankind15” spoken by Neil Armstrong as he 
stepped onto the Moon. However, the sentence – heard 
by billions of people – is meaningless16; ‘man’ without an 
article means the same thing as ‘mankind’. In other words 
the quote means “There’s one small step for humanity, 
one giant leap14 for humanity”. Neil Armstrong always 
insisted that he had said the sentence correctly. However, 
it wasn’t until 2006 that Australian computer program-
mer Peter Shann Ford proved that Armstrong had said a 
schwa17 before ‘man’ which had been masked18 by trans-
mission interference. Armstrong’s actual19 words were, 
“There’s one small step for a man, one giant leap for Man-
kind”, which makes perfect sense.

1 to conduct a poll – ask a 
lot of people, organize a 
questionnaire

2 extensive research – a lot of 
investigating 

3 to pitch a tent – erect a tent, set 
up a tent4

4 tent – temporary refuge made 
out of textile and used when 
camping

5 while – when, (in this case) 
during the time that they were

6 to nudge sb. awake – wake sb. 
by knocking him/her with your 
elbow

7 it is quite likely – it is reasona-
bly probable that

8 to blame – hold responsible, 
accuse 

9 to be incensed – be angry, be 
furious 

10 in retaliation – in revenge
11 to develop – produce, create
12 to write upside-down (write-

wrote-written) – write with the 
paper above the pen 

13 step – footstep, forward 
movement 

14 giant leap – massive advance 
15 mankind – humanity 
16 meaningless – nonsensical, 

ridiculous 
17 schwa – /ə/, the unstressed 

sound of an ‘a’ in English 
18 to mask – hide, obscure 
19 actual – (false friend) real 
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Philosophy

AN EXISTENTIAL 
PROBLEM

According to most astronomers, in the begin-
ning there was the Big Bang; before that 
there was nothing, then 13.7 billion years ago 
space and time spontaneously sprang into 
existence1. That sounds reasonable enough 
until you actually2 start to think about it. 
Are you capable of imagining nothingness3? 
How can we hope to comprehend a cosmic 
spontaneity of that sort? Moreover, if you 
know a bit of physics, you will be aware4 
that the Big Bang goes against all of science’s 
most basic laws (such as the second law of 
thermodynamics, for starters5). However, to 
argue from this point of view is to assume6 
that the laws of physics were encoded into 
the fabric7 of the nothingness3 – whatever 
that means! – that existed before the uni-
verse. In other words it assumes6 that the 
laws of physics existed before space and 
time, which is a pretty8 big assumption!

SPACE & TIME
When you look up at the night sky you are 
not seeing what is; indeed9, you aren’t even 
really seeing what was. The light that we see 
from the nearest star (apart from the sun), 
Proxima Centauri is four years old (because 
the star is four light years away). The light 
from stars that are further away has been 
travelling much longer – in some cases mil-
lions of years. As a result the combination 
of light that you see in the sky is the result 
of the interaction of space and time but that 
combination never objectively existed simul-
taneously as we see it.

1 to spring into exis-
tence (spring-sprang-
sprung) – start to exist 

2 actually – (false friend) 
really 

3 nothingness – the 
nonexistence of any-
thing (not even empty 
space)

4 to be aware – be 
conscious

 

5 for starters – to begin 
with, for one 

6 to assume – (false 
friend) suppose, 
believe 

7 fabric (false friend) – 
(in this case) structure, 
essence 

8 pretty – rather, (in this 
case) very 

9 indeed – (emphatic) 
in fact 
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Astrobiology

Is There Life on Mars?
David Bowie (and many others) asked “Is there life on 
Mars?” We should have a definitive answer soon but even 
if there is, it will in some sense tell us little since2 we are 
probably part of interconnected ecosystems – microor-
ganisms can be blasted off3 one planet and germinate 
the other. In fact, according to some astrobiologists4 we 
already found life on Mars back in 1976 when the Viking 
lander5 analysed the Martian earth. 

Astrobiologists will be much more impressed if we 
find life on one of the gas giants’ moons, such as Saturn’s 
Titan or Jupiter’s Europa, because it would almost cer-
tainly have started independently.

Should We Jettison6 Seti?
This year SETI7 will become a pensioner. 65 years ago 
we started to listen out for radio signals from outer space. 
Apart from the media-hyped8 1977 ‘Wow! signal’, SETI 
has found nothing. Why should intelligent extraterres-
trial life be sending high-power radio transmissions 
anyway? If they are truly9 intelligent, they would do 
better to take Stephen Hawking’s advice10 and ‘lie low’11 
given our history of destroying civilizations we come into 
contact with.  

Exoplanets
The main12 focus of astrobiology is on finding life on 
exoplanets13. The first step towards14 this goal15 is to 
find planets orbiting other stars. This year we will find 
our 2000th exoplanet and over the last 23 years we have 
only searched a tiny16 proportion of the Milky Way. 
Extrapolating from the evidence there are probably 
about 50 billion planets in our galaxy. 

1 sentiment – sentimentalism, 
belief as opposed to logic

2 since – (in this case) given that, 
because 

3 to blast sth. off swh. – expel 
sth. from swh. in  a collision or 
explosion, propel sth. into outer 
space

4 such as Dirk Schulze-Makuch 
of Washington State Univer-
sity and David Darling in We 
Are Not Alone (2010)

5 lander – spacecraft designed 
to land on the surface of a body 
other than earth 

6 to jettison sth. – abandon sth. 

7 SETI – the Search for Extra-Ter-
restrial Intelligence 

8 media-hyped – exaggerated 
on TV and in newspapers and 
magazines 

9 truly – genuinely, really 
10 advice – recommendation, 

suggestion 

11 to lie low (lie-lay-lain) – avoid 
detection, try not to be noticed

12 main – primary, principal 
13 exoplanet – planet orbiting a 

star other than our sun 
14 towards – in the direction of 
15 goal – objective 
16 tiny /ˈtaini/ – very small, minute 

Is There 
Anybody 
Out There?
Believing in aliens may be 
fashionable, but it is the result of 
sentiment1 as much as discovery.
 - MICHAEL HAMILTON
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Astrobiology

The Goldilocks1 Zone
However, most planets could never 
harbour2 life. Gas giants like Jupi-
ter or icy3 giants like Neptune are 
no place to live and most of the 
planets we’ve found are of these 
types. As we currently understand 
the process of life, we need to find 
rocky planets in a habitable zone 
at a certain distance from their star. This ‘Goldilocks’1 
zone is at a distance at which liquid water can exist. If the 
planet is too close to the star, all the water will evaporate; 
if it’s too far away all the water will freeze. “Observations 
with NASA’s Kepler telescope indicate that at least six per 
cent of sun-like stars harbour2 small rocky worlds. In 
our galaxy alone, which means there may be millions of 
Earth-sized planets4 in the habitable zone around their 
parent stars5”, concludes Caleb Scharf, director of the 
Columbia Astrobiology Center in New York. Extrapolat-
ing from the Milky Way to the cosmos, if just6 1% of these 
evolved7 multicellular life, then there would be 100 qua-
drillion (= 1027)8 instances9 of complex life in the observ-
able universe. Unfortunately, the cosmos is so big that 
they would be on average10 almost11 a million light years 
apart. ‘A needle12 in a haystack ’13 simply doesn’t express 
the magnitude of the task14! 

Fluke15 or Inevitability?
Once life appears, we know it is extraordinarily tena-
cious. However, we still don’t know how easily life 
sparks up16 once suitable17 conditions exist. So far18 we 
have found no evidence of extra-terrestrial life at all19. 
We have a sample size20 of one: our Earth. We don’t 
know where and how life started here. Was the emer-
gence of life on Earth a fluke15 or almost inevitable? We 
may still be alone – the Earth’s biosphere may be unique 
– but, frustratingly, we will never be able to prove it!21 

Even if we aren’t, intelligent life is almost certainly too 
far away to contact. Moreover, we don’t know how long 
intelligent life lasts22 but the chances23 of encountering 
it before we or they are destroyed one way or another 
are minute24. The practical improbability of making con-
tact means that even if extraterrestrials do exist25, they 
might as well not26.

1 Goldilocks – (in this case) 
habitable. The term alludes 
to the children’s story about 
a girl (‘Goldilocks’) eating 
soup in the house of a family 
of bears.

2 to harbour – maintain, provide 
refuge for  

3 icy – frozen, freezing 
4 earth-sized planet – planet of 

a similar size to our world 
5 parent star – star that has 

planets orbiting it 
6 just – (in this case) only
 

7 to evolve sth. – develop sth., 
gradually get sth. 

8 “10 to the power 27”
9 instance – case, 

example 
10 on average 
– typically 

11 almost – nearly, 
practically 

12 needle – thin piece of metal 
used for sewing

13 haystack – accumulation of 
desiccated forage (= food for 
cows and horses) 

14 task – job, piece of work 

15 fluke – improbable accident 
16 to spark up – ignite, start 
17 suitable – appropriate, favourable  
18 so far – up until now 
19 at all – of any sort 
20 sample size – (in this case) 

total number of observations 
of a biosphere being created

21 the absence of Popperian 
criteria for falsibility is a 
major philosophical prob-
lem as regards the search 
for extra-terrestrial life

22 to last – endure, survive 
23 chances – probability, 

possibility 
24 minute /maiˈnju:t/ – very small, 

tiny 
25 do exist – (emphatic) exist 
26 they might as well not – it 

would make no difference to us 
if they didn’t 

A Home 
from 
Home
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Astrology

Competing with the Professionals
Astrology is one of the most difficult subjects2 to 
pretend to be3 knowledgeable about because there are 
so many professional bullshitters4 around who literally 
make a living out of5 astrological bullshitting. However, 
there are certain tactics that can be used so that you 
appear to be an expert when you are not. The world is 
divided between those people who fervently believe in 

horoscopes and those who reject them out of hand6. By 
arguing for7 a (non-existent) compromise position you 
seem knowledgeable and moderate while8 infuriating 
both the pro-astrology fundamentalists and their anti-
astrology fundamentalist opponents.

Your position has to be that astrology has not been 
conclusively proved or disproved and that you keep an 
open mind. (“It’s too early to decide if it’s true” doesn’t 
wash9 because astrology has been around for 5000 
years!) There is one exception: you must reject the 
horoscopes printed in newspapers and magazines. These 
are quite clearly rubbish10 and all ‘serious’ astrologists 
say so. You have to project the impression that you 
understand all about ‘signatures’11, ‘correspondence’12 
and ‘houses’13 without allowing14 anybody to discuss15 
these subjects16 in detail. ‘Serious’ astrology is about17 
as complicated and boring as accountancy18 or 
econometrics. Never get involved in19 such things.

1 to feed (feed-fed-fed) – provide 
food for 

2 subject – matter, theme 
3 pretend to be – simulate that 

you are 
4 bullshitter – false expert, 

dissembler
5 to make a living out of (make-

made-made) – earn a salary 
from

 

6 to reject sth. out of hand – say 
that sth. is wrong without even 
considering it 

7 to argue for – defend
8 while – at the same time as 
9 doesn’t wash – (colloquial) is 

not convincing 
10 rubbish – (in this case) non-

sense, meaningless
11 signature – (in this case) works 

of famous people that are 

associated to their star signs by 
a dubious process 

12 correspondence – (in this 
case) a metaphysical hippie 
idea that “as above, so below” 
(= our world reflects what 
occurs in the heavens)

13 houses – (in this case) 12 une-
qual segments of the sky as 
seen from the Earth 

14 to allow – permit

15 to discuss – (false friend) 
debate 

16 subject – (in this case) theme, 
matter

17  about – roughly, approximately, 
more or less 

18 accountancy – keeping com-
pany accounts, recording a 
company’s financial records

19 to get involved in (get-got-
got) – participate in 

Astrology
You can tell a lot about someone’s 
personality if you know his sign: 
Jesus: born 25th December. Fed1 the 
5,000, walked on water – typical 
Capricorn. - HARRY HILL
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I t is surprisingly easy to undermine2 the 
position of those who are vehemently 

against horoscopes. First you have to ask them 
if they believe that the moon influences events 
on Earth. If they are really stupid, they will 
say ‘no’ and then you can humiliate them by 
talking about the tides3 of the seas and animal 
behaviour4. If they say ‘yes’, don’t let them con-
tinue (you have to be like one of those mean5 
lawyers in the movies). Then ask them if they 
think that the season6 in which someone was 
born can influence in their later life. If they say 
‘no’, you can humiliate them again by quoting7 
the latest research by reputable psychologists which sug-
gests that this is the case. You can then go on to say8 that 
the different signs are merely symbolic – a shorthand9 
for remembering the influences at different times of year. 
You can argue10 that the exact mechanism by which 
stars and/or seasons6 influence people is still unclear.

If you hear someone rubbishing11 the predictive ability 
of astrology, you can always reply that the astrologists are 
as accurate12 as (or more accurate than) economists, so 
should we throw economics out of the window because its 
adherents13 consistently get it wrong14?

In defence of astrology you can argue that the great-
est civilizations from Babylon, Ancient Egypt, Ancient 
Greece and Rome to the Italian Renaissance have 

believed in horoscopes. (They also believed in capital 
punishment15, and war as the most effective type of 
diplomacy – but that is irrelevant!) You can list the great 
thinkers who believed in horoscopes including Plato, 
Aristotle, Ptolemy, Dante, Shakespeare, Kepler, Jung, the 
Three Wise Men16... and Ronald Reagan. You then have 
to put on your most authoritative face and say gravely: 
“To reject astrology out of hand17 is to dismiss18 a major 
part of Western Thought.”

If someone criticizes astrology from a Christian point 
of view, you just19 have to mention that the Star of Beth-
lehem20 (probably the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn) 
is central to the Christian Nativity story. That should shut 
them up21.

1 to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – 
interact with 

2 to undermine – weaken, 
debilitate 

3 tide – periodic rise and fall of 
the sea (approximately every 
12 hours)

4 behaviour (UK English) – 
behavior (US English), conduct 

5 mean – unpleasant, cruel, nasty 

6 season – time of year (spring, 
summer, autumn/fall or winter)

7 to quote – repeat, (in this case) 
mention 

8 to go on to say (go-went-gone) – 
continue by saying 

9 shorthand – (in this case) a 
system of abbreviation 

10 to argue – (in this case) declare, 
suggest 

11 to rubbish – (colloquial) 
severely criticize 

12 accurate – precise, exact 
13 adherent – advocate, disciple 
14 to get it wrong (get-got-got) – 

predict incorrectly 
15 capital punishment – the 

death penalty, executions 
16 the Three Wise Men – the 

Magi, the Three Kings

17 to reject sth. out of hand – say 
that sth. is wrong without even 
considering it

18 to dismiss – reject, ignore, 
(opposite of ‘accept’)

19 just – (in this case) simply, only 
20 Bethlehem – village in which 

Christ was born 
21 to shut sb. up (shut-shut-shut) – 

cause sb. to stop talking 

Astrology: 
Dealing 
with1 
Sceptics
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Astrology

P eople who really believe in astrology are usually 
easy to spot1. They have long or unconventional 

hair. They wear strange clothes. Even if they are travel-
ling ‘incognito’ they will probably be wearing some jew-
ellery2 that gives them away3 (an ear-ring with a symbol 
of Mercury, weird4 rings, or a medallion of the sun). Don’t 
confront these people on their own territory.

>> If they start talking about astrology claim5 that you 
prefer Aztec astrology. You can say it’s much more 
accurate6 since7 it interprets each day differently. 
It didn’t do them much good8 when the Spanish 
arrived, but that’s another story!

>> Then you can put them on the 
defensive just by saying the words 
‘twins’9 and ‘Ophiuchus’10.

Guessing Zodiac Signs
If someone challenges11 you to 
guess their zodiac sign, you have 
several possible responses:

a. say that astrology is a science and 
that the important thing is to be able 
to interpret the influence of the sun 
and the planets, not perform party 
tricks12.

b. try to guess their sign (this is easy if it’s the person’s 
birthday party!). When you get it right13 the effect is elec-
tric. I once answered someone by saying, “You would 
say that being a Leo14” and he nearly15 fainted16. When 
you get it wrong17, don’t worry, there are half a dozen 
escape routes.

1. First you have to find out18 when their birthday actu-
ally19 is. If they were born between the 19th and the 24th 

you can dismiss20 your mistake by 
saying they were born near the cusp21. 
Unless they are really quick off the 
mark22 they won’t say “but you didn’t 
say Taurus” (or whatever the adjacent 
sign is).

2. You can claim23 that you were talking 
about their sidereal zodiac used in India 
rather than24 the tropical zodiac ‘popu-
lar’ in the West. If you happen to have 
guessed25 the sign immediately before 
the person’s real sign, then you can go 
on to explain that the two systems began 
to diverge in Ancient Roman times and 
that they are now 24º different, which 
explains your apparent mistake.

1 to spot – identify 
2 jewellery (UK English) – jew-
elry (US English) body orna-
ments (rings, ear-rings, neck-
laces, etc.)

3 to give sb. away (give-gave-
given) – reveal sb’s identity 

4 weird – strange, bizarre 
5 to claim – declare, say 
6 accurate – precise, exact 
7 since – (in this case) given 
that, as

8 it didn’t do them much good – 
it didn’t protect them

 9 twins – two people born to the 
same mother at the same time 
(they have the same star sign 
and ascendants and so should 
be identical in character)

10 Ophiuchus /ofiˈju:kəs/ – the 
name of the supposed 13th star 
sign 

11 to challenge – dare, invite 
12 party trick – exhibition of abil-

ity to impress other people 
13 to get it right (get-got-got) – 

guess correctly, offer the right 
answer  

14 being a Leo – given that your 
zodiac sign is Leo 

15 nearly – almost 
16 to faint – lose consciousness 

(in this case) because of a 
surprise

17 to get it wrong (get-got-got) – 
guess wrong, do not offer the 
correct answer 

18 to find out (find-found-found) 
– discover 

19 actually – (false friend) really, 
in fact

 

20 to dismiss sth. – explain sth. 
away, excuse sth. 

21 cusp – period of change 
between one star sign and 
another 

22 to be quick off the mark – 
(colloquial) fast thinking, intel-
lectually agile 

23 to claim – state, say, declare 
24 rather than – as opposed to, 

instead of 
25 if you happen to have 

guessed – if fortuitously you 
have identified

Dealing with 
Astrologers
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Ascendant
If the previous suggestions for excusing a 
failed guess at someone’s star sign don’t 
work1, you can always suggest that what you 
said was their ‘ascendant’ – which planet was 
coming up2 over the skyline3 when they 
were born. Nine out of 104 people don’t know what theirs 
is, so if you tell them that theirs is Taurus (or whatever) 
with sufficient confidence5, they’ll probably believe you.

Birth Charts
If the person has had a ‘birth 
chart ’6 done, you can either 
leave the room quickly or

1.   say “Yes, and I bet7 Pluto 
was in Leo” (if they were 
born between 1939 and 56) 
or, “I bet Pluto was in Libra” (if 
they were born between 1957 
and 1971), etc. They will be 
impressed by your knowledge 
of their chart, which they have 
hidden8 in their bedroom, 
when, in fact, you’ve just taken 
advantage of the fact that Pluto 
moves really slowly!

2. say, “Of course, birth charts 
are not very meaningful9”. 
What you need is a conception 
chart. No one has a conception 

chart because to have one you’d need some really 
dedicated parents10 who were able to identify to the 
nearest four minutes when your egg was fertilized. I haven’t 

come across11 anyone yet!

3. ask how they know when 
they were born. The answer is 
usually, “Well my mum said I 
was born just after breakfast”. 
You’re safe! You just have 
to patiently explain that the 
degree of the zodiac which 
is rising12 over the eastern 
horizon changes every four 
minutes so “just after breakfast” 
really isn’t good enough.

4. ask if their chart was 
prepared by a computer (it 
almost certainly was). When 
they say that it was, you 
just13 grimace14, say it lacks15 
‘context ’ and walk away 
sighing16 lightly but audibly 
and shaking your head17 ever 
so slightly18.

1 to work – function 
2 to come up (come-came-come) 
– appear, ascend

3 skyline – horizon 
4 nine out of 10 – 90% of 
5 confidence – self-assurance, 

belief in oneself

6 birth chart – ‘map’ of the posi-
tions of the planets and stars 
when one was born 

7 I bet – I wager, I would be ready 
to risk money 

8 to be hidden – be concealed, 
be out-of-sight 

9 meaningful – important, 
significant 

10 some parents – a mother and 
father 

11 to come across (come-came-
come) – encounter 

12 to rise (rise-rose-risen) 
– ascend 

13 just – (in this case) simply 
14 grimace /’grimis/ – adopt a 

facial expression of pain 

15 to lack – not have
16 to sigh /sai/ – exhale audibly as 

an expression of exasperation 
17 to shake one’s head (shake-

shook-shaken) – move one’s 
head from side to side 

18 ever so slightly – just a little 

Astrology: 
Birth Charts
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Religion

C osmology tends to provoke existential thoughts and 
two great astronomers were lost to science – tempted 

away by the spiritual world.

Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772)
Emanuel Swedenborg was a polymath1 who contrib-
uted to the sciences of geometry, metallurgy, anatomy 
and physiology. He also made a major contribution to 
astronomy. As early as 1716 he proposed the construction 
of an observatory in northern Sweden but King Charles 
XII refused2 to finance it. Later, Swedenborg proposed 
the nebular hypothesis3 to explain the origins of the 
solar system in 1734 (20 years before Kant developed4 
Swedenborg’s hypothesis). Then one day Emanuel was 
having dinner in London when he saw Christ watching 

him. Jesus’s first message to the scientist was rather5 
prosaic – he told him to eat more slowly. However, the 
visions continued and Swedenborg discovered that he 
could freely visit heaven6 and hell and talk to angels and 
devils. He turned his back on7 science and became one 
of the greatest Lutheran theologians.

Jack Parsons (1914-54)
John Whiteside Parsons was the father of US rocket8 sci-
ence making major contributions to the development9 
of both solid and liquid rocket fuel10. In 1943 Parsons 
founded the prestigious Jet Propulsion Laboratory. How-
ever, since 1939 Jack had come under the influence of 
British Occultist Aleister Crowley and his unorthodox 
beliefs began to impinge on11 his work; he would recite 
pagan poetry before rocket tests! In the meantime12 
Parsons was befriended13 by L. Ron Hubbard, who 
defrauded14 Jack of his life savings15 and ran off with his 
girlfriend. Hubbard went on to found Scientology. 

In 1945 the USA recruited16 SS officer Wernher von 
Braun, an even greater figure in the development9 of 
rocket science. Parsons became less necessary and, wor-
ried by his Occultism and suspecting that he might be a 
Communist, the FBI forced Parsons out of the science he 
had helped to found. Jack died a couple of years later in a 
suspicious explosion at his home laboratory.

1 polymath – expert in a variety 
of academic disciplines

2 to refuse – decline, (opposite 
of ‘agree’)

3 nebular hypothesis – theory 
that the solar system evolved 
from a primeval nebula 

4 to develop – elaborate, extend  

5 rather – somewhat, surprisingly 
6 heaven – the celestial paradise 
7 to turn one’s back on – reject, 

repudiate 
8 rocket /ˈrokit/ – missile, 

projectile 
9 development – advancement, 

elaboration 

10 fuel – (false friend) propellant, 
combustible material 

11 to impinge on – affect 
12 in the meantime – meanwhile, 

at the same time 
13 to befriend – make friends 

with, become a friend of 
14 to defraud – cheat, rob 

15 one’s life savings – the money 
one has accumulated during 
one’s whole life 

16 to recruit – enlist, start to 
employ 

Lost to 
Astronomy
The ‘heretics’ of space science.
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The Arrow of Time1

English draws2 a strong and extensive analogy between 
space and time. We perceive time as linear and forward 
moving3. In the perception of the world that results from 
thinking in English we travel through time. If you speak a 
European language, you’re probably thinking, “Yeah, logi-
cal, innit?4” – or words to that effect5. However, there is 
nothing particularly logical about this conception of the 
abstraction that is time. The Incas, the Mayas and many 
other Native Americans, the Babylonians and the Ancient 
Greeks perceived – and Buddhists and Hindus perceive 
– time as a wheel6, something cyclical. Both the Chinese 
and the Aymara associate ‘ahead7’ with the past and 
‘behind8’ with the future. For example, ‘the day before 
yesterday’ in Mandarin Chinese translates literally as 
‘front day’, while ‘the day after tomorrow’ is ‘behind day’. 

In contrast to Chinese, English faces9 the future 
and turns its back on10 the past. This explains the 
expressions:

>> Tough11 times ahead7.
- The world’s economic problems have not been solved yet 

and we face tough times ahead. 
>> forward-looking12

>> from this day forward13

>> we look forward to14 something 
- I look forward to meeting you next month.
>> going/moving forward15 (buzzword)
- Going forward the company’s future looks positive, though 

there are still some serious threats16. 
>> you should put sth. behind17 you 
- You should try to put this tragedy behind you and look to 

the future.
>> As far back as I can remember18

>> They go back a long way19.
- John and I go back a long way. We were at secondary 

school together.

1 the arrow of time – the direc-
tion of travel from past to future 
in time considered as a physical 
dimension

2 to draw (draw-drew-drawn) – 
(in this case) make, find 

3 forward moving – moving 
ahead, advancing, progressing 

4 innit? – (slang) isn’t it?, right?
5 or words to that effect – or 
something similar

6 wheel – circular 
structure

7 ahead – (literally) in 
front of you, forwards 
(metaphorically, in 
English) in the future 

8 behind /bəˈhaind/ – at 
your back

9 to face – look towards, confront
10 to turn one’s back on – face 

away from

11 tough /tʌf/ – difficult, arduous 
12 forward-looking – that plans 

for the future
13 from this day forward – from 

now on, in future
14 to look forward to sth. – wait 

for sth. desiring it to happen
15 going/moving forwards – as 

regards (= in relation to) the 
future

 

16 threat – danger, menace
17 to put sth. behind one (put-

put-put) – consign sth. to the 
past and stop thinking about it 

18 as far back as I can remem-
ber – since my earliest memory

19 to go back a long way 
(go-went-gone) – they have 
been friends for a long time 

The
Space-Time 
Continuum
Metaphorical language 
discovered the intimate 
relationship between 
space and time thousands 
of years before Einstein.

Circular time
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Words

S ome languages refer to a ‘big’ or ‘small’ 
time, rather than1 a ‘long’ or ‘short’ time. 

The adjectives ‘long’ and ‘short’ literally 
describe space but in English we happily 
use them metaphorically to describe time. Indeed2, in 
some cases words used to describe space have come 
to describe time almost exclusively. For instance3, we 
would probably avoid using4 ‘lengthy5’ to describe a 
piece of wood6 but we often use it to describe the dura-
tion of a meeting. We even talk about ‘a short space 
of time’:

- They met and got married within7 a short space of time.
 
The intensity of the association of time with space in 
English leads to8 structures which look bizarre to many 
people who have a different mother tongue9. For 
instance3, ‘How long...?’ can refer to space but more often 
than not it refers to time:

- How long is your boat?
- How long have you been living in Edinburgh?

In fact, if we talk about ‘a long walk’ it is not immediately 
clear whether10 the physical distance is long or if a lot of 
time is required to complete the walk (and often – but not 
always – they amount to11 the same thing). 

Time & Distance
The association of time with distance also gives us the 
following expressions:
>> a distant memory 
- Just think. Only a month ago we were lying12 on the beach 

in Cascais and it already seems like a distant memory!
>> In the distant past
>> In the near future
>> In the not-too-distant future
- In the not too distant future we will have harnessed13 

nuclear fusion and all humanity’s energy problems will 
have been solved by an infinite power supply14. 

So Long (and thanks for all the fish)15

Curiously, ‘long’ turns up16 in expressions for ‘hello’ 
and ‘goodbye’. First there is ‘Long time, no see’, which 
comes from pidgin English17. Secondly there is ‘so 
long’, whose origin is unclear. It may come from Swed-
ish så länge or Norwegian så lenge meaning ‘for now’ 
(as in Farvel så lenge = Farewell18 for now). It may also 
come from Yiddish sholom (originally Hebrew shalom). 
Another possible origin is the German phrase Adieu so 
lange (= goodbye while we are apart19).

1 rather than – as opposed to, 
instead of

2 indeed – (emphatic) in fact
3 for instance – for example 
4 avoid using – try not to use 
5 lengthy – overly long, tediously 
long 

6 wood – material (used for 
building furniture) that comes 
from trees

7 within – in, (in this case) after 
only 

8 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 
in, cause 

9 mother tongue – first lan-
guage, native language 

10 whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be 
used before ‘or’)

11 to amount to – mean 
12 to lie (lie-lay-lain) – recline, 

relax horizontally

13 to harness sth. – control sth., 
make sth. productive

14 power supply – source 
of energy, way to produce 
electricity 

15 this was the title of the 
fourth book (1984) in The 
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the 
Galaxy by Douglas Adams. 
The phase was the message 
left by the dolphins before 

they abandoned Earth 
16 to turn up – appear 
17 pidgin English – grammati-

cally simplified form of English, 
with some elements from local 
languages, used for communi-
cation between people who do 
not have a common language

18 farewell – goodbye 
19 apart – separated 

Long Time, 
Short Time

18
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Words

M andarin Chinese speakers talk about time 
vertically instead of2 horizontally, saying, for 

example that next month is the ‘up’ month rather than3 
the month ‘ahead’. As a result, Chinese speakers point 
upwards () when referring to the future and gesture 
downwards () when referring to the past. 

In English we have the idea that time passes us by in 
the same way as a train passes by. Under this conception 
time is not only space but is a road (or railroad). Beckett 
was playing with this idea in Waiting for Godot in which 
his two tramps4 are waiting by the road of time but refus-
ing to take it. 

Given that English views time as5 a (horizontal) road, 
English-speakers will occasionally point forward in ref-
erence to the future and more frequently gesture behind 
them when referring to the past. Interestingly, the Porm-
puraaw people6 of Australia are more likely to7 point 
from east (future) to west (past). 

The idea that time is a road also explains 
the expressions:
>> down the line8 =
>> down the road (US English) =
>> down the track (Australian English) 
- It might be the easiest solution now but down the line/

road/track it will cause considerable problems. 
>> a long time has passed 
>> a race9 against time

Inconstant Time
English not only perceives time as a passing train but it 
also considers that time can accelerate and decelerate. 
This is of course in clear contradiction to clocks, which 
express constant time. This concept of ‘psychological 
time’ was well expressed by Shakespeare in As You Like It 
(Act III, Scene 2). Rosalind explains how ‘time ambles10... 
trots11... gallops12... and... stands still13’ depending on the 
person and the situation.

As a result of this concept of inconstant time we have 
expressions such as:
>> Time flies
>> A fleeting14 moment
>> Time stood still13.
>> To spend long hours doing sth. 
The last expression is fascinating in its apparent illogical-
ity. How can an hour be long (or short)? Surely an hour is 
60 minutes (3600 seconds). What we are saying is that 
the time was perceived to pass more slowly because 
what was being done was boring or arduous. So, ‘long’ 
– a spatial concept – can refer to time both objectively 
and subjectively.

It also ought to15 be mentioned that creative use 
of language is not limited by these conventional uses. 
In Samuel Becket’s plays time ‘piles up’ 16 and time 
‘thickens’17.

1 that passed the time – that 
gave us something to do/filled 
the time so that we didn’t get 
bored

2 instead of – as opposed to, 
rather than 

3 rather than – as opposed to, 
instead of

4 tramp – vagrant, vagabond 
5 to view sth. as – regard sth. as, 
consider sth. to be 

6 an Aboriginal community in 
Queensland 

7 are more likely to – will 
probably 

8 down the line – in the future

9 race – (literally) athletic compe-
tition of speed over a specified 
distance

10 to amble – walk in a relaxed 
way 

11 to trot – (of horses) walk 
energetically

12 to gallop – (of horses) run 

13 to stand still (stand-stood-
stood) – be motionless, not 
move 

14 fleeting – brief, transient, 
(literally) moving rapidly

15 ought to – should 
16 to pile up – accumulate 
17 to thicken – become denser 

Passing Time

VLADIMIR: That passed the time1.
ESTRAGON: It would have passed 
in any case.
VLADIMIR: Yes, but not so rapidly.
 - SAMUEL BECKETT, Waiting for Godot (Act I)

18
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Etymology

W e live in an age in which most 
of us would consider astrol-

ogy mere superstition. However, the 
extent of1 past belief in the influence 
of the stars on our everyday lives is vividly reflected in 
the range2 of everyday English vocabulary that is astro-
logical in origin. There are the obvious expressions such 
as “Thank your lucky stars!” but these are just3 the tip 
of the iceberg4. Even the most level-headed5 material-
ist or orthodox Christian uses astrological expressions 
every day of his or her life.

Hidden6 Meanings
How can you tell if a word in English (or another Euro-
pean language) refers to astrology? Well, to start with, 
you can keep an eye out for7 the Indo-European root 
*ster-8, which meant ‘star’9. This Indo-European root10 
became aster in Ancient Greek, and stella and astrum in 
Latin. Aster gives us words such as ‘asterisk’ (literally, 
‘little star’), ‘asteroid’, ‘astronomy’ and ‘astrology’, while 
stella has produced ‘stellar’, and ‘constellation’. Of course, 

none of these words are directly related to astrological 
concepts. For that we have to look further11.

Disaster
Our word ‘disaster’ comes from the Italian adjective 
disastrato (dis- + astrato) which means ‘ill-starred’, i.e.12 
under the negative influence of unfavourable stars. 
The word is thus13 the equivalent of ‘star-crossed’14 as 
in the “star-crossed lovers” in Romeo and Juliet. Before 
entering English disastrato became a noun disastro. Of 
course, ‘disaster’ and ‘disastrous’ are used in Modern 
English without any reference to astrology. In a won-
derful piece of irony, Shakespeare had Edmund use15 
the word even as he16 rejected17 astrology (in King 
Lear): “We make guilty of our disasters the sun18, the 
moon, and the stars… by an enforced19 obedience of 
planetary influences”.

1 the extent of – the degree of, 
the level of 

2 range – variety 
3 just – (in this case) only
4 tip of the iceberg – a small 
evident part of sth. much bigger 
that is not obvious at first

5 level-headed – rational, sensi-
ble, serious

6 hidden – concealed, camou-
flaged, secret

7 to keep an eye out for (keep-
kept-kept) – be vigilant for

8 the asterisk implies that the 
word has not been found 
(because it comes from 
before the invention of writ-
ing), by contrast it has been 
reconstructed from words 
from different Indo-Euro-
pean languages

9 obviously, ‘star’ comes from 
*ster- (via Old English steorra)

10 root – (in this case) the base 
form of a word

11 further – (in this case) more, in 
greater detail 

12 i.e. – (id est) that is 
13 thus – (formal) therefore
14 star-crossed – frustrated in 

one’s plans by the negative 
influence of the stars 

15 had Edmund use – wrote a 
scene in which Edmund used

16 he – (in this case) Edmund 
17 to reject – repudiate 
18 we make guilty of our disas-

ters the sun – we blame our 
disasters on the sun, we hold 
the sun responsible for our 
disasters

19 enforced – obligatory

Astrology 
in 
Everyday 
English
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Etymology

Bird Flu
In recent years we have been periodically threatened1 by a bird 
flu pandemic. It is curious to muse2 that the term for this virus 
refers to astrology. ‘Flu’ is just3 a clipped4 form of ‘influenza5’. 
You don’t have to be an etymologist to see that ‘influenza’ is 
related to ‘influence’, specifically planetary influence. The Ital-
ian word reached6 Britain in 1743 following reports of a partic-
ularly bad epidemic of the virus in Rome. Formally, bird flu is 
called ‘avian influenza’. No doubt the Anglo media prefer the 
term ‘bird flu’ because it’s shorter and there is a potential pun7 
on ‘bird flew’8.

Auspices: Birds Flew
The term ‘auspicious’ is not directly related to astrology but 
to another form of ancient divination. In Latin an auspicium 
was the act of divining9 the future by the flight of birds10. The 
priest11 who carried out12 an auspicium was called an auspex 
(literally a ‘bird watcher’). In Modern English ‘auspicious’ means 
‘favourable’ or ‘opportune’, while ‘inauspicious’ means the oppo-
site. We also use the expression ‘under the auspices of…’ which 
means ‘under the patronage or protection of’. The idea was origi-
nally that something is protected by the auspex’s prediction:
- The peace conference was organized under the auspices of the 

United Nations, so it was considered a serious opportunity to end 
the war. 

Arctic Bears
Returning to the stars, astrology even influenced the naming of 
the continents. The Arctic – and therefore13 The Antarctic – 
gets its name from the Greek arktos, which means a ‘bear’. This 
was the Greek name for the pole star, which is of course in the 
constellation Ursa menor (i.e. the lesser bear).

1 to threaten – menace, alarm 
2 to muse – think, consider 
3 just – (in this case) simply
4 clipped – abbreviated by omitting 

the first or last syllable (or, in this 
case, both)

5 influenza – a common virus, 
grippe (US English) 

6 to reach – arrive in, get to, come to 
7 a pun – homophonous wordplay 

8 to fly (fly-flew-flown) – move 
through the air using wings 

9 to divine – predict magically 
10 the flight of birds – the way birds 

fly
11 priest – holy man, religious man
12 to carry out – perform, undertake
13 therefore – hence, thus, 

consequently 

The Birds and 
the Bears
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Etymology

A Considerable Desire
Another Latin word for ‘star’ was sidus1. This word gives 
us the Modern English words ‘consider’, ‘consideration’ 
and ‘considerable’ from Latin considerare. This verb 
means ‘to examine the stars’. So, originally the idea was 
not just2 that of thinking about something but rather3 
drawing up4 its astral chart5. 

Another Modern English word from Latin sidus6 is 
‘desire’. This word comes (via French) from Latin desid-
erare, which means something like “to wait for what the 
stars bring” and comes from the expression de sidere (= 
from the stars). 

Dismal Days
‘Dismal’ in Modern English means ‘depressing’ or simply 
‘awful7’. So, we talk about a ‘dismal performance’ or say 
that a team ‘played dismally’. However, ‘dismal’ wasn’t 
always an adjective; it started life as a noun phrase. In 
Latin dies mali means ‘evil8 days’ and the expression 
entered English via Anglo-Norman as dis mal. The idea 

behind the expression was that each month there were 
two evil days which were particularly inauspicious9. 
A similar idea lies behind10 the idea that you shouldn’t 
do anything important on Friday 13th (or Tuesday 13th 
in some countries). As English speakers forgot the ety-
mology of dies malus they began to talk tautologically11 
about ‘a dismal day’. From there it was only a short step12 
for ‘dismal’ to become an adjective.

Planetary Influences
If you describe someone as ‘saturnine’ it means that 
they have a gloomy13 temperament. The adjective comes 
from the name of the planet Saturn, which was believed 
to cause such moodiness14. On the other hand, ‘jovial’ 
originally means “under the influence of the planet Jupi-
ter”, which was considered the source15 of happiness 
in astrology. 

Finally, you might describe a volatile person – like 
Mercutio in Romeo and Juliet – as ‘mercurial’. The planet 
Mercury was believed to produce an excess of energy.

1 genitive sideris
2 just – (in this case) only, simply 
3 rather – (in this case) by con-
trast it was

4 to draw up (draw-drew-drawn) – 
create, produce

5 astral chart – a map/analysis of 
the position of the stars 

6 the erudite word ‘sidereal’ 
(= relating to the stars) comes 
directly from sidus

7 awful – terrible, very bad, 
pathetic

8 evil (adj.) – bad, malignant
9 inauspicious – unfavourable, 
adverse, gloomy

10 to lie behind (lie-lay-lain) – be 
the origin/source of

11 tautologically – with unneces-
sary repetition 

12 short step – (in this case) small 
development, slight evolution

13 gloomy – depressing, negative

14 moodiness – act of having 
temperamental and varying 
moods (temporary emotional 
state)

15 source – origin, place where 
sth. comes from 

Under 
the 
Influence
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Etymology

Sheer1 Lunacy
People have believed for millennia that the full moon can 
drive you mad2. As recently as 2007 the Sussex Police in 
England claimed3 that there were more violent incidents 
when there was a full moon and reinforced the number 
of policemen on the streets on those nights. 

Psychology suggests that in the days before street 
lighting4, people with bipolar disorder and similar condi-
tions were sleep deprived on bright nights and this exac-
erbated their psychological problems. In any case, the 
belief has led to5 the terms ‘lunacy’ /ˈlu:nəsi/ and ‘lunatic’ 
/ˈlu:nətik/:
- Eric drives like a lunatic.

Astronomically Expensive
The adjective ‘astronomical’ literally refers to ‘astronomy’. 
However, the word and the corresponding adverb (‘astro-
nomically’) are used far more6 frequently in English to 

mean very expensive simply because astronomy uses 
large7 numbers:
- The service in that restaurant is very good but the prices 

are astronomical. 
- Our electricity bill has risen8 astronomically over the last 

few years. 

Eccentricity
‘Eccentric’ means ‘off-centre’ or ‘non-circular’ and refers 
literally to an elliptical orbit. However, most native speak-
ers these days understand the word as referring primar-
ily to a person’s unconventional behaviour9:
- Comets have highly10 eccentric orbits.
- Catherine is a little eccentric but she’s an artist – what do 

you expect?
- The boss tolerates his eccentricities because he’s brilliant at 

his job. 

Spaced-out
This adjective means hallucinating (literally or meta-
phorically). The allusion originally referred to the effects 
of LSD which can make you feel like you are floating 
through space. The term is sometimes shorted to ‘to be 
spaced’ these days.

1 sheer – complete, absolute 
2 to drive one mad (drive-drove-
driven) – make one crazy

3 to claim – state, declare 

4 street lighting – the illumina-
tion of public spaces in cities 

5 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 
in, generate 

6 far more – much more 
7 large – (false friend) big 
8 to rise (rise-rose-risen) – aug-
ment, increase 

9 behaviour (UK English) – 
behavior (US English), conduct 

10 highly – very 

Adjectives 
from Space
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False Friends

The most obvious space-related false friend is ‘to star’, 
which has nothing to do with1 ‘to be’ but rather2 means 
‘to have as its principal performer’ or ‘to be the principal 
performer’:
- The movie stars Kirsten Stewart.
- Kirsten Stewart stars in that movie. 

‘A nave’ is the central part of a church. It does not mean 
a spaceship. Incidentally, a group of spaceships is ‘a fleet’, 
not ‘a navy’:
- Luke Skywalker commands a fleet of spaceships against 

the Death Star. 

‘To eclipse’ is reliable3 in astronomy. However, notice 
that metaphorically we use ‘overshadow’ far more fre-
quently when talking 
about people:
- His keynote speech4 was 

overshadowed by the ter-
rorist attack, which domi-
nated the news. 

‘A comet ’ /ˈkomit/ is reli-
able3 in astronomy. How-
ever, notice that the toy 
children fly is called a 
‘kite’, not a comet:
- It was a windy5 day and 

the sky above the park 
was full of kites. 

‘Lunar ’ and ‘solar ’ exist 
as adjectives in English 

(though ‘moon’ and ‘sun’ are in fact more common as 
pre-determiners)6. However, neither can be used as a 
noun; we say a mole (a lunar) and a plot of land (a solar). 

‘Europa’ is a moon of Jupiter, never the continent 
‘Europe’. 

Tricky7 Collocations
The word ‘obscure’8 exists in English. However, the Ger-
manic word ‘dark’ is used in astronomical collocations:
- dark matter9

- dark energy
- dark side of the moon
Similarly, although the word ‘exterior’ exists in English, 
we say ‘outer space’, not ‘exterior space’.

Finally, notice that the adjective for ‘space’ when refer-
ring to all things extra-terrestrial is ‘space’. The adjective 
‘spatial’ exists but it refers to space down here on Earth:
- the space age10

- a space probe11

- space invaders
- space ship
- space shuttle12 
- space walk
- The study emphasized the spatial distribution of the differ-

ent communities.

1 to have nothing to do with 
(have-had-had) – be completely 
unrelated to 

2 but rather – (in this case) by 
contrast it 

3 to be reliable – not be a false 
friend 

4 keynote speech – central 
address, important discourse 

5 windy – charac-
terized by wind, 
breezy

6 e.g. moonlight, 
moonwalk, 
sunlight and 
sunspot

7 tricky – problematic, 
troublesome 

8 obscure – mysterious 
9 dark matter – non-luminous 
particles 

10 the space age – era since the start 
of the exploration of outer space 

11 space probe – unmanned 
(= designed to operate with 
nobody on-board) exploratory 
spacecraft

12 space shuttle – spacecraft that 
can return to earth for reuse

Astronomical 
False Friends
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Idioms

T he world of astronomy is no stranger to1 idioms and 
seems to actively enjoy euphony2 – just3 think of 

‘the space race’, ‘the space age’, ‘space invaders’ and ‘the 
Big Bang’ (or its alternative: ‘the steady-state4 universe’).

The Moon
>> once in a blue moon
= rarely, seldom, occasionally. There is a full moon every 
29 days. This means that occasionally there are two full 
moons in one calendar month. When this occurs, the 
second full moon in the month is called a blue moon. On 
average5 a blue moon occurs once every two and a half 
years. However, this astronomical expression postdates6 
the idiom. In the 16th Century the expression ‘the moon is 
blue’ meant that cannot be true (= “pigs can fly”):
- We go to an art exhibition once in a blue moon. It’s a 

shame7 because we both love painting. 

>> to be over the moon
= be extremely happy. The phrase comes from an old nurs-
ery rhyme8 in which “the cow jumped over the moon”:
- He was over the moon when he heard about his wife’s 

promotion. 

>> like the dark side of the moon
= mysterious:
- The military installations were like the dark side of the 

moon for local residents, which led to9 all sorts of out-
landish10 rumours. 

>> to shoot the moon [shoot-shot-shot] (US English)
- take a risk:
- I decided to shoot the moon and ask for a raise11. 

>> to bay/bark12 at the moon
= clamour or make a commotion to no effect. The allusion 
is to dogs barking12 at the full moon and dates from the 16th 
Century. Shakespeare used the expression in Julius Caesar.

>> to ask for the moon
= ask for sth. that is impossible. The allusion is to the 
moon as something that is distant and unattainable13 
and dates from the 16th Century:
- I’m not asking for the moon – I just3 want you to listen to 

what I have to say before you tell me I’m wrong. 

>> to promise the moon
= promise sth. that is impossible:
- Politicians promise the moon before elections. 

>> many moons ago
= a long time ago. The allusion is to the phases of the 
moon and so, ultimately14, to months. This expression is 
either pompous or facetious15 these days:
- Many moons ago, when I was young, people used to go to 

the cinema to watch films.

1 to be no stranger to – be famil-
iar with 

2 euphony – the repetition of 
sounds 

3 just – (in this case) simply 
4 steady-state – constant 
5 on average – typically 

6 to postdate – come after 
7 to be a shame – be unfortunate 
8 nursery rhyme – traditional 
poem for children 

9 to lead to (lead-led-led) – cause, 
provoke 

10 outlandish – preposterous, 
bizarre 

11 raise – pay rise, increase in 
salary 

12 to bark – (of dogs) make a loud 
noise

13 unattainable – unobtainable 

14 ultimately – (false friend) in 
the final analysis 

15 facetious /fəˈsi:ʃəs/ – jocular, 
joking, tongue-in-cheek

Lunar Idioms
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Idioms

The Sun
>> (everything) under the sun
= (everything) in the whole world, in existence. The 
expression is originally Biblical (Ecclesiastes 1:3, 9):
- I’ve tried everything under the sun but I can’t seem to2 

shake off3 this cold4. 
- Belen must have visited practically every country under 

the sun in her travels.

Stars
>> a rising star
= an increasingly successful5 person; a minor celebrity 
whose fame is spreading6. There is also the expression 
“someone’s star is rising7” which means that the indi-
vidual in question is becoming8 even more successful 
or popular:
- She is the rising star of the Republican Party. 

>> to reach for9 the stars
= have ambitious aims10:
- Of course you should reach for the stars but always have a 

Plan B in case things don’t work out11. 

>> a star-gazer12

= a dreamer
- His parents13 forced him to study law but he will 

always be a star-gazer at heart14; his only real passion is 
science fiction. 

>> to see stars [see-saw-seen]
= see flashes of light as a result of hitting one’s head15:
- I walked straight16 into the lamppost and I saw stars. 

>> to have stars in one’s eyes
= be idealistically hopeful about the future, especially as 
regards17 one’s possibilities of success18 in the entertain-
ment industry:
- He’s had stars in his eyes ever since19 he appeared in a cat-

food commercial20 at the age of 12. 

>> to thank one’s lucky stars
= feel grateful for one’s good fortune:
- You should thank your lucky stars you still have a job.

1 to crop up – appear
2 I can’t seem to – apparently 

I can’t 
3 to shake off (shake-shook-

shaken) – get rid of, (in this 
case) cure 

4 cold – (in this case) catarrh 
5 successful – triumphant 
6 to spread (spread-spread-

spread) – propagate, proliferate 

7 to rise (rise-rose-risen) – ascend, 
go up 

8 to become (-come/-came/-
come) – get 

9 to reach for – try to obtain 
10 aim – objective 
11 to work out – (in this case) 

function, be successful 
12 star-gazer – sb. who contem-

plates the night sky 

13 one’s parents – (in this case) 
one’s mother and father 

14 at heart – intrinsically, 
essentially  

15 to hit one’s head (hit-hit-hit) – 
suffer an impact to one’s head 

16 straight – directly 
17 as regards – in relation to, in 

terms of
 

18 success – (false friend) being 
successful5

19 ever since – (emphatic) since, 
from the time that 

20 commercial – TV 
advertisement/spot

Star Idioms
Stars – including our own – crop up1 
in half a dozen idioms.
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>> What planet are you on?!
= you are out of touch with1 reality.

>> it isn’t rocket2 science
= it isn’t overly difficult or complicated:
- All you have to do is change the format of the text. It ain’t 

rocket science.

>> to have a meteoric rise to fame 
= become a celebrity suddenly3 and unexpectedly. 
Superficially, the expression sounds counterintuitive4 
(meteors fall, that’s why they are called ‘falling stars’). 
However, ‘meteoric’ originally meant ‘high5 in the air/
sky’, so the idiom does in fact make sense6:
- She found her meteoric rise to stardom difficult to accept 

at first. 

>> to be light years ahead
= be far in advance:
- The Americans are light years ahead of us in this 

technology. 

>> light years away
= a very long time from now, either in the past or in the 
future. This common use of the expression completely 
misunderstands the concept of a light year, which is a 
distance7 not a period of time:
- According to this article we’re still light years away from 

finding a cure for common viruses such as flu8. 

>> (it’s) all systems go!
= everything is ready for an imminent start. The 
expression was popularized by its use before rocket2 
launches9 during the space race. It tends to be used 
humorously these days:
- OK, the microphone is in position and the sound levels10 

are correct. It’s all systems go!

>> quantum leap 
= significant advance. In nuclear physics a quantum leap 
is a sudden11 transition from one energy state to another 
within12 the sub-microscopic atom:
- His health took a quantum leap forward after they gave 

him the new drug13.

1 to be out of touch with – not 
be conscious of 

2 rocket /ˈrokit/ – missile, 
projectile

3 suddenly – abruptly
 

4 counterintuitive – contrary to 
intuition and common sense 

5 high – in an elevated position 
6 does make sense – (emphatic) 
makes sense, be intelligible 

7 approximately 9500 billion km

8 flu – influenza, a common 
highly infectious virus, grippe 
(US English)  

9 launch (n.) – blast-off, take-off, 
lift-off; action of sending sth. 
into orbit

10 sound levels – volumes of 
different frequencies of sound 

11 sudden – rapid and unexpected
12 within – inside, in 
13 drug – (in this case) pharma-

ceutical product

More 
Astronomical 
Expressions
Astronomy has given us the 
following expressions. 
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What is Sci-fi? 
Science fiction is simply the literary genre of imagining 
different worlds where alternative rules – biological, phys-
ical or social – apply10. To that extent, science fiction grew 
directly out of the utopia genre and ultimately11 from 
myth. So science fiction is much more about us and our 
societies than what might be really happening on the 
other side of the universe. That’s why there is so little 
difference between earthbound12 sci-fi and science fic-
tion in outer space. Just13 think how little you’d have to 
change the TV series Lost, Heroes or Game of Thrones to 
make them space adventures. 

Old Stories, New Contexts
At the same time popular science fiction often just13 
consists of old stories with a new face. Most famously 
the TV series Star Trek plundered14 the works of Shake-
speare for stories. Meanwhile15, Shakespeare’s The Tem-
pest is the basis both for the movie The Forbidden Planet 
(1956) and the TV series Lost.16 Similarly, Star Wars is just 
a mediaeval questing tale17 revamped18. The Matrix 
/ˈmeitʃriks/, of course, looks back further – to Plato’s Par-
able of the Cave. Sci-fi writer Brian Aldyss once defined 
science fiction as “Hubris19 clobbered20 by nemesis21” 
but that definition is valid for most tragedies in west-
ern literature and indeed22 it uses the terminology of 
Ancient Greek drama. In fact, the earliest work of sci-fi 
dates from Ancient Times; in Vera Historia (c. 150CE23) by 
the Roman author, Lucian of Samosata. In this book the 
hero travels to the moon and the sun and takes part in 
interplanetary warfare24.

The difference between myth and science fiction, 
though, is that sci-fi does not resort to25 magic and divine 
intervention. People may be attacked by aliens but 
humanity will eventually26 be able to understand their 
technology; any apparent gods are just13 the Wizard 
of Oz27.

1 properly – correctly 
2 to be going on – be happening, 

be occurring 
3 actually – (false friend) in fact 
4 to relate to – interact with 
5 sack – bag 
6 belly – stomach, abdomen 
7 womb /wu:m/ – uterus 
8 tomb – sepulchre, sarcophagus 
9 unending – infinite
10 to apply – pertain, be relevant 
11 ultimately – (false friend) in 

the final analysis 

12 earthbound – terrestrial, that 
occurs on planet Earth 

13 just – (in this case) simply 
14 to plunder – pillage, (in this 

case) plagiarize 
15 meanwhile – at the same time 
16 Vladimir Nabokov once said 

that a strict definition of 
sci-fi would have to include 
The Tempest 

17 questing tale – story of sb. 
trying to find sth. (e.g. the 
Arthurian search for the Holy 

Grail or The Lord of the Rings). 
Questing Tales are really 
about young people finding 
themselves.

18 to revamp sth. – renovate sth., 
modernize sth. 

19 hubris /ˈhju:bris/ – arrogance, 
excessive ambition

20 to clobber sth. – (informal) 
beat sth., (in this case) severely 
punish

21 nemesis – divine vengeance, 
deserved punishment 

22 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
23 CE – Common Era, AD (Anno 

Domini) 
24 warfare – wars, fighting, 

conflict 
25 to resort to – (have to) use 
26 eventually – (in this case) in 

the end 
27 Wizard of Oz – an ordinary 

person who uses technology 
to appear to have supernatural 
powers 

Science Fiction

Science fiction properly1 
conceived, like all serious fiction, 
is a way of trying to describe what 
is in fact going on2, what people 
actually3 do and feel, how people 
relate to4 everything else in 
this vast sack5, this belly6 of the 
universe, this womb7 of things to be 
and tomb8 of things that were, this 
unending9 story.
 - URSULA K. LE GUIN
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What is Sci-fi For? 
Science fiction protects us against 
‘Future Shock ’1. Since the late 19th Cen-
tury children have grown up2 for the 
first time expecting to live in a world rad-
ically different from that of their parents. 
Popular science fiction – in the work3 of 
Jules Verne and H.G. Wells – emerged 
at exactly the same time. Sci-fi took on4 
hopes and anxieties that could no longer 
be mollified5 with reference to6 the 
angels and devils of established religions. Science fiction 
has continued to reflect our anxieties. The Invasion of the 
Body Snatchers (1955) – made at the height of the Cold 
War – was really about the threat7 to the USA from Soviet 
Communism. Meanwhile8, Stand on Zanzibar (1968) by 
John Brunner imagined the dire9 consequences of over-
population. More recent sci-fi movies such as Oblivion 
(2013) deal with10 current worries such as the threat11 
from artificial intelligence after the singularity, cloning 
and virtual reality. 

Special FX and Imagination
Today many of us associate Sci-Fi with special effects in 
movies such as Cloud Atlas (2012), Elysium (2013), Gravity 
(2013), The Edge of Tomorrow (2014), Jupiter Ascending 
(2015) and Tomorrowland (2015). It is interesting to note 
that many science fiction writers in the 1950s believed 
that the only good mediums for sci-fi were the written 

word and radio since12 images would ruin people’s ability 
to imagine other worlds. 

Familiar Aliens
Sci-fi is only limited by its creators’ imagination; how-
ever, often this seems all too limited. The big problem 
is that extra-terrestrial life is almost always presented 
in an unimaginative terrestrial format. From Alien to ET 
to Predator and the Klingons of Star Trek, aliens seem 
to be bipedal possessing arms, legs and heads, one to 
three metres tall, psychologically human – i.e. just like 
us. In cheaper sci-fi movies aliens look worryingly like a 
bloke13 in an alien-suit. But real alien life – if it exists – will 
not be anthropomorphic. 

In slightly14 more imaginative sci-fi movies aliens are 
essentially big insects or reptiles. In fact, aliens – if they 
exist – probably won’t be on a similar scale to us and may 
not even be based on carbon and water.

1 future shock – disorientation 
caused by rapid social and 
technological change

2 to grow up (grow-grew-grown) 
– gradually become adults, 
mature 

3 work – (in this case) novels 

4 to take on (take-took-taken) – 
refer to, relate to 

5 to mollify – pacify, alleviate, 
reduce 

6 with reference to – by talking 
about 

7 threat – menace, danger, peril 

8 meanwhile – at the same time 
9 dire – serious, terrible 
10 to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) 
– focus on 

11 threat – danger, menace 
12 since – (in this case) given 

that, as

13 bloke (UK informal) – guy (US 
English), man 

14 slightly – marginally 

Sci-Fi & the 
Decline 
of Magic
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Star Trek is the ultimate sci-fi product. The saga has pro-
duced 12 movies and 716 TV episodes. A Star Trek book 
is sold every six seconds and the Klingon language – 
invented for the series – has more websites than the US 
government and the language is taught 
at Oregon University. Such was the influ-
ence of Star Trek that NASA’s first space 
shuttle1 was named ‘Enterprise’ in 
honour of Captain Kirk’s ship. 

Roddenberry’s Wagon Train
Star Trek was the brainchild2 of Gene 
Roddenberry (1921-91). As a young man, 
Roddenberry flew bombing missions 
over the Pacific in World War Two and 
won the Distinguished Flying Cross for 
his bravery. After the war he flew for 
Pam Am until his flight from Istanbul 
to Karachi came down in the Syrian 
Desert. He then became an LA police-
man. Rodderberry initially planned 
to call Star Trek ‘Wagon Train3 to the 
Stars’ – it’s hard4 to imagine it could have 
had much success5 with that name! An 
asteroid and a crater on Mars have both 
been named in Roddenberry’s honour. 

Star Trek Saved by Star Wars
Ironically, Star Trek, whose TV series 
was first cancelled in 1969, was saved 
by the success of Star Wars (1977), which 
revived interest in space sci-fi. Even so, 
George Lucas’s universe threatened 

to6 eclipse Trekkiedom7, though as 
Star Wars became increasingly infan-
tile from the late 1990s onwards8, Star 
Trek stuck to9 its formula and has now 
left all other universes far behind10. 

Pop Psychology
The crew11 of (first-generation) Star Trek 
are meant to12 represent aspects of pop 
psychology. Mr Spock is the personifi-
cation of human intellect and left-hemi-
sphere thinking; Captain Kirk is the ego, 
while Dr McCoy is the id13. 

Gene Roddenberry modelled Star 
Trek on Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels (1726) 
and his goal14 was to discuss15 contem-
porary issues16 such as racism, imperial-
ism and violence from a liberal perspec-
tive. Liberal US values are present in the 
name of the USS Enterprise. Captain Kirk 
suggests a combination of kirk, the Scot-
tish word for ‘church’, with Captain Cook, 
the enlightened 18th Century explorer.

1 space shuttle – spacecraft that 
can land like an aircraft 

2 brainchild – idea

3 wagon train – convoy of horse-
drawn wagons such as those 
used by settlers (= colonists) 
in the USA that made an expe-
dition into unknown territory. 

‘Trek’ in fact refers to a similar 
expedition in South Africa. 
However, this word from Afri-
kaans sounds more exotic 
and so less ridiculous in the 
context of space travel. 

4 hard – difficult 

5 to have much success (have-
had-had) – be very successful, 
triumph 

6 threatened to – (in this case) 
seemed as if it was going to 

7 Trekkidom /ˈtrekidəm/ – 
(nonce term) the world of 
Trekkies (= Star Trek enthusiasts)

8 from the late 1990s onwards 
– (in this case) after 1999
9 to stick to sth. (stick-stuck-
stuck) – continue with 

10 has left all other universes 
behind – has eclipsed all other 
sci-fi series 

11 crew – people who work 
together on a (space)ship

12 to be meant to – be supposed to 
13 id – (in psychoanalysis) primi-

tive/instinctive mind 
14 goal – objective 
15 to discuss – (false friend) debate 
16 issue – (in this case) 

controversy 

Star Trek

22
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S cience Fiction is not really about predicting the 
future. Even so, how successful has it been at doing 

so? Well in Looking Backward (1888) Edward Bellamy pre-
dicted the use of credit cards in 
2000. He also predicted home 
entertainment that reads much 
like1 television. At the turn 
of the century H.G. Wells pre-
dicted the atom bomb 50 years 
before it was created. In the 
late 1920s the great sci-fi writer 
Hugo Gernsback predicted a 
lunar landing2 between 1970 
and 1975; only one year out3. 
In The Lion of Comarre (1968) 
Arthur C. Clarke imagined a 
world in which people chose 
the terrible allure4 of comput-
er-generated artificial realities 
over the messy5 and pedes-
trian6 real world. As some 
people dedicate up to7 12 hours 
a day to their ‘sim8’ lives, this 
is becoming increasingly real. 
Motorola’s Martin Cooper – ‘the 
father of the mobile phone’ – 
admits that he was inspired by 

the flip-top9 ‘communicators’ used in Star Trek. Robert 
Haitani, designer of the PalmOne handheld10 com-
puter also says he was inspired by instruments he saw 
on the USS Enterprise. However, science fiction never 
dreamed up anything as weird11 as ‘dark energy12’ or 
superstring theory13.

What sci-fi is popular with scientists? 
Well, a 2008 poll14 in The New Scientist voted Blade 
Runner (1982) as favourite film and Dune (1965) as favou-
rite book. One wag15 nominated The Bible as his favourite 
sci-fi book, summarizing16 it as, “A superman creates a 
lot of rubbish17 out of18 dust19 and sets up20 a version of a 
‘simulation of a city’ game... there’s a twist21 at the end but 
I won’t spoil22 it for you.”

Future-Gazing23

The future poses24 some tough25 questions and increas-
ingly we have to confront them as a species. As a result, 
the choice between a future of a few hundred thousand 
humans just26 surviving in three generations’ time or a 
successful outcome27 in which we boldly28 explore new 
worlds with our current problems solved is one we have 
to think about today. It’s a choice between utopia and 
dystopia and muddling through29 just30 won’t hack it31. 
Science fiction should help us to envision32 the future 
and, with luck, make the right choices.

1 to read like – seem like... when 
you read the book

2 lunar landing – arrival on the 
moon

3 only one year out – only wrong 
by one year 

4 allure – attraction 
5 messy – disordered, chaotic 
6 pedestrian – (in this case) 

prosaic, uninspiring 
7 up to – as much as 
8 sim – simulated, in virtual reality
9 flip-top – that open automati-

cally when you begin to open 
them

 

10 handheld – that you can hold 
in your hand, very small 

11 weird – strange, bizarre, 
unusual 

12 dark energy – an invisible 
cosmic force that forms 73% 
of the universe’s mass-energy 
whose repulsive gravity is 
accelerating cosmic expansion

13 superstring theory – the idea 
that the most basic elements 
of matter are impossibly 
small ‘strings’ that vibrate in 
10-dimensional space

14 poll – questionnaire 

15 wag – comedian, joker, 
humourist 

16 to summarize sth. – give a 
synopsis of sth.

17 rubbish (UK English) – gar-
bage (US English), (in this case) 
things of little value 

18 out of – (in this case) from 
19 dust – dry particles 
20 to set up (set-set-set) – create, 

establish 
21 twist – (in this case) surprising 

revelation 
22 to spoil – ruin 
23 future-gazing – imagining 

the future 

24 to pose – present 
25 tough – (in this case) difficult 
26 just – (in this case) only, with 

difficulty 
27 outcome – result, 

consequence 
28 boldly – audaciously, 

courageously 
29 to muddle through – solve 

problems as they emerge with-
out a long-term strategy 

30 just – (in this case) simply 
31 to not hack it – (UK informal) 

not be sufficient
32 to envision – envisage, 

imagine 

From Sci-Fi 
to Science

22
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SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION

64-65 Speak: “My smartphone is my memory” – do you 
agree with this statement? Are we as a species 
losing our capacity to retain information?

66-75 Speak: do you agree with the advice? Are you 
going to follow any of it?! Is there anything you 
disagree with? Is there anything you would add?

76 Speak: do you look forward to the 
death of exams? Do you like the way 
exams have changed in recent years (i.e. 
computer correction)? Why/Why not?
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Psychology

W e are told that future education will require no 
memorizing, yet1 we currently receive more infor-

mation in our lives than ever before. Even if exams in 
the future allow2 you to connect to Google, there will still 
be plenty to remember: people’s names to put to3 faces, 
where you left your keys, the myriad4 passwords we are 
supposed to have to use different computer programs, etc.

Brain Train5 in Vain
In recent years there has been a fad6 for apps that sup-
posedly trained your brain and improved your memory. 
Older people especially have been encouraged7 to buy 
these apps to maintain and improve their memories. 
Unfortunately, a major study from Cambridge University 
involving 11,000 volunteers found that, although ‘brain 
trainers’ got better at the game in question, there was no 
significant improvement in general cognitive functioning. 

Learn a Musical Instrument
Learning to play a musical instrument not only improves 
your memory but also your speech, language, IQ8 and 
empathy. Professional musicians’ brains are larger9 
in areas that deal with10 motor control, audition and 
visuo-spatial processing. Moreover, musicians have a 
thicker11 corpus callosum, meaning that communica-
tion between the two halves12 of their brains is better. 
Because musicians train their ears to the subtleties 
of sound they are better at learning languages and at 
recognizing emotional nuances13 in speech. Unfortu-
nately, these benefits are most pronounced in those who 
learned a musical instrument from a young age, though 
adults learning to play an instrument can still reap14 
some of the benefits. 

Simple Recall15

Research from Purdue University in West Lafayette, 
Indiana, suggests that the best way to memorize specific 
information – better than all the mnemonic methods on 
offer – is simple recall15. In other words the more often 
you think about information you have to learn, the better 
it is memorized.

If you are trying to memorize information for an exam, 
one way of doing this is to study a number of sources16. If 
you spend hours reading and rereading class notes you 
may end up learning some of the phrases exactly but you 
will be tired, bored and demotivated by the experience. 
Read your class notes, then the Wikipedia page, then 
some other source16. This way you are reinforcing the 
ideas by seeing them expressed in a variety of ways; you 
are learning concepts not phrases.

1 yet – however, but 
2 to allow – permit 
3 to put to (put-put-put) – (in this 
case) connect with 

4 myriad – (literally) 10,000, (in 
this case) innumerable 

5 to brain train – prepare/exer-
cise one’s brain

6 fad – fashion, trend 
7 to encourage – urge 
8 IQ – Intelligence Quotient, a 
measure of intelligence

9 larger – (false friend) bigger 

10 to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – 
(in this case) manage 

11 thicker – wider/broader or 
denser 

12 half – (in this case) cerebral 
hemisphere

13 nuance – subtle difference 

14 to reap – garner, obtain 
15 recall – remembering 
16 source – (in this case) place 

from which you obtain 
information 

How to 
Improve Your 
Memory
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Names
If your personal nightmare1 is remembering names, try 
to associate the person’s name with some celebrity with 
the same name. Imagine the two people standing together. 
Obviously, that is not always possible if you interact with 
people from other cultures. However, it usually helps to 
see the name written down after hearing it. Depending on 
the circumstances you could even ask the person to write 
down their name for you. If done right, this doesn’t have to 
be a strange request2 as ultimately3 you are simply show-
ing interest in who the other person is. 

On the other hand, if you have business cards made 
with your photo on them, you might encourage4 others 
to do the same.

Outsource Your Memory5

Ancient Annals speak glowingly6 of kings who could 
remember the names of every soldier in their army or 
Roman senators who could recite the names of several 
thousand political allies7. Nowadays8 Chinese business-
man Chao Lu can recite pi to 67,890 digits. However, we 
don’t need to train our memories to this extent9 because 
we can read and write. Most people who think they have 
memory problems simply have problems remembering 
dates and data. Getting into the habit of using a digital cal-
endar or a simple notebook can enormously unburden10 
your overloaded11 brain leaving room12 for memories that 

matter13 – like those of sunsets14 and kisses. As Joshua 
Foer writes in Moonwalking with Einstein: the art and sci-
ence of remembering everything [Penguin, 2011], “How we 
perceive the world and how we act in it are products of 
what we remember” – and he’s talking about the sunsets 
and the kisses, not the dental appointments15. 

Three Healthy Habits
>> Keep a list of your essential information on paper.16 

You may even choose to copy it and store the copy 
somewhere else. The list should include bank pass-
words, computer passwords, essential telephone 
numbers and all the other information that it might be 
catastrophic to lose. Either keep the list in a locked17 
drawer18 or camouflage it so that it doesn’t look so 
important. Tell a love-one where the list is.

>> Get into the habit of leaving your wallet19 and keys in 
the same place every time you come home. If neces-
sary put up20 a sign for a month asking yourself if you 
have done this.

>> If you are trying to remember a piece of information and 
can’t, write down the question and leave it until later. It’ll 
probably come back to you if you don’t sweat it21.

1 nightmare – (in this case) 
headache, ordeal, horror  

2 request – act of asking for sth. 
3 ultimately – (false friend) in 

the final analysis 
4 to encourage – stimulate, incite 
5 to outsource one’s memory 
– register the information you 
want to remember on paper or 
in a database as opposed to in 
your brain’s memory 

6 glowingly – with admiration 
7 ally – confederate, associate 
8 nowadays – these days 
9 to this extent – so much 
10 to unburden – unload, free up 
11 overloaded – that is carrying 

too much information 
12 room [I] – space 
13 to matter – be important 
14 sunset – sundown
 

15 dental appointment – agree-
ment to visit the dentist at a 
specific time on a specific date

16 in the computer it could be 
hacked 

17 locked – securely closed with 
a key 

18 drawer – box-like compart-
ment in a piece of furniture

19 wallet – pouch in which one 
keeps one’s money and credit 

cards, purse, billfold (US 
English)

20 to put up (put-put-put) – post 
21 to sweat it – become nervous 

and obsessed about sth. 

How to 
Improve 
Your Memory 
Further
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Exams

A s someone of mediocre intelligence who has 
achieved3 academic excellence throughout4 

my life, I feel qualified to give advice5 on doing exams. 
Memorizing information and regurgitating it in the 
artificial environment of an exam room is no real test 
of intelligence. However, academic institutions and 
employers have ignored this fact for centuries, so you 
have no option but to confront exams as best you can. 

Plan
The best way to pass an exam is to prepare properly6 for 
it. This means working steadily7 throughout4 the year 
and keeping up with8 the work assignments9. How-
ever, if you are reading this article it’s probably because 
you haven’t done that and you are looking for a miracle. 
In fact, the first two sentences of this paragraph probably 
annoyed10 you rather a lot11. Remember this irritation 
because really you’re irritated with yourself. Plan better 
next time12. 

Know Your Goals13

Why are you doing this exam? You may not have even 
stopped to ask yourself this question but unless you 
know the answer, it is going to be extraordinarily difficult 
to motivate yourself. Think of positive reasons. You may 
want to get into a good university, or to get a good job and 
financial security. Picture yourself14 behind the wheel 
of15 an attractive car if that is what gets you going16. 
On the other hand, you may want to impress someone 
– a parent17, a boy/girlfriend or a teacher who once sug-
gested you would never amount to18 anything. Picture 
his or her face when they hear that you passed with 
flying colours19. Whatever it is that motivates you, have 
the image ready so that you can refer back to it mentally 
when you need motivation.

1 vessel – container 
2 to kindle – stimulate, inspire 
3 to achieve – attain, accomplish, 

procure
4 throughout – during all of 
5 advice – recommendations 
6 properly – correctly, 

appropriately 

7 steadily – constantly, without 
interruption 

8 to keep up with (keep-kept-
kept) – be up-to-date with 

9 work assignments – home-
work, academic tasks 

10 to annoy – irritate 
11 rather a lot – quite a lot

12 next time – on the next 
occasion 

13 goal – objective 
14 to picture oneself – imagine 

oneself 
15 behind the wheel of – driving 
16 to get sb. going (get-got-got) – 

excite sb., stimulate sb. 

17 parent – (false friend) mother 
or father 

18 to amount to – achieve, tri-
umph at

19 with flying colours 
– triumphantly 

How to Pass 
Exams
The mind is not a vessel1 to be 
filled but a fire to be kindled2.
 - PLUTARCH
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Class Notes
Effective note-taking is the first step to1 exam success2. 
In class don’t try to write down everything the teacher 
says. Rather3 focus on the key ideas. Your notes are a 
personal filter for prioritizing what is important. They are 
especially memorable4 for you because they are your 
unique interpretation of what was discussed5. As such, 
a classmate’s6 notes are no substitute for your own7 
and certainly no substitute for going to 
class. They may, however, be a comple-
ment to your notes as a summary8 of 
the same information from a different 
perspective.

In any case if you don’t understand 
in class, stick your hand up9 and say 
so. Both your teacher and your class-
mates6 will thank you for it. 

Notes from Reading 
Paragraphs are there to help you. In a 
well written text each idea is presented 
in a paragraph. Generally speaking the 
first sentence should be a ‘topic10 sen-
tence’ that introduces the idea, while 
the rest of the paragraph elaborates on 
it. Read actively. Stop at the end of each 
paragraph and think through11 what it 
was about. Try to identify the key con-
cepts. Once you have interacted with 
the text by thinking through what the 
writer is saying and how much you 
agree with him or her, take some notes.

Occasionally, you may find that your course book is 
incomprehensible to you. It may be that the teacher’s or 
the institution’s criteria for choosing it aren’t the same as 
yours. I remember having a book called Positive Econom-
ics by a man called Lipsey as my textbook when I started 
learning economics. I didn’t understand a word of it, so I 
went out and bought another textbook that covered the 
same material explained in a way I could understand. I 
went back to Lipsey and I still didn’t understand it but I 
was able to pass my economics exams! 

Mind-mapping
Once you have finished a discrete12 topic13 you should 
mind-map14 it. Do this on large sheets15 of paper (A3) 
working out from16 the centre so that you don’t run out 
of17 space. You can also use sheets of A3 to draw up18 a 
plan of your exam timetable19.

1 step to – stage towards, ele-
ment in 

2 success – (false friend) triumph, 
victory 

3 rather – (in this case) by 
contrast 

4 memorable – easy to 
remember 

5 to discuss – (false friend) talk 
about, debate

 

6 classmate – colleague in one’s 
class

7 your own – yours 
8 summary – synopsis 
9 to stick one’s hand up (stick-
stuck-stuck) – raise/elevate 
one’s hand 

10 topic (adj.) – (in this case) 
thematic 

11 to think through (think-
thought-thought) – consider 

12 discrete – separate, distinct 
13 topic – (false friend) theme 
14 to mind-map – make a 

visual representation of 
hierarchical information 
that includes a central idea 
surrounded by connected 
branches of associated themes. 
http://goo.gl/eWQbz5

15 sheet – rectangular piece 
16 out from – (starting) from

17 to run out of sth. (run-ran-
run) – have none of sth. left, 
exhaust sth. 

18 to draw up (draw-drew-drawn) 
– prepare 

19 timetable – programme, 
schedule 

How to Pass 
Exams: Notes
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T here are three parts to the process of 
learning new facts and concepts: memo-

rizing the information, retaining it faithfully1 
in your memory and accessing it efficiently 
when needed. A failure in any of these com-
ponents leads us to2 forget the information.

Information Acquisition
There are a series of factors that determine whether3 
information is effectively memorized or not. One is con-
centration. The more you are able to concentrate on what 
you need to acquire, the better you will learn it. Need-
less to say, you cannot revise4 in front of the television 
or with one eye on your smartphone. Revision5 is mea-
sured in the information acquired not the time spent 
doing it. If you can really concentrate for 45 minutes you 
will learn much more than in two distracted hours. Nego-
tiate with your family a time when you can be undis-
turbed in a quiet place. This may not exist at home; you 
may have to go to a library or a quite bar.

The ideal place to revise4 is the room in which you 
will be examined. Research shows that recall6 is sub-
stantially better when the learning and the test sessions 
occur in a similar environment. However, this is as much 
to do with your psychological and physiological state as 
the room itself. If you revise4 while feeling calm but then 
get very nervous in the exam, you won’t recall informa-
tion as well as if your mood7 is more uniform between 
study and test. The obvious conclusion is not to stress out 
in the examination – easier said than done – but it also 
means you shouldn’t be too relaxed as you revise4. 

Involve All Your Senses
The worst way to learn information is just to read about 
it. Reading is an essentially passive activity. The more 
you involve your senses and your body in the learning 
process the more you will retain. Say the information 
aloud; hearing it is also a memory aid. Act out a situa-
tion you have read about; your body also has a gestural 
memory. Simply clenching a fist8 when you focus on 
key information can help to fix it in your memory. 

Visual clues9 also consolidate written words. It is far 
easier to remember who did what if you can picture the 
individual in your mind’s eye10. Go to Google images 
and find pictures of the people you are studying about; 
incorporate these images into your notes. There are free 
videos on the Internet on almost any topic11 (especially 
in English). Punctuate your reading time by watching 
these. Variety is useful in a learning process and the new 
information and images will help to consolidate what 
you’ve been learning in books. 

Even smell can be useful. The fragrance of a perfume 
or aftershave can help to remember key concepts: smell 
the scent when you come across12 them and spray it on 
your wrist13 to access the olfactory clue9 in the exam.

1 faithfully – precisely 
2 to lead sb. to (lead-led-led) – 

cause sb. to
3 whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be 

used before ‘or’)
4 to revise – (false friend) reread 

in preparation for an exam

5 revision – (false friend) prepa-
ration for an exam

6 recall – remembering 
7 mood – emotional state, psy-

chological state
8 to clench one’s fist – close 

one’s hand

9 clue – (in this case) stimulus
10 to picture sb. in one’s mind’s 

eye – imagine sth. 
11 topic – (false friend) theme, 

subject 
12 to come across (come-came-

come) – encounter

13 wrist – articulation where one’s 
hand joins one’s arm 

How to Pass 
Exams: 
Memory
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R evision1 should be an active rather than2 a passive 
process. Don’t just3 re-read class notes. As you come 

to each topic4, ask yourself what you remember before 
you revise5. This will help you to focus on the important 
things you forgot. Write these ideas out again; paraphras-
ing them or even searching out6 new definitions on the 
internet.

Test yourself repeatedly throughout7 your revision1. 
It is essential for the brain to practise accessing the infor-
mation that you have been memorizing. You can find test 
material for most subjects on the internet.

You should also revisit information regularly. Ideally, 
a day or two after learning something you should go 
through8 your notes, reorganizing them and rewriting 

them in a clearer more coherent form. You should then 
revisit these notes again a month or so later and per-
haps modify them again in the light of9 what you have 
learned since then. Using this method you will retain far 
more10 information than if your only contact with the 
new ideas is the day you learn them and the night before 
the exam. 

Don’t focus on what you find most 
interesting; focus on what you 
find most difficult. 

Breaks
Your mind needs time to process the information it 
receives. You should work out11 how long you can con-
centrate for and respect this limit (typically it will be 
something like 45 minutes). Get up and move around for 
a quarter of an hour doing something physical but men-
tally unchallenging12. I typically wash dishes13 – what 
a friend calls ‘water play’. This mechanical action with 
the pleasant sensation of water on your hands is perfect 
for letting your mind wander14. Other people may find 
sweeping15 a better way of leaving the mind in neutral. 
An added benefit of doing housework in your rest16 peri-
ods is that it will make those who you live with more 
amenable to17 cooperating with your study needs.

1 revision – (false friend) prepa-
ration for an exam

2 rather than – instead of, as 
opposed to 

3 just – (in this case) simply 
4 topic – (false friend) theme, 

subject 
5 to revise – (false friend) reread 

in preparation for an exam

6 to search sth. out – find sth. 
7 throughout – during all of 
8 to go through (go-went-gone) – 

revise, reread 
9 in the light of – taking into 

consideration
10 far more – much more 
11 to work out – determine, 

discover 

12 unchallenging – easy, not 
demanding 

13 to wash dishes – clean dirty 
plates 

14 to wander – (in this case) drift, 
divagate (formal)

15 to sweep (sweep-swept-swept) 
– clean the floor with a brush/
broom 

16 rest – relaxation 
17 amenable to – open and 

responsive to

How to Pass 
Exams: 
Revision
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Maximizing Marks
What is your goal when you do an exam? OK, you want 
to pass. Specifically, you want to maximize your marks1. 
That is a very specific objective and requires you to 
rethink your strategy. Do you know how many marks1 
are assigned to the different parts of the exam? Is this 
information included on the exam paper or is it avail-
able from the examining board2? If your objective is to 
maximize marks, you should probably do those parts of 
the exam that earn the most marks first. You should also 
work out3 if your allocation of time to4 the different 
parts of the exam is optimal. For instance5, an English 
language exam may include a reading comprehension, 
multiple-choice questions and exercises. Typically, a 
reading comprehension test earns quite a lot of points 
but takes some time; you have to read through a text to 
do it. On the other hand, multiple-choice questions can 
be done quickly but probably have relatively few points 

assigned. Finally, a sentence-transformation exercise 
takes a relatively short time to complete and usually 
scores quite highly6. That would probably be a good 
place to start.

Do Past Papers
‘Practice makes perfect’ so put time in to do past exams 
in the specified time. See them as a means of7 finding 
out8 which areas you are weakest in9. Identify which 
parts of the exam will benefit most from last-minute 
revision10. For example, in an English language exam 
you are unlikely to11 improve12 your score in a prep-
osition cloze13 or a reading comprehension through 
last-minute swotting14. However, there are only a limited 
number of structures in English that are suitable for15 
sentence-transformation exercises, so if you have one of 
these in the exam you are going to do, practise this type 
of exercise. (We offer a sentence-transformation exercise 
every month in the Yes exercises, so you don’t need to 
go very far for extra material). If you are studying with 
someone, write sentence-transformation questions for 
each other. Writing them will help you to think about 
the mechanics of English sentences. Even if you are not 
studying a language, there will probably be parts of your 
exam that will benefit more from your last few weeks of 
intensive study. 

1 marks – grade, points 
2 examining board – institution 
that produces exams 

3 to work out – determine 
4 allocation of... to – assignment 
of... to, use of... for

5 for instance – for example
 

6 to score highly – receive a 
good grade/mark 

7 a means of – a way to (+ 
infinitive)

8 to find out (find-found-found) – 
discover, determine 

9 to be weakest in – be least 
prepared for

10 revision – (false friend) prepa-
ration for an exam

11 you are unlikely to – it is 
improbable that you will

12 to improve – increase, 
augment

 

13 preposition cloze (test) – text 
in which prepositions have 
been eliminated and the exam-
inee has to fill the gaps with the 
correct preposition

14 swotting – intensive study 
15 suitable for – appropriate for

How to Pass 
Exams: Know 
Your Enemy
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Circadian Rhythm and Blues
Establish a regular sleep regime before 
the exams. Don’t stay up late1 studying, 
it is counterproductive. The deeper you 
sleep, the more information you’ll be able 
to retain. Sleep is essential to consolidat-
ing memory as it is part of the learning 
process. The neurons that were active 
during the study period are reactivated during sleep to 
stabilize the long-term acquisition, according to a 2014 
study from the New York University Medical School. 

Mens Sana in Corpore Sano
The healthier you are physically, the better you will be 
able to revise2. Quit3 smoking – it damages prospective 
memory, i.e.4 your ability to remember how to carry out5 
planned tasks6 at the appropriate time. 

Research has demonstrated that regular exercise is 
beneficial for learning. One study found that a 10-minute 
walk was significantly more beneficial for vocabulary 
acquisition than relaxing because it stimulated mental 
alertness. However, intense exercise may be even better. 
Another study found that two three-minute sprints 
were more effective for vocabulary learning than a 
40-minute stroll7.

In any case regular breaks are essential for effective 
learning and it is better to be doing something that is 
physical but not mentally taxing8. 

Food for Thought9

Eating well is also beneficial for your brain. High-sugar 
fast foods encourage10 the build-up11 of protein plaques 
in the brain, which cause memory loss. On the other 
hand, food that is full of flavonoids – such as blueber-
ries12 and strawberries – and omega-3 fatty acids13 – such 
as olive oil – protect brain cells. 

Some people ‘drink to forget’; you want to remem-
ber in an exam, so lay off14 the alcohol. Tea and coffee 
can affect your ability to sleep, which as we have seen is 
essential to effective study, so drink them in moderation.

Stress
Stress is a major factor in memory and/or recall15 loss16. 
Work out17 where your stress comes from and try to 
limit it. If parental pressure to succeed18 academically 
is a problem, point this out19. Any reasonable parent – 
once they see you are taking your revision20 seriously 
– will back off21 once you point out that their pressure 
is counterproductive.

1 to stay up late – stay awake, not 
go to bed 

2 to revise – (false friend) reread 
in preparation for an exam

3 to quit (quit-quit/quitted-quit/
quitted) – stop 

4 i.e. – (id est) that is 
5 to carry out – perform 
6 task – activity 

7 stroll – relaxing walk 
8 taxing – (in this case) tiring, 
onerous, exhausting 

9 food for thought – something 
that should be given serious 
consideration 

10 to encourage – promote 
11 build-up – accumulation 

12 blueberries – wild 
dark-blue fruit (orig-
inally from North 
America) 

13 fatty acid – carbox-
ylic acid

14 to lay off sth. (lay-laid-laid) – 
don’t consume sth. 

15 recall – remembering 

16 loss – (in this case) 
deterioration 

17 to work out – determine 
18 to succeed – do well, triumph 
19 to point sth. out – say so 
20 revision – (false friend) prepa-

ration for an exam
21 to back off – stop pressurizing 

sb. 

How 
to Pass 
Exams: 
Lifestyle
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Active Study Partner1

It is a good idea to revise2 with another person who 
is doing the exam, but choose that person carefully. 
Depending on your character you might want someone 
who is a bit better at the subject3 than you, so that you 
have to push yourself4. The important thing is that it is 
somebody who is serious about studying and someone 
that you can trust5 to encourage6 you in moments of 
pessimism about your chances7. By pacing8 each other 
and helping one another9 you will both benefit. 

If you are strong on different topics10, explain them to 
each other. Obviously, the person receiving the ‘lesson’ 

benefits but the person giving it probably benefits more. 
Having to explain something helps to consolidate your 
understanding of the topic.

Even if neither of you is obviously better at a topic10, 
discuss11 it. This will help you to access the informa-
tion in your memory and to see how ideas interconnect. 
If starting up a conversation like this with your study 
partner1 seems unnatural, get hold of12 past exams and 
quiz each other on how you would answer the questions. 
Build up a body of schematic answers that you can refer 
to in your final revision13 phase.

Time yourself doing exams so 
that you don’t end up leaving 
questions unanswered. 

‘Passive Study Partners’
Everyone you live and work with is involved in14 your 
exam. Negotiate how they can help you. Take advantage 
of your parents15. Parents usually see children 
doing exams like the rest of us see pregnant women; 
vulnerable, delicate souls16 in need of special care. Take 
advantage of this to ask for your favourite food and 
other concessions. If you learn to do this well, exams will 
eventually17 be something you look forward to18.

1 study partner – study buddy 
(US informal), friend who you 
study with 

2 to revise – (false friend) reread 
in preparation for an exam

3 subject – academic discipline 
(English, mathematics, etc.)

4 to push oneself – make an 
extra effort 

5 to trust sb. – have confidence 
in sb. 

6 to encourage – inspire, motivate 
7 chances – possibilities of 
success 

8 to pace sb. – help sb. to per-
form well

9 one another – each other 
10 topic – (false friend) theme 

11 to discuss sth. – (false friend) 
debate about sth., have a con-
versation about sth.

12 to get hold of (get-got-got) 
– acquire 

13 revision – (false friend) prepa-
ration for an exam

14 to be involved in – participate 
in 

15 one’s parents – one’s mother 
and father 

16 soul – (in this case) person 
17 eventually – (false friend) in 

the end 
18 to look forward to sth. – want 

sth. to happen, anticipate with 
desire

How to Pass 
Exams: Your 
Study Partners
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Multiple-Choice & Cloze1

Most exams give zero marks for a wrong answer or 
a blank2; a few mark a wrong answer negatively3. 
You must find out4 which sort5 of exam you are doing. 
Obviously, if you are doing a multiple-choice exam in 
which they don’t subtract6 marks for the wrong answer, 
you should answer every question. When you have 
absolutely no idea you can follow a strategy based on 
probability. They say for example that if you mark all the 
A-D questions you don’t know as ‘C’ you will improve your 

mark more than if you mark the unanswered questions 
arbitrarily. However, things are rarely that simple. Most 
exam-writers when they create multiple-choice tests 
put one daft7 answer, one answer that is clearly wrong, 
one answer that would be right if it weren’t for a piece 
of information given and, of course, one answer that is 
correct. The strategy of marking all “don’t knows” as 
‘C’8 obviously fails to take this into account9. Better you 
should cross out10 answers that you believe are clearly 
wrong in the questions you can’t answer. This will mean 
that when you come to fill in the answers arbitrarily in a 
mad rush11 in the last five minutes of the exam you have a 
much better possibility of guessing right12. 

Restrictive Words
In multiple-choice tests you should be very aware of13 
words that limit the answer like ‘only’ and ‘all’; they often 
indicate that an answer is wrong, even though it would 
be right if they were omitted. 

Machine Marking
Multiple-choice tests are cheap because they can be 
marked by machine instead of14 by people. As a result, 

they are increasingly important in all sorts5 

of exams. As cheap multiple-choice tests 
flourish15, cloze1 tests decline. However, 
the secret here to is to read what comes 
before and after the gap16 before eliminat-
ing options. When you have narrowed17 
the possibilities down to two, be prepared 
to use a bit of intuition. For instance18, in an 
English language exam what sounds better 
may well be the right answer, even though 
you don’t know why it is right. 

Finally, study past multiple-choice exams 
to see if they are written by people or 
machines. If a person wrote the exam, there 
will be a similar number of answers for each 
letter; if a machine wrote it, the answers 
may cluster (e.g. three ‘B’ answers together). 
If you conclude that it was a person that 
wrote the test, you can use this fact to help 
you guess the answer.

1 cloze – fill-the-gap exercise 
2 a blank – (in this case) no 

answer 
3 a few mark a wrong answer 

negatively – a few exams 
penalize more for a wrong 
answer than for no answer

4 to find out (find-found-found) – 
discover, determine

5 sort – type, kind 
6 to subtract – deduct, take away
7 daft – stupid, idiotic 
8 marking all “don’t knows” 

as ‘C’ – answering ‘C’ for all the 
questions which you cannot 
answer

9 fails to take this into account 
– does not consider this 

10 to cross out – delete, ‘cross out’
11 mad rush – frantic hurry, race
12 to guess right – choose the 

correct answer 
13 to be aware of – be conscious 

of 
14 instead of – as opposed to, 

rather than
 

15 to flourish /ˈflʌriʃ/ – become 
more prevalent 

16 gap – space in which you have 
to write your answer

17 to narrow – reduce 
18 for instance – for example 

How to Pass 
Exams: 
Recognizance
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Careless3 Talk Costs Marks4

Don’t talk to other examinees5 before or after an exam. 
You’ll only get depressed because it will give you a false 
impression of how little you know.

Get in the Zone
Breathe6 deeply six times before you pick up your pen7. 
At this stage8, try to put the exam in proportion; you 
have made a considerable effort to prepare for it but, in 
the greater scheme of things9, it is not that important. 
Almost any exam can be taken again in a few months’ 
or a year’s time. Try to enjoy the opportunity of showing 
how much you know rather than10 fretting11 about not 
performing optimally. 

The Instructions
Read through all instructions several times. Don’t 
assume12 you know what they say. Not following instruc-
tions is the easiest way to fail an exam.

Moreover13, get into the habit of always checking the 
reverse side of exam papers. Countless14 students over 
the years have failed exams because they didn’t realize15 
that there was another question overleaf16!

Examinations are formidable17 
even to the best prepared, for18 the 
greatest fool may ask more than the 
wisest man can answer.
 - CHARLES CALEB COTTON (1780-1832)

1 those – (in this case) people 
2 to wish – want 
3 careless – thoughtless, 
incautious 

4 wordplay on the 1940 secu-
rity slogan, “Careless talk 
costs lives” 

5 examinee – sb. who is being 
examined 

6 to breathe – inhale and exhale 
7 to pick up your pen – start to 
answer the exam 

8 at this stage – at this point 
9 in the greater scheme of 

things – from the perspective 
of your entire life 

10 rather than – as opposed to, 
instead of 

11 to fret – worry, stress out 
12 to assume – (false friend) take 

for granted, imagine, suppose 
13 moreover – what’s more, 

besides 
14 countless – innumerable 
15 to realize – (false friend) be 

conscious 

16 overleaf – on the other side of 
the page

17 formidable – (false friend) 
alarming, ominous

18 for – (in this case) given that, 
since, as 

How to Pass 
Exams: in the 
Exam Room

In examinations those1 who do 
not wish2 to know ask questions of 
those1 who do not wish2 to tell.
 - PROF. WALTER RALEIGH (1861-1922)
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Answer the Question
Read the questions very carefully. Spend time thinking 
about what they are really asking. Most people fail exams 
because they don’t answer the question but rather1 write 
down everything they know about the topic2.

Choosing an Essay
Many people prepare for an exam by studying just 
enough topics2 so that they can be sure that there will 
be enough questions to answer. 
We don’t recommend this 
type of strategy for second-
guessing3 the examiners. Good 
exam questions will cross over4 
topics2 that are in the course. 
Think about how aspects of the 
different topics2 relate to5 each 
other. This probably won’t lead 
directly to6 predicting the exam 
question but it will help you to 
get an intelligent overview7 of 
the course. 

There is a tendency to jump 
at the question on the topic2 you 
have best prepared. Students 
often only realize8 halfway 
through writing their answer 
to the question that they can’t 
really answer it. The worst thing 
you can do with an essay is not 
answer the question. The strat-
egy of simply pouring out9 all 

the information you know on the subject doesn’t work 
for serious exams. Often the examiners will give a pass 
to anyone who has made a serious attempt10 to answer 
the question. This means that you should read through 
each essay question very carefully and spend a minute 
thinking about what it is really asking. Make a skeleton 
answer for each question, you may well find that you 

can better answer a question that 
is not on the topic2 that you have 
prepared most.

Once you have chosen a 
question, plan out the structure 
of your answer. What are the 
principal controversies related 
to this question? How does it 
relate to5 the wider scheme 
of things11? This should be 
your introduction. The body of 
your essay should present the 
evidence for the contrasting ideas 
relating to the question. Finally, 
in your conclusion you should 
come down on12 one side, while 
recognizing the legitimacy of 
other points of view. Examiners 
will often give higher marks for a 
well-structured exposition than for 
the student who knows a lot about 
the subject but doesn’t convey13 
the information coherently.

1 but rather – (in this case) by 
contrast they 

2 topic – (false friend) theme, 
matter 

3 to second-guess sb. – predict 
what sb. will do

4 to cross over – transverse, 
overlap 

5 to relate to – interact with, 
connect to

6 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 
in 

7 overview – general idea 
8 to realize – (false friend) 

become conscious 
9 to pour out – write out, display 
10 attempt – effort
 

11 the wider scheme of things – 
more general questions 

12 to come down on (come-
came-come) – conclude in 
favour of

13 to convey – transmit 

How to Pass 
Exams: Essay 
Questions
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The Other Revolution
In 1792, while the French Revolution was in full 
swing1, something far more2 insidious and much more 
far-reaching3 in its effects was taking place4 in England; 
Cambridge University invented written exams. Before 
that year exams just meant standing before a group of 
teachers and explaining what you knew – easy really. 
There was only one hitch5, you had to do it in Latin. 
Some of the ‘look how clever I 
am’ attitude of the oral exams 
survived in the written exams 
for centuries. 200 years 
after the invention of written 
exams an Oxbridge6 entrance 
exam asked “What is the 
definition of ‘impertinence’? 
One examinee famously 
answered, “This is!” and noth-
ing else. Legend has it that7 
he passed the exam and went 
on to study at Oxford. 

Sometimes it’s the exam-
iners who are funny, though. 
Williams Phelps8 was mark-
ing9 an exam just before 
Christmas once when he 
came across10 a curious 
answer to a difficult question. 
It said, “God only knows the 
answer to this question. Merry 

Christmas”. Phelps returned the exam paper with the fol-
lowing written at the bottom, “God gets an A, you get an F. 
Happy New Year!”

Aptitude Tests
Exams became a whole lot more11 sinister when the 
Americans got hold of12 them. People like Thomas 
Edison, who used exams to recruit13 employees, 
rejected14 abstract ideas like intelligence and were 
more interested in aptitude. Thus15 were born Standard 
Aptitude Tests (SATs). Exams that separated knowledge 
from context and process: only right or wrong answers 
mattered16. Above all17, such tests tend to identify people 
with good memories rather than18 those with good 
reasoning abilities. 

Examining soon became big business and with busi-
ness comes efficiency. Efficiency in modern exams 
means that answers can be corrected en masse19 by 
machines; good, qualified human markers20 are expen-
sive. The process is best illustrated by what happened in 
the examination industry in Britain eight years ago.

1 to be in full swing – be at its 
most active 

2 far more – much more 
3 far-reaching – influential 
4 to take place (take-took-taken) 
– happen, occur 
5 hitch – problem, inconvenience 
6 Oxbridge – relating to Oxford 
and/or Cambridge 

7 legend has it that – according 
to the legend 

8 (1865-1943) Yale professor of 
English literature

9 to mark (an exam) – correct 
(an exam)

10 to come across (come-came-
come) – encounter

 

11 a whole lot more – (colloquial) 
much more 

12 to get hold of (get-got-got) – 
take control of 

13 to recruit – take on, employ 
14 to reject – repudiate, (opposite 

of ‘accept’)
15 thus – in this way 
16 to matter – be important 

17 above all – most importantly 
18 rather than – as opposed to, 

instead of
19 en masse /on ˈmæs/ – in a big 

group, all together 
20 marker – corrector, sb. who 

corrects an exam

Exams: an 
Anglo-American 
Conspiracy
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Examiners Fail the Test
A generation ago we took public exams1 twice2 at 
school in the UK, once at 16 (O3-Levels) and then again 
at 18 (A4-Levels). By the beginning of the 21st Century 
British children were taking a test at five, SATs5 at 11 and 
14, GCSEs6 (instead of7 O-Levels) at 16, AS8-Levels at 17 
and A2-Levels at 18; from two sets9 of exams to six. Brit-
ish children now spend most of their time preparing for 
exams rather than10 learning (no, it’s not the same thing).

Meanwhile, as the number of exams to be marked 
mushroomed11, the number of qualified markers12 
stayed more or less the same. As the system began to 
collapse the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority 
(QCA) in charge of national exams brought in13 private 
US exam companies to correct all the new exams. Now 
computers were going to offer faster, cheaper, error-
free correction of exams. Answers that still had to be 
corrected by hand14 were sent around the world – for 
instance15 to Iowa and Sydney – to be processed. In 2007 

QCA gave the £156-million contract for the SATs exams 
to Educational Testing Services (ETS) and the scale of the 
disaster was biblical. A million 11 and 14-year-olds got their 
results late. A quarter of schools complained16 about 
the grades17 received. Maths and science markers12 had 
been trained for the job over the Internet. As it became 
more and more obvious that it was a ‘cowboy18’ operation, 
experienced examiners resigned19. 10,000 emails from 
schools remained20 unanswered on the helpline website 
for the exams. 1.2 million candidates who had sat21 the 
exams had been ‘disappeared’ by the system, registered 
simply as ‘absent’. As the backlog22 grew, ETS began 
employing pretty much23 anyone to mark exams. They 
set up24 an emergency headquarters25 in the Manchester 
Hilton hotel and offered jobs to the bar staff26 there. 
One woman was recruited27 by ETS to help with the 
correction of exams only minutes after being interviewed 
at the Hilton for a job as a cocktail waitress!

The QCA was dissolved in 2010.

1 to take an exam (take-took-
taken) – sit/do an exam

2 twice – x2, two times 
3 O – (in this case) ordinary 
4 A – (in this case) advanced
5 SATs – standard aptitude tests 
6 GCSE – General Certificate of 
Secondary Education

7 instead of – as opposed to, (in 
this case) replacing 

8 AS – Advanced Subsidiary 

9 set – (in this case) group 
10 rather than – as opposed to, 

instead of
11 to mushroom – increase 

dramatically 
12 marker – corrector, sb. who 

corrects an exam
13 to bring in (bring-brought-

brought) – contract, turn to 
14 by hand – by a human marker 
15 for instance – for example 

16 to complain – protest 
17 grades – marks, score
18 cowboy (adj.) – (in this case) 

incompetent, amateur
19 to resign – quit, leave one’s job 
20 to remain – (continue to) be 
21 to sit an exam (sit-sat-sat) – do 

(an exam)
22 backlog – accumulation of 

late work 
23 pretty much – more or less 

24 to set up (set-set-set) 
– establish 

25 headquarters – head office, 
centre

26 bar staff – employees who 
serve drinks 

27 to recruit sb. – take on sb., 
give sb. a job 

The 
2007 
QCA 
Scandal
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T he American experience doesn’t seem to be much 
better, though it has been less chaotic. Bob Schaeffer 

has long sought to1 demonstrate that the reading com-
prehension tests (a passage followed by multiple-choice 
questions) could be answered without reading the text 
in question. In 2001 he did the SATs exam2 blind3 and 
got 12 out of4 13 correct. For instance5, faced with6 
this question:

1. The main7 idea of the passage is that:
A)   a constricted8 view of [this novel] is natural and 

acceptable 
B)   a novel should not depict9 a vanished10 society 
C)   a good novel is an intellectual rather than11 an emo-

tional experience 
D)   many readers have seen only the 

comedy [in this novel] 
E)   [this novel] should be read with sensi-

tivity and an open mind 
He reasoned: A is suspiciously postmod-
ern. B is far too12 dogmatic. C is something 
that you would never say to an eager13, 
college-bound14 student. Is it D? Perhaps, 
but D seems too small a point15. The 
answer is E.

Britney & JLo
US SATs are scored16 on a basis of 0 to 
1600. When Britney Spears was asked 
how she did on17 hers, she replied, “I 

didn’t do very well. I think I got a six.” 
Meanwhile, when Jennifer Lopez was 
asked what she had got on18 her SATs she 
answered, “Nail polish19”.20

Cold Comfort21

According to Simon Lebus, head of Cam-
bridge Assessment, traditional exams 
will have disappeared within22 a decade. 
They will be replaced by e-assessment23 
whereby24 pupils can take a series of tests 
online whenever they feel ready.

1 has long sought to (seek-
sought-sought) – has tried to for 
a long time  

2 US SATs are university 
entrance exams 

3 blind – (in this case) without 
looking at the text, only looking 
at the questions

4 out of – (in this case) of, from a 
total of 

5 for instance – for example 
6 faced with – confronting 
7 main – principal, most 
important 

8 constricted – restricted, limited 
9 to depict – represent, describe 
10 vanished – that has 

disappeared 
11 rather than – as opposed to, 

instead of 
12 far too – much too 
13 eager – enthusiastic 
14 college-bound – who is going 

to university 
15 too small a point – too insignif-

icant to mention
16 to score – mark, evaluate
 

17 how she did on – how success-
ful she was with

18 what she had got 
on (her exam) – 
what grade/mark 
she had obtained in 
her exams? 

19 nail polish – var-
nish applied to the 
fingernails to colour 
them or make them 
shiny

20 Jennifer did not want to 
answer the question, so she 

made a pun (= a joke based 
on homophonous wordplay); 
she intentionally misunder-
stood “What did you get on 
your exam?” to mean “With 
what substance did you 
dirty your exam paper?”

21 cold comfort – little 
consolation 

22 within – (in this case) in... or 
before

23 e-assessment – evaluation via 
Internet 

24 whereby – according to which 

SATs in the 
States
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We went to the Alpujarras mountains in 
2002. Do you remember it? 

Remember to walk the dog this afternoon.
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Grammar
Focus

ASPECT: As a verb of mental activity, ‘remember’ is not 
used in the continuous tenses. However, ‘remembering’ 
can crop up1 as a gerund:
- Extra marks2 will be awarded3 in the exam for remember-

ing the names of the key elements involved4. 

Remember me to sb.
As a general rule, ‘remember’ involves just5 one person. It 
means that you bring something back into your mind or 
you retain it in your memory. Synonyms include ‘bear in 
mind’6 (bear-bore-borne) and ‘call to mind’6. 

The only exception is when we say “Remember me to sb.” 
- Remember me to your parents7.
which just8 means “Give my regards9 to your parents” or 
“Say ‘hello’ to your parents from me.” 

Remember + infinitive
When we say ‘remember to do sth.’ what is remembered 
will happen10 after the remembering. In other words 
‘remember to do sth.’ means ‘Remember that sth. has to 
be done in the future’ or ‘mind that you’:
- A: Remember to feed the cat, won’t you?
- B: OK, I’ll do it now before I forget.
- Remember to (= Mind that you) lock up11 when you leave 

the flat. 

Remember + noun clause
‘Remember’ can also be followed by a noun clause begin-
ning with a wh- word12:
- I can’t remember why I said that. 
- I remember how she opened it. 

‘Remember’ can also be followed by a wh- word + an 
infinitive:
- I remembered how to open it.

‘Remember’ is not usually followed by ‘it’ in short 
answers:
- A: This is where we first met.
- B: I remember it.

1 to crop up – appear 
2 marks – points 
3 to award – give, grant 
4 involved – in question 
5 just – (in this case) only 

6 ‘mind’ in these expressions 
means ‘memory’

7 one’s parents – (false friend) 
one’s mother and father 

8 just – (in this case) simply 

9 one’s regards – one’s respects 
10 to happen – occur 
11 to lock up – secure all the 

doors and windows 

12 wh- word – why, when, who, 
how, where, etc. 

Memory Verbs: 
Remember
Can you remember how to use 
‘recall’, ‘remember’ and ‘remind’? 
This article will remind you.



I remember going to the 
park with my mother.
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Remember + -ing
When we say remember doing sth. what is remembered 
happened1 before the remembering. In other words 
‘remember doing sth.’ means ‘remember having done sth. 
- I don’t remember seeing him there. (= I don’t remember 

having seen him there.)
- A: I remember buying my first motorbike (= I remember 

when I bought my first motorbike).
- B: Yes, that was a long time ago. 

‘Remember’ can be followed by either a possessive adjec-
tive or an object pronoun + infinitive:
- I remember him/his telling me the news.
- I don’t remember you/your complaining2 at the time. 

Notice that ‘remember + -ing’ and ‘remember to + infini-
tive’ NEVER mean the same thing:
- I remembered to post the letters. (= I didn’t forget to post 

the letters).
- I remembered posting the letters. (= I posted the letters and 

I remember the action).

Synonyms of Remember 
ASPECT: As verbs of mental activity, ‘recall’ and ‘recol-
lect’ are not used in the continuous tenses. 

Recall 
‘Recall’ /rəˈkɔ:l/ is almost a synonym of ‘remember’ but 
it is more formal and/or implies a little more effort. So, 
‘recall’ means ‘succeed in remembering’ or ‘manage to 
remember’.

However, in informal use these verbs are synonyms as 
in the Peter Gabriel song: “I don’t remember, I don’t recall. 
I’ve got no memory of anything at all”. 

The noun ‘recall’ /ˈri:kɔ:l/ is not very common (and 
almost exclusive to the two movies called Total Recall). 

Recollect 
Like ‘recall’, ‘recollect’ is almost a synonym of ‘remember’ 
but it is more formal and/or implies a little more effort. So, 
‘recollect’ means ‘succeed in remembering’ or ‘manage to 
remember’.

Don’t confuse ‘recollect ’ 
/ˌrekəˈ lekt/ with ‘re-collect ’ 
/̩ ri:kəˈlekt/, which means ‘collect3 
again’. 

Notice that we never use ‘recall to’ 
or ‘recollect to’.

Reminisce
This verb is a backformation4 
from the noun ‘reminiscence’ and 
means ‘remember with nostalgic 
pleasure’:
- Uncle Jack’s always reminiscing 

about his days in the army.

1 to happen – occur 
2 to complain – protest, object

 

3 to collect – gather, fetch, go 
and pick up

 

 4 backformation – word that is 
formed from an existing word, 
which looks as though it is a 

derivative (typically by eliminat-
ing a suffix)

Memory Verbs: 
Remember & 
its Synonyms
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Remind sb. to+ Infinitive
So:
- I reminded him to feed1 the cat.
means I said “Don’t forget to feed the cat” or I said, “Remem-
ber to feed the cat”.
We could also say, 
I reminded him (that) he had to feed the cat or 
I reminded him about feeding the cat.

‘Remind’ can be used in the continuous tenses:
- Just when I was reminding Jack to ring Janice, she 

phoned us. 
‘Remind’ can also be used in the -ing form in a subordi-
nate clause:

- He asked me not to smoke, reminding me that his wife 
was pregnant. 

Remind sb. of 
Remind sb. of sth. means that an object or thing causes 
sb. to remember sth. 
- The wine reminded me of my holiday in Italy.

‘to take sb. back (to)’ is a phrasal verb equivalent to 
‘remind sb. of’:
- This wine takes me back to my holiday in Italy.

We can also use ‘remind sb. of’ to say that two people or 
things are similar:
- Pete reminds me of his elder brother.
- This coastline reminds me of Norway. 

Remind of vs. Remind about
Notice the difference between ‘remind of + -ing’ and 
‘remind about + -ing’. 
- He reminded her about feeding the cat.
means he said “Remember to feed the cat.” However, 
- He reminded her of feeding2 the cat.
means that something about him (perhaps the way he 
ate) made her remember an occasion when she watched 
the cat eating.3

1 to feed (feed-fed-fed) – give 
food to 

2 feeding – giving food to 
3 However, we won’t really 

express this idea in this way. 

It would be more natural to 
say, “He reminded her of the 
cat eating” or “The way he 
ate reminded her of the cat”.

Memory Verbs: 
Remind

Remind sb. means ‘cause sb. 
to remember’. Synonyms of 
‘remind sb.’ include “jog sb’s 
memory” (colloquial) and 
“refresh sb. memory”. 
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False Friends

The base forms ‘record’, ‘recollect’ and ‘memory’ produce 
a series of false friends you should be aware of1:

>> to record /rəˈkɔ:rd/
= tape, convert a performance into a permanent form for 
subsequent copying and broadcast2.
≠ remember.
- Do you record remember what he said to us that day?
- Tomorrow we are going to record the audio material for 

this month’s issue3.

>> a record /ˈrekɔ:rd/
= a. a document. This is more common in the plural 
(‘records’), in which case it refers to ‘official data’, ‘docu-
mentation’, ‘an archive’ /ˈa:rkaiv/. It is in this sense that 
we get the expressions ‘off the record’4 and ‘to go on 
record’5

= b. (in music) an album – especially in vinyl format:
- He has an impressive record collection but now that his 

turntable6 has broken he has no way of playing his favou-
rite albums. 

= c. the best-known performance (sports):
- She holds7 the national record for 200-metres sprint. 
≠ a memory
- My records memories of what happened that evening are 

vague to say the least. 

>> to recollect
= recall, remember
≠ harvest
- The farmer is recollecting harvesting his crops8.
- As I recollect, it was you who recommended him in the 

first place9!

>> a recollection
= memory; ≠ harvest
- I have no recollection of ever having met her. 

- The summer holidays started because children couldn’t go 
to school during the recollection harvest.

>> a memorial
= commemorative monument 
‘Memorial’ can also refer to a petition but this usage is 
much less common:

>> a memory
= a. an episode remembered from the past
= b. storage capacity for data (on a computer)
≠ a memoir. 

>> one’s memories
= what one remembers
≠ one’s memoirs10

- Like most British politicians, she wrote her memories 
memoirs shortly after leaving office. 

>> a memo
= a memorandum, a reminder
≠ an idiot, a dummy
- Did you get the memo about Friday’s meeting?

1 to be aware of – be conscious of 
2 broadcast – transmission 
3 issue – edition of a magazine 
associated with a specific period 
of time (e.g. a week or a month)

4 off the record – unofficially 
5 to go on record (go-went-
gone) – say sth. officially

6 turntable – record player 

7 to hold (hold-held-held) – (in 
this case) have 

8 crops – produce, collected 
cereal, fruit and/or vegetables 

9 in the first place – to begin 
with, initially 

10 one’s memoirs – one’s 
autobiography 

Memory & 
False Cognates
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Down Memory Lane
>> have a memory like a sieve1 [have-had-had]
= have a very bad memory. The allusion is to a sieve’s 
inability to retain liquid:
- Charles has a memory like a sieve so his workstation is 

covered in post-its. 

>> have an elephant’s memory [have-had-had]
= a long memory, especially for an insult. This assonant 
expression refers to the fact that elephants have prover-
bially long memories:

>> take a trip down memory lane2 [take-took-taken]
>> walk/go down memory lane [go-went-gone]
= reminisce, deliberately recall3 pleasant or sentimental 
memories:
- Let’s go down memory lane this evening and watch Star 

Wars.
- That old photo album was a trip down memory lane, 

wasn’t it? 

>> in living memory
= within4 the lifetime of anyone who is currently alive:
- The river hasn’t risen5 that6 
high in living memory. 

>> jog/refresh sb’s memory
= help sb. to remember, 
remind sb.
- What’s the name of that 

actress? Refresh my memory.
- “This photograph might jog 

your memory”, the detective 
said.

Remember the...Which was it?
And now here’s a potted7 history of the USA through its 
war-cries8. In the 1812 war against the British between 
30 and 100 Kentuckian prisoners were scalped9 and 
butchered10 by the Native American allies11 of the Brit-
ish at Frenchtown near Detroit. This became known as 
‘the Raisin River Massacre’ and “Remember the Raisin 
(River)!” became a US battle-cry for the rest of the war. 

This was followed by “Remember 
the Alamo!” after the Texans’ defeat12 
in the Texas-Mexico conflict of 1836. 
The sinking13 of the USS Maine became 
the excuse for the 1898 US invasion of 
Cuba. The war-cry was “Remember the 
Maine (to hell14 with Spain)!”. When the 
Germans sank15 the Lusitania in 1915 – 
you guessed it: “Remember the Lusita-
nia!”. Then there was “Remember Pearl 
Harbor!” in World War Two.

1 sieve /siv/ – strainer, utensil for 
separating solids from liquids 

2 lane – path, minor road 

3 to recall – remember 
4 within – (in this case) in 
5 to rise (rise-rose-risen) – 
ascend, get higher 

6 that – (in this case) so 
7 potted – concise, abbreviated 
8 war-cry – battle-cry, belligerent 
slogan 

9 to scalp – cut the hair and skin 
off the top of sb’s head as a 
trophy of war 

10 to butcher – massacre 
11 ally – confederate, accomplice, 

partner
12 defeat – loss, (opposite of 

‘victory’)

13 sinking – loss, submerging 
14 hell – the inferno 
15 to sink (sink-sank-sunk) – 

cause a ship to submerge

Memory 
Expressions
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We believe this should be an interactive process and as 
such we welcome all feedback (good or bad!). 
- Is there a subject you would like us to cover? 
- Is there something we could be doing better?
- Do you simply have a question about English?

You can contact us at:
nick@yes-mag.com and nathan@yes-mag.com 

And remember we regularly post follow-up information on our 
Facebook page (@yeszine) and on the blog on the webpage. 
Finally, if you want to receive an exercise every week, our monthly 
newsletter and our methodology pack – all absolutely FREE, please 
subscribe to our newsletter on the webpage (www.yes-mag.com).

THE LEARNING CENTRES
Are you looking for a language school that uses stimulating up-to-date material in class that 
results in effective conversation classes and tangible progress in your English? 

Murcia, Spain - 968 29 13 09
dep-ingles@eoimurcia.org

BackUp Lines
Barcelona, Spain
935 47 88 53
www.backuplines.com

Mundolinguas
Pontevedra, Spain
986 10 41 42
www.mundolinguas.com

Almudena Rodríguez 
de Avendaño
Logroño (La Rioja)
941 286 826 (Centro Iber-
caja La Rioja)
Email:
arodriguezav@obrasocial.ibercaja.es

Xavier Lafarga
Ateneu Popular de Ponent 
- Lleida, Catalunya
English classes for adults
Email: x.lafarga@gmail.com

PRIVATE CLASSES
Are you looking for private classes 
that use stimulating up-to-date mate-
rial in class? The following private 
teachers use Yes in their classes:

Madrid, Spain - 91 564 0022
www.open.es / castellana@open.es

LANGUAGE ACADEMIES
Remember, if you subscribe to 
Yes, we’d be happy to include 
your logo and your details on this 
page. Just send them to us when 
you take out your institutional 
subscription (print or digital). 

La Seu d’Urgell, Spain - 973 35 44 46
www.eoilaseu.cat
eoilaseudurgell@xtec.cat
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A

B

C

D

Picture Description: Spacecraft
Compare and contrast 
these two pictures.
>>   How are the structures 

fundamentally different?
>>   How is the background 

different?

1 actually – (false friend) really 
2 to appeal to – be attractive for 

3 eventually – (false friend) in the end 
4 to what extent – to what degree, how much 

Look at the first picture again.
>>   Describe the component 

parts of the spacecraft. The 
USS Enterprise is designed 
to travel – in what sense is 
it realistic in this sense?

>>   How is it different from 
manned spaceships that 
we have actually1 built?

>>   Does space travel appeal 
to2 you? Would you be 
prepared to explore space 
even if it meant never 
returning to Earth?

Look at the second 
picture again.
>>   Describe the component 

parts of the space station.
>>   Would you like to spend time 

on the international space 
station? Why/Why not?

>>   Do you think that most 
science-fiction eventually3 
becomes reality?

Now listen to track 11 on the 
audio download and see to what 
extent4 your answers coincided 
with those of the Scotsman.

Photo by NASA

Photo by Rob Young - UK



AUDIO SCRIPTS
The following pages contain the transcriptions 
of what is spoken on the audio files.

SPOKEN-ENGLISH TIPS
Spoken English is significantly different from the written language: 
A more limited vocabulary is generally used 
and it is, by definition, more colloquial.
Moreover1, spoken English uses many more 
incomplete or badly constructed sentences. 
On the other hand, intonation and stress can be used in speech.

HOW TO USE THE AUDIO SCRIPTS
Follow our eight-step process to get the most out of the audio scripts:

Before you listen we recommend that you read through 
the relevant section of the footnotes2 (not the text itself). 
This should give you some idea of the subject3 and help you 
to understand the more difficult vocabulary as you listen.

When you listen the first time, don’t expect to 
understand everything; listening practice should 
not be a painful4 process. Simply see how much  
meaning you can extract from the recording.

Listen more times going back to the footnotes 
to integrate the information you have.

Once you understand reasonably well, do the relevant exercise.

Finally, read the audio scripts as you listen again.

Stop each time you get lost or encounter a 
structure that interests or confuses you.

Repeat words or phrases whose pronunciation surprises you.

Two or three days later, listen to the text again without 
reading to see if your understanding has improved5.

This process is intense and time-consuming. However, it will 
eventually6 solve the problem most learners have of relating7 the 
spoken word to the written. Once you’ve done that, the rest is easy!

1 moreover – what’s more, furthermore
2 footnotes – notes at the bottom of the page (in 
this box)

3 subject (n.) – (in this context) theme 
4 painful – (in this context) arduous, unpleasant
5 to improve – get better 
6 eventually – (false friend) in the end 
7 to relate – associate, connect, link 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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YES NO. 21 TRACK LIST

Mini-debates (35m00s)
1. Corporate Branding (11m05s)
2. Ageism (11m55s)
3. The Current State of News (13m40s)

4. Pronunciation Exercise (4m32s)

Monologues:
Watching History Happen (14m20s)
5. Monologue 1 [US English] (3m29s)
6. Monologue 2 [South-African English]

(4m15s)
7. Monologue 3 [Scottish English] (2m59s)
8. Monologue 4 [UK English] (3m37s)

9. Improvisation:
Off on Business (5m26s)

10. Interview with Astronomer 
Bruce McAdam (8m41s)

11. Picture Description (3m29s)

Total time: 1h11m28s
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9

1 branding – assigning a brand name (= com-
mercial name) to sth. 

2 to bother – upset, irritate 
3 city council – municipal authority 
4 does bother – (emphatic) bother
5 a great deal – a lot 
6 particularly – especially 
7 meaning – significance 
8 as well – too, also 
9 vending machine – machine that sells small 
products like food, drink or cigarettes

10 soccer field – football pitch (in the non-US 
sense)

11 eventually – (false friend) in the end 
12 in the long run – in the long term, over the 

years 
13 plastered – (in this case) on view, covering 

everything 
14 a while back – some time ago 
15 to prop up – support 
16 can (n.) – aluminium container for drinks
17 actually – (false friend) in fact 
18 just – (in this case) simply

19 brand – commercial name 
20 stun gun – (supposedly non-lethal) weapon 

that immobilizes its victim with an electric 
charge 

21 according to the factory – referring to the 
company 

22 vacuum flask – container that maintains 
drinks hot (or cold) 

23 to manage to – be able to... with difficulty
24 wealthiest – richest, most affluent 

Mini-debates
(35m00s)

1. Corporate Branding
(11m05s)

Scotsman (SM): I recently read that 
the London Eye has become ‘the 
Coca-Cola London Eye’. Does such 
corporate branding1 bother2 you or 
do you feel it’s a good way for city 
councils3 to make money and save 
money for us taxpayers?
South-African Woman (SW): Both.
American Man (AM): Yeah, I agree. 
Both too.
SW: It does bother4 a great deal5, 
particularly6 in cases where the 
name of the place or the monument 
is… has meaning7, historical meaning 
and then seems to lose it because of 
the branding1. But there’s an inevita-
bility in today’s world making money 
and paying for things with corporate 
money.
AM: What I… this happens in the 
States as well8. I remember in… it 
didn’t happen when I was in high 
school but as soon as I left high 
school I remember Coca-Cola coming 

in and other soft-drink companies 
and they put vending machines9 
in the school and they also put 
vending machines in the football 
and soccer fields10 and I think they 
re-baptized the name of the fields. 
So it happens even in schools in the 
States. What I don’t like about it is I 
think that eventually11, it might start 
off as a money-saving idea for us, 
for taxpayers, but I think in the long 
run12 is bad because these companies 
will want something in return, not 
only paying for the right to have their 
name plastered13 in public sites but 
they’ll want more in return.
SM: Yeah, I heard a while back14, I 
don’t how true it is that there was 
even a proposal to prop up15 the 
Tower of Pisa with a big Coca-Cola 
can16. I actually17 quite like the idea.
AM: It’d be modern art.
SM: But the truth is, I feel a bit sorry 
for Coca-Cola because they spend so 

much money on advertising and yet 
when you get a dark drink people 
don’t say, “Oh, that’s Coca-Cola”. 
Some people say it’s a Pepsi some 
people just18 call it a cola. But other 
brands19, for example Hoover in Brit-
ain, ‘a hoover’ is a vacuum cleaner. 
They got the brand, you know. Even 
stun guns20 are called Tasers – 
according the factory21. You know 
Thermos, vacuum flasks22, people 
know them as Thermoses. Cleaning 
companies have managed to23 get…
AM: Kleenex.
Englishman (EM): But people don’t 
say ‘Coke’?
SM: Hum?
EM: Don’t people say Coke? “Would 
you like a Coke?”
SM: Maybe, maybe, but less and less 
so I think because more people say 
Pepsi.
SW: I honestly don’t feel sorry for 
Coca-Cola at all. Why would I feel 
sorry for one of the biggest, wealth-
iest24, most invasive companies in the 
world?
EM: They do quite a lot of promotion 
of culture, don’t they?
SW: Oh, good.
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9

25 hugely – enormously 
26 to be branded – be identified with a com-

mercial name 
27 as it were – if I can express it in that way 
28 I mean – (pause filler) y’know, sort of, kind 

of, like 
29 sticker – adhesive tag 

30 blithely – in a carefree way 
31 to carry on – continue 
32 sort of – more or less 
33 powerhouse – focal point, centre
34 particular – specific 
35 to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – (in this 

case) talk about 

36 to be lit up – be illuminated 
37 rather than – instead of, as opposed to 
38 just – (in this case) only 
39 y’know – (pause filler) like, sort of, kind of, 

I mean 

EM: For me this whole question I 
think depends hugely25 on the type 
of institution that’s being branded26, 
as it were27. I mean28, my experience 
of this is that some official comes 
along and puts a bit of a sticker29 
beside the thing so the name changes 
to include the brand and everyone 
blithely30 carries on31 calling it as 
they’ve always called it. There’s an 
element to which… I mean28, I went 
to a school which wasn’t particularly 

religious but had a saint’s name in the 
title because the same thing happened 
– sort of32 – in previous times but with 
different powerhouses33 of money 
in this particular34 case, the church, 
and so they would brand things with 
different saints’ names and things. 
I think there’s an inevitability about 
that. I think it’s also a question of 
what you’re dealing with35. For 
me, the London Eye, which I don’t 
know when… from when I grew up in 

London it’s not... it’s a new thing. The 
fact they’re going to change the… that 
now it’s lit up36 in red rather than37 
blue and people have red uniforms 
rather than37 blue uniforms and it’s 
supposedly called this, it’s a new thing 
and it’s just38 a tourist attraction. 
Y’know39, if you were to start talking 
about the Kentucky Fried Chicken 
Houses of Parliament I’d have more 
problems. That would be – y’know39 
– things that are historical or the 
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40 the Cenotaph is a monument to the 
unknown soldier. Halliburton is an oil-
field services company which was alleg-
edly linked to the US invasion of Iraq.

41 to take off (take-took-taken) – become 
popular 

42 to have a ring to it (have-had-had) – sound 
euphonic 

43 to wonder – ask oneself 
44 whether – (in this case) if 
45 to last – endure 
46 a massive structure on the Colorado 

River. It was named in honour of US 

President Herbert Hoover, not the vacu-
um-cleaner company

47 I bet – I’m sure 
48 to stick (stick-stuck-stuck) – become permanent 
49 fancy (adj.) – posh, upmarket 
50 to work – function, be successful 
51 soccer – ‘football’ in the non-US sense
52 sort – type, kind 
53 insurance company – company that offers 

contracts to reduce risk 
54 besides – apart from 
55 otherwise – (in this case) of any other type 
56 huge – enormous, great 

57 so long as – as long as, provided that, if (and 
only if)

58 the other way around – vice-versa 
59 to get into trouble (get-got-got) – have 

problems 
60 discussion – (false friend) debate 
61 stunt – action designed to get people’s 

attention 
62 to run (run-ran-run) – manage 
63 to misspend (-spend/-spent/-spent) – waste, 

dissipate, squander 
64 shady – questionable, disreputable 
65 fair deal – good bargain, good idea 

Haliburton Cenotaph40 that would be a 
problem.
SM: But would it ever take off41? I 
mean28, ‘the Burger King Big Ben’. I 
mean28, would it ever…
EM: It has a ring to it42, though, 
doesn’t it? ‘The Burger King Big Ben’.
SM: …people would still call it Big Ben 
or the House of Parliament. I mean28, 
how many people actually17 say the 
‘Coca-Cola London Eye’? It’ll just18 be 
the London Eye. And I was wonder-
ing43 whether44 there are already 
examples of corporate branding1 
actually17 lasting45.

EM: The Hoover Dam46!
SM: The Hoover Dam. Based on the 
vacuum cleaner used to clean it, yes!
AM: Well, I don’t know. It’s still early 
days with I think this type of brand-
ing1. If, perhaps if the Coca-Cola 
London Eye was called the Coca-Cola 
London Eye for 10 years, I bet47 it 
would stick48.
SW: We had… in South Africa there 
was a horse race, an annual horse 
race very important, fancy49 horse 
race that had a branded name that 
stuck48. And it did, it became known 
by everybody with the branded name. 
It can work50, it can happen.
EM: You probably know more about 
this than I do, doesn’t that happen 
with football leagues and things, 
soccer51 leagues in Britain? I mean28, 
there are all sorts52 of things…
SM: Yeah, I’m trying to think of 
examples.
EM: The Cornhill Cricket Test and 
things, there’s an insurance com-
pany53 who sponsors the cricket.
SM: I think the words are repeated on 
television. But, I mean28, I‘m not sure 
how many – y’know39 – besides54 
the Grand National. Isn’t it Seagram’s 
Grand National or something? But no 
one ever uses the brand name.
EM: Well, when they’re talking... I 
mean28, it’s a way of, for example, in 
the case of the BBC it’s a way of get-
ting publicity, getting advertising into 
the BBC when it doesn’t carry adver-
tising otherwise55. But you could 
conceivably think of – y’know39 – 
things like general elections being 
sponsored. Why not have the Rolex 

general election? It’s a huge56 
expense for people that could be 
saved. I mean28, so long as57 it’s not 
going to influence the results, I’m all 
for saving money.
SW: You think?
SM: That could be interesting. The 
Pepsi Conservatives against the Coca-
Cola Socialists!
EM: Or the other way around58. We 
don’t want to get into trouble59 here.
SW: I think this discussion60 has 
descended into the ridiculous.
AM: But do we really… do we really 
know that the savings are passed 
down to the taxpayers on these types 
of publicity stunts61?
SW: How much does the taxpayer 
pay for The London Eye? This is… I 
speak in complete ignorance.
EM: I don’t know if it’s private 
anyway, I have no idea. Presumably it 
is, it is a private thing I don’t know or 
being run62 as one.
SM: Yeah, I mean28, I always get the 
idea that if the government or local 
governments don’t have money to 
pay for things very often it’s because 
the money has being misspent63 and 
the relationships between local gov-
ernments and corporations are often 
shady64?
EM: But at the same time, I mean28, if 
I was running62 a school and some-
body came along and said – y’know39 
– you can call your… if you call your 
school, if you change the name of 
your school to Air Qatar, for example, 
and in exchange you will have, you 
will have a tablet for every student. 
It’s probably a fair deal65, I mean28...

9
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66 who owns it – whose property it is 
67 like – (pause filler) y’know, I mean, sort of, 

kind of 
68 laptop – portable computer 
69 sugar-laden – sugary, full of sugar 
70 to condone – approve of, express approval 

of

 

71 nappies (UK English) – diapers (US English), 
underwear made of absorbent material 
used to contain a baby’s urine and faeces

72 brand – product identified by its commer-
cial name 

73 any brand in particular – any specific 
brand 

74 to support – (in this case) promote 
75 there’s – (informal) there are 

76 of one sort or another – of some type 
77 highway (US English) – motorway (UK 

English), major intercity road 
78 after – (in this case) in honour of 
79 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result in, bring 

about 
80 twist of history – historically ironic name 

SW: I think it is. I think there’s a fine 
line between what possibly is happen-
ing here or maybe there is no line it’s 
called sponsorship. And many… most 
football clubs all over the world are 
sponsored, is that a bad thing?
AM: No, well I think with sports teams 
it doesn’t bother me at all. That’s I 
think...
SW: Well, what’s the difference 
between sports teams and the 
London Eye?
AM: I don’t know, the London Eye 
isn’t public? I think…
EM: I don’t know who owns it66.
AM: I think anything that’s public, it 
bothers me more than a private sport 
team, for example. Like67, going back 
to my example of having vending 

machines9, Coca-Cola sponsorship 
in high schools or in middle school in 
the States. I think the problem there 
is it would be great if Air Qatar spon-
sored the school and gave students 
a laptop68 or a tablet. But you’re 
introducing sugar-laden69 foods into 
schools where a lot of children…
EM: Sure. Because otherwise Ameri-
can children wouldn’t...
AM: No, but you have more access to 
them.
EM: Yeah, you’re condoning70 it.
AM: I think that’s a bad thing.
SW: I think that’s an important point.
SM: And it was interesting when my 
daughter was born in the hospital we 
asked them what the best…
EM: You branded her!

SM: …the best nappies71 were that 
we could buy and they explained to 
us that they changed brands72… I 
think it was every month... or every 
two months they changed brand 
because in the public health service 
they didn’t want to be seen to be 
favoring any brand in particular73.
AM: Ah right.
SM: Which I thought was very, very 
interesting. I thought it was wonder-
ful that a public institution was being 
very careful not to support74 any 
brand.
AM: Except for a month. They gave 
all of the brands equal opportunity.
EM: But there’s75 not the same 
number of babies born every month. 
There are cycles in these things, 
there’s still the possibility for some 
corruption there! Yeah, I mean28, for 
me I think my… I mean28, I think it 
depends on the country, et cetera, 
what it’s necessarily public or private, 
but for me I think there’s a historical, 
things with historical connotation 
or special sensitivity of one sort or 
another76 probably would be my 
red line. I mean28, if something is 
some sort52 of monument to some-
body or to… or a religious building or 
something like that, then probably it 
shouldn’t be branded but.
AM: Yeah, I agree. Like a historic 
square or, if you were to name a 
highway77 after78… I don’t know, as 
you said Halliburton or Burger King, 
I wouldn’t be, I wouldn’t be bothered 
by that.
EM: Yeah.
SM: Yeah, it could lead to79 some 
interesting ironies though. Nestlé 
Nelson’s Column would be an ironic 
twist of history80.

9
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81 50 – (in this case) 50 years old 
82 endlessly – infinitely 
83 to be amazed at – be impressed by 
84 to allow – permit 
85 to let sth. (let-let-let) – allow sth. to, permit 

sth. to 
86 to happen – occur 
87 disease – illness 
88 to hit in (hit-hit-hit) – affect sb. 

89 to have to do with – be related to 
90 to break down (break-roke-broken) – col-

lapse, stop functioning well 
91 whereas – by contrast 
92 chance – opportunity 
93 to develop – (in this case) suffer from 
94 to come across (come-came-come) 
– encounter 

95 over – more than 

96 highly – very 
97 proof – evidence 
98 branch – (in this case) section, part 
99 to apply – be true 
100 across the board – for everyone 
101 funnily enough – curiously, surprisingly 
102 and so on and so forth – et cetera 

2. Ageism
(11m55s)

First Englishwoman (EW1): Well, do 
you think 5081 is the new 40? And 40 
the new 30?
First American Man (USM1): Well, 
that’s what they say, isn’t it?
EW1: Yeah, that’s true.
Englishman (EM): In that case, I 
think 20 is the new 10!
Second Englishwoman (EW2): Hair 
color is much, much better than it 
ever was. Everybody can use it.
EW1: That’s true.
EW2: I’m endlessly82 amazed at83 
– it’s not a… it wasn’t there 30 years 
ago – the number of women on the 
streets who would have allowed84 
their hair to be white. It’s just18 dis-
appeared, completely disappeared. 
There is nobody who lets85 their hair 

go to a natural hair colour because 
it’s not necessary and that’s just38 
one thing that’s happened86.
USM1: Also we’re living longer, no? 
So, no?
EW1: Yeah.
EW2: I don’t know if we’re living 
longer.
EW1: Oh, yes I think so.
Second American Man (USM2): Life 
expectancy in general has increased.
EW2: We’re having more diseases87. 
We have many more diseases of old 
age and they hit in88 sooner.
USM2: Part of that has to do with89 
the fact that we’re living longer and 
that implies our bodies have more 
time to break down90 and become 
susceptible to diseases87.

EW2: I’m not…
USM2: Whereas91 someone who 
dies at 50 years old of a heart 
attack doesn’t have the chance92 
to develop93 things that are more 
associated with old age. But as more 
people are living to what we called 
‘old age’, let’s say seventies for exam-
ple, there is more chance92 to let in 
other types of diseases87.
EW2: I think that’s… I think that’s 
actually17 an inappropriate general-
ization. 20 years ago I came across94 
a gentleman who was over95 a 120 
years old. This was in the mountains…
EM: Is he still alive?
EW2: As far as I know he isn’t. In the 
mountains of Iran and he lived in a 
highly96 rarified atmosphere and he’s 
food was extremely clean. I think the 
problems that…
EM: And what proof97 was there that 
that was his real age?
EW2: No, is not about age, it’s about, 
it’s about the… at two extremes the 
effects of what’s so-called ‘civilized’ 
and Western living. This concept of 
40 is the new 30 for a branch98 of 
society that has access to tremen-
dous modern improvements... Yes, 
you can look 10, 20 years younger 
than you might have done 30 years 
ago. But that certainly doesn’t 
apply99 across the board100, it cer-
tainly doesn’t apply99 in many other 
parts of the world. And funnily 
enough101, there are parts of the 
world that are doing better because 
they don’t… they are not suffering 
the problems of genetically modified 
foods and pesticides and so on and 
so forth102 causing Alzheimer’s and 
causing…
EM: Which parts of the world 

9
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103 pretty (adv.) – reasonably, rather 
104 your man – (Irish English), the man 
105 instance – (false friend) example, case 
106 there you go – there you have it, that’s it 
107 issue – (in this case) question, controversy  
108 particular – (false friend) specific 
109 to avoid – evade, circumvent 
110 one’s lifespan – the total number of years 

one expects to live for 
111 twice – x2 

112 to touch on – relate to, be connected with 
113 nowadays – these days 
114 to keep up with sb. (keep-kept-kept) – be 

as active as sb. 
115 to keep track of (keep-kept-kept) – monitor 
116 overall – general 
117 average – typical 
118 would be – (in this case) used to be, was 
119 above all – primarily 
120 parent – (false friend) mother or father 

121 or whatever – or something similar 
122 to behave – act 
123 the green – the grassy centre of an English 

village 
124 leggings – tight-fitting stretch trousers/

pants (typically worn by girls and women)
125 say – (in this case) for example 
126 and so on – et cetera 
127 point of view – perspective 

are doing better in terms of life 
expectancy?
EW2: Well…
USM1: Japan maybe?
EW2: For example.
EM: Japan doesn’t have any chemical 
problems with their food or with radi-
ation in the…?!
USM1: Well obviously not post 
Fukushima but.
EM: No but even before that, it’s a 
pretty103 contaminated sea, the Sea 
of Japan.
USM2: I think your man104 in Iran, as 
it were, is an anecdotal...
EM: I’d also like to see his birth 
certificate.
EW2: No, no, no. It was absolutely… 
that was clear, that was completely 
clear how old he was.
USM2: I believe it’s true but I think 
it’s an example of one person.
EW2: And there was nothing anec-
dotal about it.

EM: But he had, he had a birth certifi-
cate from 1880, did he?
EW2: Yes, he did. He did have a 
paper.
EM: He did, he did have a birth 
certificate.
EW2: But this not… these 
instances105 occur. I mean28, the 
oldest person in Britain to die 
recently was 119. That happened last 
week.
EM: Well, there you go106. No prob-
lems with genetically modified food!
EW2: I don’t imagine that that person 
survived on genetically modified 
food, but that’s one of the things I’m 
saying. There’s another issue107 that’s 
coming out here in this particular108 
debate and that is what we mean 
by ‘middle age’. Are we avoiding109 
the concept of middle age and I – 
y’know39 – 40 is the new 30 – I never 
get to be middle aged. I’m really, 
I’m totally clear that in terms of my 
lifespan110, I’m well past middle age. 
I’m not going to get to twice111 as 
much as I’m now. But I don’t think of 
myself as a middle aged. What does 
that mean?
EW1: Well, I feel that there’s75 a lot 
of – y’know39 – this question also 
touches on112 the social issues107. 
Nowadays113 – y’know39 – nowa-
days people – y’know39 – families 
start much later. You know parents 
– y’know39 – could be first-time par-
ents at 40. So, obviously you want to 
– y’know39 – to keep young to keep 
up with114 the kids to you know… 
there’s75 a lot, I think, in that... of – 
y’know39… I don’t know what you 
think, do you agree?
USM2: One thing I’ve seen being a 

musician myself the type of things I 
keep track of115 are who’s going to 
concerts and one thing I remember 
reading in the last couple of years 
is that the overall116... well, let’s 
just18 say, the average117 age of 
concertgoers has increased by about 
10 years, whereas91 it would be118 – 
sort of32 – 15- to 25-year-olds, now the 
big… I’m talking in the case of festivals, 
music festivals, the – sort of32 – age 
range is more 25 to 35... is the typical... 
the typical audience at festivals.
EM: Well, I think above all119 what 
these… what is behind these ideas 
is a much more permissive and lib-
eral society. In the past you were 
expected if you were 40 or if you 
were a parent120 or whatever121, you 
were expected to behave122 in a cer-
tain way, dress in a certain way et 
cetera and you would’ve had social 
disapproval from your neighbours et 
cetera, et cetera, if you behaved122 
differently. If somebody, I mean28, 
even in the 1970s – y’know39 – if 
somebody dressed up with – sort 
of32, in a – sort of32 – punky type way 
– sort of32 – in their 60s or what-
ever121 this would be – sort of32 – ‘the 
crazy man’ – y’know39 – who lives on 
the green123, whereas91 now people 
do much, much, more what they like. 
And I think that’s a good thing.
EW1: Yes, I think so. I mean28, you 
see – y’know39 – 60-year-olds in leg-
gings124 and – y’know39 – buying 
their clothes from the same shop as, 
say125, their daughters or their grand-
children and so on126 and, yes, cer-
tainly from an image point of view127, 
I think it’s more liberal.
USM1: I still say there is, yes, yes but 

9
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128 ageism – discrimination against people on 
the basis of their age 

129 layer – level, stratum 
130 as well – too, also 
131 try and – (colloquial) try to 
132 to end up – be... in the end 
133 out of work – unemployed 
134 to tackle – try to find a solution to 

135 your own – (emphatic) your 
136 and this, that and the other – et cetera
 137 wrinkles – lines on one’s face associated 

with ageing 
138 to turn the tables on sth. – (in this case) 

turn sth. upside-down 
139 a lack of confidence – deficient self-assur-

ance, absence of belief in oneself 

140 particularly – specifically 
141 whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be used after a 

preposition)
142 super-grannies – older women who are 

powerful and successful 
143 to be beyond – have pass through, have 

superseded 
144 to achieve – attain, accomplish, get to

I still think there is ageism128 in our 
society, especially in the workplace, 
for example. What’s the retirement 
age now, the legal retirement age? It’s 
still 60, 62 or something?
EW1: No 65 going up to 67.
EW2: No, it’s going up, it’s going up 
to 67.
USM2: Depends on where you are.
EW1: Yeah, depends where.
USM1: All right.
EW1: But of course nowadays113 
there’s75 so many – y’know39 – so 
many people who are young people 
who aren’t starting, who are still living 
at home until they’re 30 – y’know39 
– just18 because of not being able to 
– y’know39 – to become independent 
and this – sort of32, y’know39 – those 
things.
EW2: I think there are a couple of 
layers129 to this question as well130 
because the business of ageism128 
starts with people’s self-image. I 

mean28, I was recently in a conversa-
tion with a friend of mine and want-
ing to try and131 persuade her that 
if you end up132 out of work133 later 
in life, yes, you have got a problem 
but you’ve also got to tackle134 your 
own135 self-image about how you 
present yourself in the world because 
I can remember a time in a very dif-
ferent circumstance with somebody 
similar who was prepared to get back 
out there into the job market and sell 
the fact that they had age and sell 
the fact that they had experience and 
sell the fact that they had experience 
as a mother and this, that and the 
other136. And just18 – y’know39 – in 
the same way that you can do it with 
your image, in the same way you say, 
well, just18 because I’ve got wrin-
kles137 doesn’t mean I have to cut my 
hair short. You can say, well, just18 
because I’m a certain age doesn’t 
mean I’m useless, actually17 turn the 

tables on138 it. So…
EW1: No, the advantage is that…
EW2: Where does that come from? 
It comes from lots of different 
things; one is probably because 
they’re female and women suffer 
much, much, more from a lack of 
confidence139 than men do in the 
workplace.
USM1: Sure, sure.
EW2: And ageism128 particularly140 
– I mean28 – you just18 have to look 
at something as superficial as Hol-
lywood. Y’know39, it’s completely 
divided. There’s the question of 
whether141 they’re finished or not fin-
ished because they’ve got to the age 
of 45.
EM: But the interesting thing about 
the whole of that question is this 
whole idea of these – sort of32 – 
super-grannies142 of a generation of 
women who are beyond143 that and 
are achieving144 the highest, highest 
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145 head – boss, CEO153, managing director
146 to run sth. (run-ran-run) – manage, direct 
147 IMF – International Monetary Fund 
148 looking – (in this case) appearance 
149 to some extent – to some degree, in part 
150 teenager – sb. aged between 13 and 19 

years old 

151 lookist – discriminating in terms of 
appearance/attractiveness

152 a handful – a few, half a dozen 
153 CEO – chief executive officer, managing 

director 
154 sheer – (in this case) mere 
155 tenable – realistic 

156 goal – objective 
157 hugely – extremely 
158 gonna – (slang) going to 
159 the wrong side of – (in this case) older 

than 
160 to pop up – appear unexpectedly 
161 to plant the seed – foment the idea 

levels in society, in world politics, 
in – y’know39 – from the head145 
running146 the IMF147 to possibly the 
future President of the United States 
to whatever because they’re past 
that situation where looking148… the 
way they look is everything. They’re 
actually17 achieving great things 
now and to some extent149 women 
of those ages, women who are – sort 
of32 – in their 60s or whatever121 can 
be the role models for teenagers150 
now where – y’know39 – there is 
this problem if, from the lookist151 
perspective, you’re over 40, you can’t 
work in Hollywood blah, blah, blah at 
a completely – sort of32 – superficial 
level. So…
USM1: Sure, I see what you’re… yes, 
I agree with you but you’re talking 

about a handful152 of positions in 
politics or being the CEO153 of com-
panies. I mean28, it’s not for the… the 
majority of the population at that age.
EM: Yeah, but the sheer154 fact of 
seeing that that is a tenable155 goal156 
is hugely157 important, like having a 
black president. The fact is that that 
taboo has now been broken.
USM1: Sure.
EW2: Yeah, I think somebody like 
Helen Mirren is gonna158 make an 
enormous difference for the next 
generation because she’s consid-
ered to be so many different things: 
intelligent, talented, sexy, and she’s – 
y’know39 – the wrong side of159 60 
but she’s aspirational. I mean28, ‘Oh, 
my goodness’! That’s incredible, that’s 
quiet new. There’s also the – sort of32 

– person she is I think those things 
happen, don’t they? They just18, that 
the right person – the Obama or who-
ever it is – pops up160 and then cre-
ates a…
USM2: Creates a precedent.
EW2: …yeah, creates a whole 
following.
EM: But curiously some of that 
comes from casting in TV series and 
films and things like that. You can’t 
perceive of a woman president or a 
black president or a Hispanic pres-
ident or whatever121 until you’ve 
actually17 seen television series and 
films where they have these people.
USM1: They plant the seed161.
EM: Yeah.
EW2: Yeah, possibly.
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162 I guess – I suppose 
163 aware of – conscious of 
164 going on – (in this case) that is occurring, 

that is happening 
165 kind of – (pause filler) sort of, y’know, like, 

I mean
166 to be used to – be accustomed to 
167 blood – red liquid typically in veins and 

arteries, (in this case) gore 
168 suddenly – abruptly, unexpectedly 
169 to get moved (get-got-got) – be affected 

emotionally 
170 whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be followed 

by ‘or’)

171 to keep up with (keep-kept-kept) – be 
informed about 

172 current events – the news 
173 to realize – (false friend) become 

conscious 
174 a bunch of crap – (colloquial) a lot of non-

sense, a ridiculous thing 
175 fear – trepidation, panic 
176 fear-mongering – scare tactics, sensation-

alism based on fear 
177 to be going on – be happening/occurring 
178 wonderful – fantastic, excellent 
179 snake – serpent 
180 pet shop – shop that sells live animals 

181 flat (UK English) – apartment (US English)
182 above – on the next floor 
183 it took me – I needed 
184 a while – some time 
185 to work out – discover, determine 
186 the headquarters (= central office) of the 

BBC
187 earthquake – major seismic event 
188 to be close-by – be nearby, be in the 

vicinity 
189 to matter – be important 

3. The Current State of News
(13m40s)

Scotsman (SM): The question is, 
does television, I guess162 all the 
media nowadays113 make us more 
aware of163 the world we live in 
or does it just18 immunize us to 
everything going on164? Everything 
becomes a big… like a big specta-
tor sport, kind of165 – a second-hand 
world we live in. So, we are so used 
to166 seeing blood167 and violence 
on the television that suddenly168 it 
has no importance and no one gets 
moved169 by anything.

American Man (AM): Sure, I’d 
have to agree with that the… all the 
gratuitous violence we see whether170 
you want to or not in social media 
and on the news. I personally… I think 
it’s actually17 been months since I’ve 
watched televised news. I listen to 
radio… the radio on internet and read 
to keep up with171 current events172 
and the reason is is because of that. 
It’s just18 when you stop watching the 
news and then you watch it again you 
realize173 that it’s a bunch of crap174. 

I mean28, it’s all violence, it’s all 
inducing fear175, fear-mongering176. 
It doesn’t really give you a good view 
of what the reality is in the world, 
in politics and what’s going on177 in 
current events172, I think.
SM: Yeah, I remember last year or so, 
there was a wonderful178 story that 
came out about a snake179 escap-
ing from a pet shop180 and eating a 
child that lived in the flat181 above182. 
I remember everyone talking about 
this. And it took me183 a while184 to 
work out185 that this had actually17 
happened in Australia and yet there 
was a general panic. All these people 
worrying because they had a pet 
shop in their same street and what 
could happen. And I was thinking, 
yeah, this idea that now you need a 
story, you can go anywhere in the 
world find something horrific that has 
happened, you put it on television 
and you sell it. And people love it.
Englishman (EM): OK. Well, what 
they used to say in the BBC was that 
you would… somebody breaking 
their leg changing an antenna on the 
top of Broadcasting House186 would 
make the news before – y’know39 
– an earthquake187 in China in the 
sense that – y’know39 – because of 
what was close-by188 where you 
could have a reporter et cetera, et 
cetera. So I think one of the things 
that happened is that we are a global 
village and there isn’t the feeling 
that, “Oh, the child is Australian!”, 
doesn’t matter189. The fact that 
we’re not so aware of163 nationality 
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190 floods – flooding, inundations, when nor-
mally dry terrain becomes covered in water  

191 disaster fatigue – reduction in empathy 
caused by seeing too many catastrophes in 
the media 

192 to agree with – concur with, concede to
193 not at all horrific – not horrific (in any way)
194 do react – (emphatic) react 
195 money-raising – fundraising, collecting 

voluntary donations from the public 
196 far more – much more 
197 to quote – cite 
198 to go (go-went-gone) – (in this case) say 

199 shots – images 
200 brand-new – new-born 
201 to hit (hit-hit-hit) – appear in 
202 floods of – a lot of 
203 (1951-   ) Irish pop singer and Third 

World campaigner 
204 do think – (emphatic) think 
205 side – (in this case) aspect 
206 does cause – (emphatic) causes 
207 amongst – among, (in this case) in the 

case of 
208 does mean – (emphatic) means 
209 say – (in this case) for example

210 to some extent – to some degree, in part 
211 famine – situation of extensive hunger/

starvation 
212 a couple of – several, various 
213 to fall down (fall-fell-fallen) – collapse 
214 corollary – logical consequence 
215 charity – non-profit organization 
216 tax (adj.) – fiscal 
217 tall-building – well-known, big
218 operation – (in this case) organization 
219 to lose out (lose-lost-lost) – be at a 

disadvantage 

and that probably is a good thing, 
it’s a good thing that people see 
floods190 in Pakistan and give money 
or – y’know39 – or whatever121… or 
earthquakes187 in China, blah, blah, 
blah. People feel that they’re part of 
the human race and respond to that. 
So I think some of that is positive. 
There’s also an element of disaster 
fatigue191, I admit.
SM: I wouldn’t really agree with192 
that though because, I mean28, I think 
it’s the same syndrome when people 
read the Grimm Brothers or a lot of 
children’s stories from – y’know39 
– a few decades ago. They’re horri-
fied at the violence, “How can they 
have this violence in children’s sto-
ries?” Because for a child reading that 
story it’s not at all horrific193. It’s so 
divorced from their reality that it’s 
impossible for them to feel it. I think 
it’s the same danger with the tele-
vision. You can see massacres, you 
can see earthquakes187 but it’s so 
divorced from most people’s reality.
EM: But people do react194 to it with 
money, with money-raising195 activi-
ties, with this type of thing. Isn’t that 
a good thing?
South-African Woman (SW): It is 
true that… that what can be shown 
in an image is far more196 powerful 
than what can be said with words 
and there are many, many examples 
of that, some of them… I can quote197 
one. There were floods190 in Mozam-
bique years ago now, probably 15 
years ago. The world knew about 
them and went198, “Oh, so there 
are floods190 in Mozambique”. Until 

shots199 of a mother with a brand-
new200 baby that had been born in a 
tree rescued by a helicopter hit201 the 
media and the whole world reacted. 
And until that time there were four 
helicopters working in Mozambique. 
After that image hit201 the world, 
floods of202 money, helicopters, 
aid from all over the world came. 
And that’s just38 one example. Bob 
Geldof203 started it all, didn’t he?
SM: Well, that still happens now, 
though.
SW: I do think204 so. Haiti is another 
example, much more recent. People 
are still sending money to Haiti. I do 
think204 there are lots of different 
sides205 to this question and the prob-
lem of violence, but one of the things 
is that it does cause206 a reaction 
amongst207 the most humane of us.

EM: But I think there is an additional 
problem there that it does mean208 
that the spectacular things get the 
money. So it’s much more spectacular 
to see a flood190 in Mozambique and 
see a whole area covered in water 
or whatever121, than the effects of, 
say209, the Ebola problem in West 
Africa. People have been reacting to 
some extent210 to the Ebola problem, 
but – y’know39 – it’s not as visually 
interesting. And if you have people 
– sort of32, y’know39 – for example 
if there is a famine211, OK you can 
have a couple of212 – sort of32 – very 
thin cows and dead cows or what-
ever121 and some thin babies, but it’s 
not the same impact as – sort of32 – 
earthquakes187 and seeing a whole 
region with all the houses having 
fallen down213, et cetera. I mean28, 
it’s the corollary214 of what happens 
in Britain because in Britain there’s 
very much now a – sort of32 – char-
ity215-oriented economy. So that there 
are lots of advantages giving money 
to charity for tax216 reasons and this 
sort52 of thing, but it does mean208 
that the ‘tall-building’217 chari-
ties, the charities which are – sort 
of32 – well-known or have a famous 
person sponsoring them or are doing 
things which are more spectacular 
tend to get far more196 money just18 
because it’s what people – sort of32, 
y’know39 – think, “Oh, well I’m going 
to give some money to... er... Cancer 
Research”.  And there are charities 
which are smaller operations218 
which would lose out219 in those 
terms just18 because – y’know39 
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220 sexy – (in this case) attractive, appealing 
221 to come to a head (come-came-come) – 

reach a crisis point 
222 to allow – permit, enable 
223 to rearm – accumulate more firearms 
224 within themselves – among(st) them-

selves, each other 
225 name – reputation, public recognition 
226 misdirected – used in the wrong way
227 just – (in this case) very recently 

228 meaningless – empty of meaning
229 on the ground – on the terrain 
230 news outlet – news channel/network
231 to come across (come-came-come) 

– encounter 
232 block of flats (UK English) – apartment 

building (US English) 
233 to shell – bombard, attack with projectiles 
234 inane – idiotic, stupid, absurd 
235 rather – somewhat, quite 

236 to share – (in this case) offer 
237 an indictment on – a reason to criticize 
238 broadcaster – news channel 
239 due to – because of 
240 large – (false friend) big 
241 silly – absurd, ridiculous
242 to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – work with, 

(in this case) receive 

– they’re doing things which are less – 
sort of32 – sexy220 or less…
SW: Charities like everything else 
have to… everything has to fight for 
survival and I think it’s… I honestly 
don’t think that that can be changed. 
There will always be one that has 
more than another.
SM: Yeah, and this came to a head221 
in Rwanda where you had so many 
charities there and the charities were 
helping the people responsible for the 
big massacres without realizing173 
it because there had been so much 
misinformation and allowed222 them 
to rearm223 themselves and there was 
a whole lot of conflict between all 
the different charities fighting within 
themselves224 spending so much 
money on publicity and trying to get 
more name225 for themselves and it 
was – kind of165, y’know39 – this mis-
directed226 aid, which is terrifying.
SW: I’m afraid that I have to say that 
90% of aid to Africa is misdirected. 
There’s a huge56 misunderstanding 
about how to… how to do it. But that 
doesn’t mean that the intentions are 
bad or that something shouldn’t be 
done to help people in need.
EM: Yeah, again there’s75 a couple 
of… I see arguments in both direc-
tions. I mean28, one thing is that – 
sort of32, y’know39 – if you say that 
– y’know39 – one of these unpro-
nounceable cities has just227 been 
taken by the rebels or by the gov-
ernment in the east of Ukraine or 
whatever121 and it’s on paper or 
written on paper with a map, it’s 
just18 meaningless228. It’s when 
you – sort of32 – see the thing on 
the ground229 that you might think 

about pressuring your government to 
actually17 do something about it et 
cetera, et cetera. On the other hand, 
I must say I am absolutely horrified 
by more and more serious news out-
lets230 which – y’know39 – who come 
across231 somebody who’s just227 – 
y’know39 – had their block of flats232 
shelled233 or whatever121… “And how 
do you feel?” This constant ques-
tion of reporting about… of asking 
people about how they feel? First 
it’s just18 inane234, it’s just18 stupid 
to ask, “How do you feel?” after your 
block of flats232 has been shelled233. 
“Well, I wasn’t expecting it!” It’s just18 
a stupid question but also I’m not 
interested in feeling, I’m interested in 
facts and the feelings of people are, 
in one sense irrelevant… Obviously, 
I’m rather235 analytical and maybe 
there are other people who do want 
to know about how people feel after 

these things, but it doesn’t seem to 
be serious news broadcasting to be 
sharing236 spectacular pictures and 
how people feel. I don’t like that.
SW: But that’s an indictment on237 
the broadcaster238 rather than37 the 
picture.
AM: Yeah, and I think that’s indic-
ative of what journalism has come 
to these days. And I think it’s partly 
due to239 this… the immediacy and 
social media having news having to 
come out every minute. I’ll give you 
an example, a Twitter example of a 
very large240 well-known news orga-
nization in the States. I was reading 
their tweets this morning and on a 
relatively simple story they had their 
initial tweet and then five corrections 
of that tweet after it! It just18 seems 
silly241. But yeah, I agree with you. 
I’m more… I like to deal more with242 
facts and what’s going on177 and 
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243 to hit home (hit-hit-hit) – fully impact on 
one’s consciousness 

244 to row a boat – propel a boat using 
paddles/oars 

245 a few centimetres 
246 ISIL – Islamic State of Iraq in the Levant, 

ISIS, Da’esh 
247 to carry on – continue 
248 two years on – two years later 
249 to realize – (false friend) be conscious 

250 to cut sb. off from (cut-cut-cut) – not 
permit access to 

251 to play sb. – (in this case) use sb., manipu-
late sb. 

252 to encourage – stimulate, incite 
253 funny – (in this case) curious 
254 frightening – scary, terrifying 
255 to be involved in – participate in 
256 teacher-training – relating to the prepara-

tion of teachers 
257 to stride in – enter confidently
258 to hit (hit-hit-hit) – affect 
259 to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – come to 

terms with, accept, learn to live with

it’s interesting that you mentioned 
Ukraine and what’s going on177 there. 
When you actually17 see good jour-
nalism but you actually17 see them 
on the ground229 with the people, it 
hits home243 definitely, much more 
so that reading an article in The 
Economist.
EM: The famous, the famous reporter, 
somebody or other, I don’t know if 
it was Anderson Cooper from the 
floods190, presumably Katrina but I’m 
not sure.
AM: In Katrina, yeah.
EM: Anyway, he’s going along with 
this boat and somebody walks 
passed him in Wellingtons. Y’know39, 
he’s actually17 rowing the boat244 
along – y’know39 – in the about that 
much245 water. But, it looks wonder-
ful, then somebody walks in front of 

the camera. But I mean28, the biggest 
danger, going back to the serious side 
of things I think with this, is a – sort 
of32 – ISIL246 effect in that. But when, 
I mean28, after a month, for example, 
the Syrian war stopped being interest-
ing because they just18 carried on247 
killing people et cetera, et cetera, et 
cetera. And so, you, there is a need 
to do something spectacular two 
years on248, two and a half years on 
into a war like that to actually17 get 
the thing back onto the news and I 
think there’s a lot of... Islamic State is 
about – y’know39 – what is the next 
absolutely scandalous thing that will 
actually17 get us onto the front page 
because it’s getting you onto the 
front page with all publicity, is good 
publicity for these types of organiza-
tions and they play the media and the 

media doesn’t seem to realize249 that. 
I mean28, there was a situation which 
is probably wrong in Britain, but 
where there was… it was illegal for 
the media to quote from the IRA so 
the idea was – sort of32 – to cut them 
off from250 the ‘oxygen of publicity’, 
et cetera. I mean28, that’s probably 
a bit extreme, I think there are situa-
tions where I think that type of thing 
should be self-regulating. But there is 
also a responsibility on the part of the 
media to think – y’know39 – “We’re 
being played251 here and maybe we 
– y’know39 – should we be reporting 
on this or should we not be encour-
aging252 them to do this?
SM: Y’know39, it’s funny253 what I 
find frightening254... For a few years 
I’ve been involved in255 this proj-
ect where young students go over 
to aid on a teacher-training256 pro-
gram in Ethiopia. And when they 
go to Ethiopia they have no prob-
lems at all. They go in there, they’ve 
seen things like that on television 
so many times. They stride in257 
there, have no problems at all. They 
spend a month there.  It’s interest-
ing, it’s only when they come back 
that it suddenly168 hits258 them and 
they suffer the huge56 cultural shock 
and they suddenly168 have to deal 
with259 what they’ve lived through 
and what they’ve seen. But it’s inter-
esting – y’know39 – the television 
has prepared them for everything 
but it hasn’t prepared them for going 
home afterwards.

4. Pronunciation Exercise (4m32s)
Commentary: listen to these words 
for exercise 13.
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1 to witness – see, observe
2 sort – type, kind 
3 Mankind – humanity 
4 up to – to, until 
5 to ponder – meditate on 
6 to thwart – frustrate 
7 to prevent – stop 
8 assassination attempt – effort to kill a 

famous person 
9 spread – dissemination, propagation 

10 deadly – lethal, fatal 
11 disease – illness, pathology  
12 therefore – so, in this way 
13 to turn out worse – be worse in the end 
14 chance – opportunity 
15 silent witness – observer who cannot 

intervene 
16 from afar – from a distance 
17 fly (n.) – flying insect with transparent wings
18 to hang around (hang-hung-hung) – wait 

19 the actual signing – (emphatic) the author-
ization itself 

20 as well – too, also 
21 to discuss – (false friend) debate 

5. Monologue 1
[US English]
(3m29s)

I’ve always day-dreamed about 
having a time machine and being able 
to see some of the greatest historic 
events of the history of Mankind3, 
from the Big Bang up to4 the 21st Cen-
tury. However, one thing I’ve always 
pondered5 was how I would react in 
those situations given that I would be 
taking with me the knowledge that 
we have today of these events. Would 
I try to thwart6 an attack, prevent7 
an assassination attempt8 or stop 
the spread9 of a deadly10 disease11 
and, therefore12, alter history? I know 
I’d be tempted, but there is the possi-
bility of an undesired ‘butterfly effect’ 
and things could turn out worse13.

That said, however, if I had the 

chance14 to travel back in time as 
a silent witness15 observing from 
afar16, there are quite a few events 
that interest me. I would love to go 
to back to the Philadelphia of 1776 
to be a fly17 on the wall during the 
debates over the US Declaration of 
Independence and the Constitutional 
Convention in 1787. And, while I was 
there, I’d probably hang around18 to 
see the actual signing19 of the Con-
stitution as well20. Seeing George 
Washington, Thomas Jefferson, John 
Adams, Benjamin Franklin and the 
other Founding Fathers discussing21 
the future of the United States would 
be fascinating.

Being a big music aficionado, and 
especially of rock and roll, I would like 
to travel back to 1969 in order to be 
an audience member at Woodstock. 
I’d make sure I saw Santana, The 
Grateful Dead, Janis Joplin, Creedence 
Clearwater Revival, The Who and, 

of course, Jimi Hendrix. This festival 
undoubtedly changed the history of 
rock and roll. I would also like to have 
seen Led Zeppelin perform live. Really 

Monologues:
Watching History Happen
(14m20s)

Listen to these people talking about historical events 
that they would like to be able to witness1 having 
time-travelled in some sort2 of time machine.
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22 prior to – before 
23 drummer – percussionist 
24 to pass away – (euphemistic) die 
25 just – (in this case) only 
26 subject – theme 
27 to attend – go to, be present at 
28 buff – enthusiast 
29 first wave – vanguard 
30 pathfinder – scout
31 to parachute in – invade from the sky by 

jumping from a plane and using a parachute
32 landing – invasion 
33 troops – soldiers 
34 on the ground – (in this case) in Normandy

35 exhilarating – thrilling, exciting 
36 harrowing – very traumatic 
37 by no means – certainly not 
38 goodness me! – (exclamation) oh, my God!
39 amongst – among, (in this case) from 

40 wondrous – incredible 
41 to make the choice (make-made-made) 

– choose 
42 to realize – (false friend) become conscious 
43 sensitive to – easily affected by 
44 to be unwilling to – not be ready/prepared 

to 
45 raising – construction, building 
46 a great deal of – a lot of 
47 yet – however 
48 labour – workers 
49 in thrall – in servitude, as slaves/servants 
50 slave – captive 
51 to have a pull (have-had-had) – be attractive 

any concert prior to22 1980 which is 
when the drummer23 John Bonham 
passed away24. If I had to choose 
just25 one, I’d probably see the 1975 
concert at Madison Square Garden in 
New York. While on the subject26 of 
music, I would definitely travel back 
to the late 18th and early 19th Centu-
ries to attend27 some classical music 
concerts and hear how Beethoven, for 
example, imagined and created his 
symphonies.

As a bit of a World War II buff28, 
and as long as I was invincible, I think 
it would be fascinating to travel back 
to 1944 to be in the first wave29 of 
soldiers that hit Omaha Beach in 

Normandy on D-Day or be one of 
the pathfinders30 who parachuted 
in31 before the landing32 and were 
the first troops33 on the ground34 
that day. This must have been an 
exhilarating35 and harrowing36 
experience. From the beaches of 
Normandy, I’d go to Hitler’s bunker to 
witness1 his last days.

This list is by no means37 
complete. There are so many other 
events that I’d enjoy observing… Neil 
Armstrong’s first steps on the moon, 
Columbus’s trip to the New World, the 
Lewis and Clark Expedition. The more 
I think about it, the more I want to 
see!

6. Monologue 2
[South-African English]
(4m15s)

My first reaction when reading 
the title for today’s thoughts was, 
“Goodness me!38 How can I choose 
amongst39 all the wondrous40 
things that have happened?” But 
when it came time to really make the 
choice41 and eliminate for whatever 
reason those of less importance 
I realized42 that my choice was 
infinitely easier or perhaps more 
difficult. I find that as I get older I 
become more and more sensitive 
to43 injustice and suffering and I find 
myself unwilling to44 witness1 man’s 
inhumanity to man. That eliminates 
the desire to see any battle or victory 
after a battle. I thought perhaps the 
raising45 of a great pyramid or a 
cathedral from start to finish which 
would mean in the latter case that 
I’d be able to do a great deal of46 
fast-forwarding in my travel as most 
took hundreds of years to build. 
Yet47, these too were built on the 
backs of labour48 held in thrall49 
and subject to inhumane working 
conditions of slaves50 or semi-slaves. 
My choice suddenly became infinitely 
more difficult. So I pondered5 some 
of the places that have a pull51 for 
me in some way or another and I 
had it: Stonehenge.  Whatever the 
consequences of my choice, even 
if it involves the sure knowledge 
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52 wooden henge – prehistoric monument 
consisting of a circle of posts made of wood 

53 further afield – in more distant places 
54 henge – circular prehistoric monument 
55 and the like – et cetera 
56 to put down (put-put-put) – (in this case) 

choose 
57 suffice it to say – it will be enough to say
58 way too – far too, much too 
59 in the grand scheme of things – consider-

ing everything
60 to be ground-breaking – be significant 

and original 

61 the movers and shakers – the important 
people 

62 large – (false friend) big, (in this case) 
numerous 

63 to be intent on – be determined to obtain 
64 heart-warming – moving, gratifying 
65 shortage – scarcity 
66 loaf of bread (plural ‘loaves’) – unit of bread 
67 pound – (lb.) 0.4536kg
68 gallon – eight pints, 3.79 litres 
69 pickles – vegetables preserved in vinegar
70 nun – religious woman who typically lives 

in a convent 

71 nine out of 10 of – 90% of 
72 to run over sb. (run-ran-run) – kill sb. with 

a vehicle 

of human sacrifice, I would love to 
understand first-hand the reasons 
behind the stone circles and wooden 
henges52 and the megaliths of 
Europe and, in fact, further afield53. 
I’m sure I would understand better 
our condition of being human if I 
could understand more about how 
we came to where we are now and 
I am convinced that the abundance 
of megaliths and henges54 and 
the like55 are important to this 
understanding.

I know that what I have put 
down56 is not one specific event in 
history, but I think it counts as we 
know so little of the significance of 
these places and that it is impossible 

to say exactly what I want to wit-
ness1 but suffice it to say57 that it 
would have to be an important event 
in the lives of the people who built 
the stone circles.

There is one specific event I would 
like to time travel to. This happened 
in my lifetime but I was way too58 
young to see it all first-hand. I would 
love to go to that iconic music festival, 
Woodstock. Hmm. Not very important 
in the grand scheme of things59 nor 
was it ground-breaking60 in terms of 
the advancement of the human being 
or science or any of those areas that 
are held so important by the movers 
and shakers61 of this world, but it 
was unique for modern times. Such a 

large62 group of people intent on63 
peaceful protest and the results were 
heart-warming64 in many ways. 
Hearing there was a shortage65 of 
food, a Jewish community centre 
made sandwiches with 200 loaves 
of bread66, 40 pounds67 of meat 
cuts and two gallons68 of pickles69, 
which were distributed by nuns70. 
Interesting. Nine out of 1071 festival-
goers smoked marijuana on site and 
there were 33 arrests for drugs.  Two 
people died at Woodstock – one 
man from a heroin overdose and 
a teenager in a sleeping bag who 
was killed when a tractor ran over72 
him. But, for the weekend of the 
festival, Woodstock had become 
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73 she means five hundred thousand 
(500,000) people

74 pretty (adv.) – (in this case) reasonably, 
quite 

75 crime record – statistic of delinquency 
76 lack of – absence of, deficient 
77 amenities – facilities (especially WCs)
78 pretty (adv.) – (in this case) rather, 

surprisingly 
79 I mean – (pause filler) y’know, sort of, kind 

of, like 

80 I guess – I suppose 
81 y’know – (pause filler) I mean, like, kind of, 

sort of 
82 to be about to – be going to... imminently 
83 to regret – feel repentant about, be sorry 

about 
84 ever since – since that time 
85 the Iron Curtain – the dividing line 

between Soviet and capitalist Europe during 
the Cold War 

86 defeat – loss, (opposite of ‘victory’)

87 sudden – unexpected, abrupt 
88 lack of – absence of 
89 suddenly – abruptly 
90 the atomic threat – the danger of nuclear 

war 
91 to trade – buy and sell 
92 rather than – as opposed to, instead of 
93 signal (adj.) – significant, momentous 

the third largest city in the State of 
New York. There were almost five 
thousand73 people there. That’s a 
pretty74 good crime record75 for five 
thousand73 people over a weekend. 
Governor Nelson Rockefeller 
declared it a disaster area. The health 
department documented about 
5,000 medical cases. But, considering 
the lack of76 amenities77 and the 
numbers involved, I believe that Time 
Magazine came closer to the truth 
calling it “the Greatest Peaceful Event 
in History”.

7. Monologue 3
[Scottish English]
(2m59s)

History is pretty78 big and if I had 
the chance14 to travel back in time 
I’m really not sure of where I’d 
go. I mean79, there are so many 
possibilities. But there is one thing, 
it’s not very adventurous because this 
is something that happened in my 
lifetime and I even had the chance14 
of being there but I didn’t go. But I 
wish that I’d been in Berlin on the 9th 
of November when the Berlin Wall, 
well, I guess80 started to come down, 
when people first crossed it for the 
first time – y’know81 – since 1966. And, 
you know I had many good friends 
in Berlin at the time. They told me I 
should go but, well, with one thing 
and another. I was about to82 travel 
to South America for a year and so it 
was complicated. In the end I didn’t go 
and I’ve regretted83 it ever since84. 

So, yeah, that’s where I’d go if I had 
a time machine. I guess80, yeah, I 
grew up during the Cold War and – 
y’know81 – I learned the map on the 
back of our toilet door that – y’know81 
– I learned all the countries of the 
world and we had this big, the big pink 
block, the Soviet Union. And it was 
always very intriguing. I knew about 
James Bond, the Russian Revolution, 
Rasputin, Animal Farm, Chitty-Chitty-
Bang-Bang where all the baddies 
were Bulgarians… yeah the music of 
Ivan Rebroff, The Battle of Leningrad… 
I had an all confused mixed bag of 
information about the… about what 
was behind the Iron Curtain85 and at 
the same time I always felt a certain 
empathy with the people there and I 

guess80 in a way the fall of the Wall, 
the collapse of the Berlin Wall, was 
the end of my childhood. It was the 
end of the world as I knew it. You 
know, I guess80 the victory of the 
West, the victory of capitalism, the 
defeat86 of socialism and it was funny 
because after that everything changed 
radically. The sudden87 lack of88 
enemies changed all the cinema or the 
films and the way that people thought. 
Suddenly89 the atomic threat90 
disappeared. And in a lot of ways I 
think the world lost some of its colour. 
Not all of these colours were very 
nice but – y’know81 – the educational 
system, the music in the Eastern Block 
was incredible. Suddenly millions of 
people had the opportunity to travel 
and trade91 freely and although I’m 
not always sure with what they could 
travel or move. But anyway, yes, that’s 
the event. I wish I’d been there. The 
day that the world changed. I still have 
a few fragments of painted cement 
that one of my friends in Berlin 
brought back for me.

8. Monologue 4
[UK English]
(3m37s)

It is a sad fact of life that most 
impressive spectacles tend to be 
destructive rather than92 creative. It 
takes decades to build a cathedral but 
only minutes for it to burn down or 
collapse. Some of the most signal93 
moments in history are battles. For 
a moment I thought, “Wow, imagine 
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94 gruesome – terrible, repugnant 
95 deeply – very, intensely 
96 to be allowed to – be permitted to 
97 pretty (adv.) – (in this case) totally, 

completely 
98 awesome – sublime, magnificent 
99 huge – enormous, gigantic 
100 glacial melt water – water formed by the 

melting of glaciers 
101 to hold sth. in place (hold-held-held) – be 

sustained 

102 to rush – (in this case) flow violently 
103 towards – in the direction of 
104 amongst – among, (in this case) as well as, 

together with 
105 waterfall – cascade 
106 truly – really, authentically 
107 shocking – disturbing, atrocious 
108 to turn one’s back on sth. – leave sth. 

behind, reject sth. 
109 sorely – keenly, intensely 
110 live (adv.) – as they were occurring 

111 in one’s heyday – at one’s apogee 
112 ghost – phantom, spirit 
113 failing that – (in this case) if I couldn’t do 

that 
114 to display – exhibit 
115 bunch of philistines – a group of people 

who are indifferent or hostile to culture 
116 to glimpse – see sth. briefly 
117 to take place (take-took-taken) – occur, 

happen
 

watching the Battle of Austerlitz!” 
But it only takes a moment’s reflec-
tion to realize42 that the spectacle of 
thousands of people suffering grue-
some94 deaths would be absolutely 
horrendous and probably deeply95 
traumatic. Careful what you wish for!

If I’m allowed to96 choose from 
prehistory there is one destructive 
moment that might be pretty97 
awesome98. A couple of million years 
ago there was a huge99 freshwater 
lake in North America that was 
glacial melt water100. It was held 
in place101 by an ice wall. At some 
point this finally collapses sending 
millions and millions of tons of 
water rushing102 towards103 the sea, 
forming – as I understand it – Death 
Valley amongst104 other things. It 
was the biggest waterfall105 ever. It 
must have been truly106 spectacular 
and didn’t kill anybody because there 
were no people in North America 
to kill. However, even this involves 
the catastrophic destruction of eco-
systems and the deaths of millions of 
animals, so it might be shocking107 as 
well as impressive.

Turning my back on108 all this 
destructiveness, I would look for 
moments of creativity in my time 
machine. One obvious option is 
unrepeatable concerts. There are a 
number of pop groups I sorely109 
miss never having seen live110; 
catching the Talking Heads in their 
heyday111 would be memorable. 
However, having to admit to some-
one afterwards that I wasted my 
chance14 of a lifetime at time travel 
on a pop concert would be a little 

embarrassing! In any case, there are 
good quality recordings of most of 
the bands I missed, so the situation 
isn’t so bad. I should say something 
like, “I’d love to see Mozart perform-
ing one of his own pieces”. However, 
I’m not convinced that the quality of 
the instruments was better in the past 
or even that a classical composer 
would give a better performance of 
his own work than modern musicians. 

Thinking harder I think the per-
formance I’d really like to see would 
be a bit of English Renaissance the-
atre – perhaps the first performance 
of Hamlet with Shakespeare himself 
playing the ghost112 of the dead king. 

Failing that113, I would take my 
time machine back just25 80 years. 
In the 1930s the Nazis organized 
several exhibitions of ‘degenerate 
art’ for people to laugh at and 
ridicule. This art was then burned. 
Most of the paintings displayed114 
in these exhibitions were German 
expressionist pictures, which is 
probably my favourite genre of art. It 
would of course be very sad to see 
all of these fantastic pictures knowing 
that a bunch of philistines115 
were going to destroy them after 
the exhibition but it would also be 
fantastic to glimpse116 them in colour 
before the iconoclasm took place117.
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118 gotta – (slang) got to 
119 to get ready for (get-got-got) – prepare for
120 just so – (emphatic) so 
121 darn – (slang) damned
122 gonna – (slang) going to 
123 kids – (colloquial) children
124 cluttered – full and untidy, disordered 

125 just – (in this case) simply 
126 to live off (of) – sustain oneself from
127 crops – harvest, produce 
128 and stuff – (colloquial) and things, et cetera
129 to fend for oneself – take care of oneself, 

look after oneself

130 to come across (come-came-come) 
– encounter

131 the procedure – the protocol, the way 
things are done 

132 to be fed up of/with – sick of, bored of
133 to splatter – splash, spray
134 jewel – gem, precious stone

Eric (E): Hi Hilda. I think I better 
be packing now. I’ve gotta118 get 
ready119 for my trip.
Hilda (H): Oh no! Not again! You 
have to leave again?
E: Yeah - you know – it’s part of my 
job.
H: This is…
E: I’m always travelling.
H: Yeah that’s right. You’re always 
travelling and that’s just so120 
depressing. I have to stay here all 
alone, take care of the kids.
E: Yeah. And?
H: What?
E: Well, what about the neighbors? 
Can’t you… um… socialize with the 
neighbors?
H: Socialize with the neighbors?
E: Yeah.
H: There just so120 darn121 boring.
E: Boring. OK, but, I mean79, look at 
it this way, if I don’t go on these busi-
ness trips who’s gonna122 bring the 
money home?
H: Oh, so that’s the only thing that’s 
important. It’s not important to stay 
here with your wife and take care of 
your kids123, show me some love and 
some care.
E: Well, you know, I do Hilda.
H: Yeah, but it’s…
E: The thing is, no… but the thing is 
you wouldn’t have this love and you 
wouldn’t have the house that we live 
in and you wouldn’t be able to take 

care of the kids.
H: House? Excuse me, house?
E: Yes, what you don’t call this a 
house?
H: Well, yes, but it’s only got one 
room and it’s so cluttered124 with all 
the kids, I mean79.
E: Yeah, but perhaps after the next 
journey we’ll be able to… um… move 
into something bigger.
H: Well… um… more work. Do you 
know all the things I have to do here? 
I have to cook, I have to clean, I have 
to take care of the animals.
E: And what do you think, these busi-
ness trips are… are just125 for fun?
H: Business trip, fun, yes. I’m sure 
you do have fun, all those women 
and God knows what you do with all 
those ‘animals’, friends or colleagues 
of yours.
E: Well, that’s part of the job, Hilda.
H: Part of the job?
E: Yeah.
H: Part of the job.
E: Oh, I’d… I’d love to stay at home 
and just125 go fishing all day.
H: Yeah, fishing…
E: But if I don’t go… but if I don’t go 
on these trips then… then what are 
we gonna122 live from?
H: Oh, well, we can live off of126 all 
the farm work and the animals and 
the crops127 and stuff128 that we 
have. I mean79, this is so depressing 
to leave me alone here. I mean79, 

when I’m all alone I have to fend for 
myself129; I have to defend the kids 
and the family.
E: And what do you think I do on 
these business trips?
H: Yeah, but then, who knows what 
you do with those women that you 
come across130.
E: But as I said before, first of all, I 
have to obey my boss and… second of 
all, it’s part of the procedure131.
H: The procedure. And burning down 
villages is part of the procedure, too?
E: Of course.
H: And you what? I’m just so120 fed 
up of132 you coming home with your 
clothes and all that blood splat-
tered133 over the shirts. Oh, this is so 
horrible!
E: And, well, well, look on… on the 
other hand, what about all the 
jewels134 I bring home to you.
H: Yeah. I wonder whose fingers you 

9. Off on Business
(5m26s)
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135 to chop off – cut off, amputate
136 stain – dirty mark
137 disgusting – (semi-false friend) repulsive, 

revolting, repugnant
138 the land – farming, agriculture
139 to bring sb. up (bring-brought-brought) – 

raise sb., rear sb., prepare sb. for adult life
140 icy – frozen, freezing 
141 wanna – (slang) want to 
142 to be fed up with – be sick of, be tired of 
143 to do away with (do-did-done) – eliminate, 

(euphemistic) kill, murder

144 to rape – sexually assault
145 pillaging – robbing 
146 to take sb. along (take-

took-taken) – let sb. accom-
pany you

147 toe – digit on one’s foot 
148 sword – weapon similar to 

a big dagger 
149 sealskin – made from the 

skin (= cutaneous body 
covering) of a seal (= type 
of marine mammal)

150 pants – (US English) – trousers (UK English) 
151 blood-stained – covered in blood (= red 

liquid typically in veins and arteries)
152 scalp – the skin under the hair on top of 

sb’s head
153 to manage to – be able to... with difficulty 
154 to scrape sth. off – eliminate sth. by 

rubbing 
155 spick and span – totally clean
156 helmet – protective head covering

chopped off135 for those rings.
E: Well, that doesn’t really matter, 
does it?
H: What do you mean it doesn’t 
matter? All the blood stains136 on the 
ring and I have to – sort of – clean it. 
That’s just so120 disgusting137.
E: Yeah, but you enjoy that, don’t 
you?
H: Yes, but I don’t enjoy you doing 
those horrible things that you do.
E: Well, what do you want me to do?
H: I want you to stay home and take 
care of me and we can live off126 the 
land138.
E: Live off the land? All right, who’s 
gonna122 do all the work?
H: Well, both of us. That was what we 
were brought up139 to do, weren’t we?

E: Well, you know that I… I obey my 
boss and I have to go on this trip.
H: And you always have to go away 
in winter. These winters are just so120 
cold and icy140.
E: Yeah, well.
H: And I have to stay home all day.
E: And?
H: And? Well, at least you have some-
thing to…
E: But you knew that. You knew that 
when we got married Hilda.
H: But I wanna141 change things. I’m 
just so120 fed up with142 this situation.
E: No, but if you knew that before, 
I’m not responsible for your feelings 
now.
H: No, and you’re not responsible 
for all the people you’ve done away 

with143. Who knows what you’ve 
done with them.
E: What do you mean “I’ve done away 
with”?
H: Who knows what you do with 
these people.
E: But I told you before, raping144 and 
pillaging145 is part of procedure131.
H: It’s become your social life now!
E: OK, OK Hilda. Well, you know I 
really should be getting going. Um, 
you know, one other thing, I was 
thinking about taking our eldest son 
along146, Olaf.
H: Oh my God, not my little baby! 
Don’t get him into that world, please.
E: Little baby? He’s a grown man now.
H: A grown man? What’s he gonna122 
do now, cut off baby toes147 and fin-
gers and chop off135 some baby’s 
head?
E: Of course, I thought I’m getting old 
and I’d like to introduce him into the… 
into the business.
H: Oh, please don’t do this to me. 
Please, why don’t you just125 take 
your sword148 and go off to the boat 
there. I think your colleagues there 
are waiting for you.
E: All right, well, you know I have to 
finish packing my bag. I was look-
ing for my sealskin149 pants150. You 
know, the one that were all blood-
stained151 and had pieces of scalp152 
on them?
H: Yeah, I managed to153 scrape that 
off154.
E: Are they clean?
H: Yeah. They’re spick and span155. 
Don’t worry about that.
E: Well, they better be. And have you 
seen my helmet156?
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157 off you go! – go!, leave!
158 actually – (false friend) in fact
159 to manage to – be able to 
160 to get into (get-got-got) – become inter-

ested in, enter
161 radio hand – sb. who makes radios as a 

hobby

162 wave – undulation, oscillation
163 a long while – a long time
164 sort – type, kind 
165 do give out – (emphatic) give out, emit 
166 nuisance – inconvenience, irritation
167 within – (in this case) only 
168 a great deal of – a lot of 

169 to lead to (lead-led-led) – cause, provoke
170 whereas – while, by contrast 
171 till – until 
172 fairly – reasonably, quite 
173 beyond – outside (of)
174 to be ripped apart – be torn to pieces, 

disintegrate

H: Your helmet?
E: Yeah.
H: Yes. Speaking of baby Olaf, he was 
playing with it.
E: Baby Olaf? He’s a young man.
H: He’s a young man and he’ll always 
be my baby and I don’t want him 
going away and off….
E: Well, who’s going to take care of us 
when I get older, Hilda?
H: Well, I’ll just125 marry another man 
and maybe a more civilized one.
E: Oh, Hilda, Hilda. You know, let’s 
just125 leave the conversation as is 
and we’ll continue when I get back.
H: Yeah, nine months later!
E: I mean79, the boat is waiting for 
Olaf and I. I should be getting going.
H: Off you go!157

E: All right, Hilda. All right, give your 
Erik a goodbye kiss.
H: All righty. I love you very much 
and I’ll miss you.
E: I love you too, Hilda.

Yes (Y): OK, Bruce you’re the first 
astronomer I’ve ever actually158 
managed to159 speak to. How did you 
get into160 astronomy?
Bruce (B): Well, I guess80 I began 
by being an electronic type. I was 
a radio hand161 while I was still at 
school; became a nuclear physicist for 
a time and then got a chance14 to go 
to Cambridge and there was told I’m 
a radio astronomer. A radio astrono-
mer builds radio telescopes, listens 
to the radio waves162 from space and 
takes a long while163 to learn where 
the stars are. So, it was a period… I 
suppose 1955.
Y: And do radio astronomers find dif-
ferent sorts164 of things from other 
astronomers, optical astronomers, I 
suppose?
B: Oh, very much, yes. The stars do 
give out165 something, so the sun is 
a bit of a nuisance166. If it is within167 
a degree or two of your telescope, it 
gives a great deal of168 interference. 
But mostly it’s the space between 
galaxies, space between stars where 
the ionized particles are flying around 

and magnetic fields, turbulence and 
very less dense material. So, the 
stars… unless you go to a black hole 
and a black hole in its surroundings 
leads to169 quite energetic things. 
So, we find black holes very easily 
whereas170 the optical people have to 
wait till171 we tell them where they are 
and then they go look at them.
Y: Is there a simple way of actually 
saying what a black hole is? Because 
it’s the sort of thing everyone imag-
ines from science fiction but no one 
seems to really know.
B: It’s fairly172 easily except we’ve 
got an uneasy feeling our whole 
universe is a black hole, that it has 
a horizon beyond173 which we can’t 
get, the so-called ‘Closed Universe’. 
And so you don’t have to be worried 
about black holes. The density of a 
galactic black hole is only about the 
same as water. The density of the 
universe is about the same as the 
universe we look at, of course. And 
if it’s a stellar thing then it’s incredi-
ble dense and that’s where all these 
great ideas of being ripped apart174 

10. Interview 
with Astronomer 
Bruce McAdam
(8m41s)

Listen to this interview with an astronomer.
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175 to be sucked in – be pulled in, be drawn in, 
be swallowed up

176 fierce – powerful, violent 
177 large – (false friend) big 
178 Magellanic cloud – either of the two small 

galaxies that appear as conspicuous areas 
of light near the south celestial pole and are 
companions to the Milky Way180 galaxy

179 folk – people 
180 the Milky Way – our galaxy seen as a 

whitish area in the night sky

181 to stand out (stand-stood-stood) – be 
clearly distinguishable

182 against – in contrast to 
183 survey telescope – telescope that looks at 

a large area of the sky
184 almost – nearly, practically
185 main – principal, most important 
186 source – (in this case) origin of radio waves, 

place where radio waves come from
187 say – (in this case) for example 
188 to map – make a map of, chart, represent, 

survey

189 to miss out – lose an opportunity 
190 pulsar – pulsating star, rapidly rotating 

neutron star
191 source – (in this case) place from which sth. 

(radio waves or light) is being emitted 
192 to turn sth. up – increase the volume 
193 actually – (in this case) really 
194 instead of – rather than, as opposed to 

and sucked in175 come from. But 
most black holes are, yes, fierce176 
but just125 a part of the universe.
Y: And I know you are a New Zea-
lander but you are an astronomer in 
Australia. Is there anything special 
about the Southern Hemisphere?
B: Well, the southern hemisphere 
was useful because I could get a job 
in Australia, not New Zealand, or in 
Canada. But the Southern Hemisphere 
has the nearest of the galaxies, the 
large177, small Magellanic clouds178 
and the centre of our galaxy can be 
seen there. It cannot be seen from 
Europe. So, there’s a lot of folk179 who 
like to see the brilliance of the Milky 
Way180 out in the darkness of Austra-
lia is something that people in Europe 
just125 don’t understand. It’s incredibly 
bright, colourful and stands out181 
against182 the black sky.
Y: And have you discovered anything? 
Have you seen anything for the first 
time or listened to it in the case of 
radio telescopes?
B: Well, we built one of the big-
gest of the survey telescopes183 
in the Southern Hemisphere and so 
almost184 all the main185 sources186 
of, say187, below the equator have 
been discovered in Australia by either 
the early Parkes Telescope or by us 
mapping188 the whole of that sky. 
We missed out189... we did not dis-
cover the pulsars190 first, but when 
we heard that they were there we 
went back – yes, we had been look-
ing at strange sources191 in 1966. And 
we could have if only we had turned 
up192 and actually193 listened to the 
speaker instead of194 recording the 
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AUDIO SCRIPTS

195 spacecraft – spaceship
196 we can do damage – (in this  case) the 

Earth can be hurt/harmed
197 pretty – reasonably, quite, fairly
198 a 17th-century English political 

philosopher
199 career – (false friend) professional 

trajectory 
200 delightful – enjoyable, fun 
201 puns – (in this case) jokes, ironic comments
202 to go on (go-went-gone) – happen, occur 

203 we are most unlikely to have – it is very 
improbable that we  will  have

204 to crop up – appear unexpectedly 
205 nearby – close-by, locally
206 chance – (in this case) probability
207 within – inside, in 
208 we are unlikely to – it is improbable that 

we will 
209 to get in touch with (get-got-got) – make 

contact with 
210 eventually – (false friend) in the end 

211 to expound on – talk about, explain, 
interpret

212 to last – endure, survive 
213 tiny – miniscule, minute, small 
214 to be likely to – have a probability of (+ 

-ing)
215 to have great trouble – have a lot of 

difficulties 
216 to keep up (keep-kept-kept) – be up-to-date

intensity. But otherwise, yes, lots of 
very incredible stars orbiting each 
other. I can give names but it won’t 
mean anything. But it’s a very violent 
place out there. I like to think of our 
earth as a small spacecraft195 that’s 
protected by an atmosphere and 
we can do damage196. But, mean-
while, as soon as you get outside 
that atmosphere, even into our solar 
system, it’s a fierce176, unfriendly and 
pretty197 violent place.
Y: Right. It sounds something like 
Hobbes198 might say. Does astron-
omy affect your vision of the world 
and life in general?
B: Oh, I think it has to. Not only has 
it been a career199 for more than 
40 years and a very delightful200 
one, but it gives you a sense of how 
unusual life is, particularly intelligent 

life, and despite all the puns201 and 
things that may go on202, humans 
are extremely intelligent in terms 
of different biological life forms and 
(we) are most unlikely to203 have 
anything else crop up204 nearby205 
in the whole universe, yes, there’s 
great chance206 but within207 a few 
thousand years of transmission of 
light we are unlikely to208 get in 
touch with209 anyone else. So, we 
are alone in our neighbourhood.
Y: Do you think we will always be 
alone or do you think there is a pos-
sibility of coming into some sort of 
contact?
B: I don’t think any contact. There 
might be evidence of some other 
things we may eventually210 find, 
but the transmission times and con-
tact means communication. I don’t 

think… Ron Bracewell, one of our 
colleagues, has expounded on211 
that ages ago and it’s not so much 
the probability of having any life 
forms, but it’s the probability of our 
technological society lasting212 long 
enough to get a message there and 
back. Give or take a thousand years, 
you can only listen out to five hun-
dred light years, a very tiny213 part 
of our galaxy and even a galaxy is 
a very minuscule part of the whole 
universe.
Y: So, is there anything that you 
think we are likely to214 discover in 
the next couple of decades?
B: New discoveries have been coming 
almost184 every three to four years, 
yes, which means the theoreticians 
have a great trouble215 trying to 
keep up216, but equally they keep 
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AUDIO SCRIPTS

217 beyond – outside, further than 
218 cluster – group of things that are close 

together 
219 quasar – quasi-stellar object, apparently 

star-like source of light often associated 
with intense radio emissions

220 red shift – displacement of spectral lines 
towards longer wavelengths (the red end 
of the spectrum) in radiation from distant 
galaxies

221 since – given that 
222 to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – tackle, 

handle, (in this case) use
223 skyscraper – very tall building

224 reaction times – potential interactions 
with one’s environment. Typically, a 
person takes a third of a second to react 
to a stimulus.

225 to make the most use of it (make-made-
made) – use sth. as efficiently as possible

226 if I’m not mistaken – unless I’m wrong, I 
think 

227 jet-propulsion – propulsion by the back-
ward ejection of a high-speed jet of gas or 
liquid

228 engine – propulsion mechanism, motor
229 stunning – impressive 
230 bits and pieces – accessories 

231 to hang off sth. (hang-hung-hung) – come 
out of sth., protrude from sth. 

232 shot – (in this case) image 
233 eventually – (false friend) in the end 
234 to some extent – to some degree, in part 
235 (wrist)watch – type of clock worn around 

the articulation where your hand connects 
to your arm

236 to go further than (go-went-gone) 
– eclipse 

237 does become – (emphatic) becomes 
238 landing – arrival, disembarkation 

saying, “Oh, yes, we talked about 
this 30 years ago”, but very few of 
them took things seriously. Black 
holes were discovered, in theory, 
a possibility, long before we found 
them, pulsars190 the same. But the 
idea that we had anything outside 
our galaxy, remember, is only some-
thing after about 1925-30 and the 
idea that there was real space much 
beyond217 the immediate neighbour-
hood of our local cluster218 of galax-
ies only came when quasars219 were 
discovered. That anything greater 
than a red shift220 of about 0.1 – to 
start being technical – in those days 
was considered... Now we go out red 
shifts of about six, which means we 
are looking back to about 1/7th of 
the life of the probable universe.
Y: Isn’t there a temptation to think 
since221 we are so small, so insignif-
icant, you’re dealing with222 such 
massive numbers – sort of – what’s 
the point of trying, what’s the point 
of all this effort?
B: Well, if you feel insignificant when 
you walk along some of the streets 
of New York and look at the sky-
scrapers223, no. The human being 
is an extraordinary creation and the 
whole communication of civilization 
is also incredible. Given, we’ve only 
got about – what is it? – ten thou-
sand million reaction times224 in 
our lifetime, we may as well make 
most use of it225. No, we are not 
insignificant.
Y: Well, thank you very much.

11. Picture Description
(3m29s)

Examiner: Please describe the two 
photographs in front of you.
Examinee : Right, the two 
photographs show outer space and in 
one of them there is a picture of what 
looks like what I believe was called 
the US Enterprise from the series 
Star Trek, if I’m not mistaken226. 
And the other photograph shows a 
modern space station. It’s interesting, 
I mean79, the Star Trek, the US 
Enterprise is an incredibly huge99 
star ship with… I’m not sure quite 
how to describe it… a huge99 circular 
platform, these two jet-propulsion227 
engines228... I’m very bad with 
technology…. behind it. And you can 
imagine hundreds and hundreds of 
people living inside it. Looking at the 
modern space station which is the 
real… I guess80 the real version, it 
looks like a two-sided key for opening 
a door. It’s not quite so stunning229. 
It has lots of antennae and bits and 
pieces230 hanging off231 it, a bit like 
Meccano model. So, yeah, obviously 
the fantasy shot232 is a lot more 
impressive than the reality.
Examiner: Do you think that 
most science-fiction eventually233 
becomes reality?
Examinee:  Certainly, to some 
extent234, yes. I mean79, I think 
before mobile phones existed people 
were showing similar things in films. 
The wristwatch235 telephone that 

appeared in old ’50s spy movies is 
now a reality. I guess80 probably the 
internet has gone further than236 a 
lot of fiction I think from a few years 
ago. So, yeah, I think a lot of fiction 
does become237 reality. In terms of 
space I’m not great on astrophys-
ics but – y’know81 – I do understand 
that travelling faster than the speed 
of light presents problems. Would it 
be possible that a star ship, a space 
station like the US Enterprise could 
exist? In this case, I really don’t think 
so. And I think it’s pretty incredible 
that a space station… that space sta-
tions exist. There might be a land-
ing238 on Mars or there has been 
already, I’m not quite sure. But I think 
that the distance between stars is so 
huge99 that certainly that’s outside 
my limits of comprehension.
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112 1. Illustrations round-up: see if you can 
identify some of the objects and actions 
mentioned in the footnotes of this issue.

113 2. Title Tag: can you match these alternative 
titles to the news, language news and 
science news articles on pp. 7-11?

 3. Reading comprehension: test your 
understanding of the Viking articles (pp. 15-22).

114 4. Word Search: find English 
words from Norse (pp. 23-26).

115 5. Exam blunders: see if you can correct 
these mistakes by US college students (p. 78).

 6. Memory verbs: complete the sentences 
with remember, recall or recollect (pp. 79-81).

116 7. Crossword for revision of vocabulary 
from throughout the magazine.

117 8. Prepositions: insert the correct prepositions 
into this text about the Oxbridge exams (p. 76).

118 9. Debates: listening comprehension 
for audio tracks 1-3 (pp. 88-99).

119 10. Memory idioms: did you manage 
to learn the expressions on p. 83?

 11. Memory false friends: test your 
knowledge of the false cognates on p. 82.

 12. US vs. UK: match words in British and 
American English from the footnotes.

120 13. Pronunciation: a listening 
exercise to revise the difficult words 
from throughout the magazine.

 14. Improvisation: answer the questions 
about audio track 9 (pp. 105-107).

121 15. Astronomy: matching exercise 
relating to the dossier on pp. 28-57. 

122 16. Etymology: a vocabulary 
exercise relating to pp. 50-53.

 17. Phrasal Verbs Round-up: how many new 
phrasal verbs have you learned this month?

123 18. Space-time expressions: did you 
learn the expressions from pp. 47-49?

 19. False Friends Round-up: test to see 
if you learned the false friends marked in 
the footnotes throughout the magazine.

124 20. Wordplay: a word game – relating to the 
society and internet articles on pp. 12-13.

 21. Internet Listening: test your 
listening comprehension with this 
fascinating talk about false memory.

125 22. Cinema cloze: answer these questions 
about the sci-fi article on pp. 58-61.

 23. Listening: questions relating to the interview 
with an astronomer (audio track 10, pp. 107-110).

126 24. Astronomical false friends: 
test your understanding of p. 54.

 25. Astrological idioms: have you learned 
the expressions from pp. 55-57?

127 26. Homophones: correct the homophones 
in this text about the Tunguska Event (p. 36).

 27. Monologues: a true-false listening 
comprehension on audio tracks 5-8 (pp. 100-104).

128 28. Wordplay: test your vocabulary and 
understanding of English morphology.

129 29. Astronomy quiz: test your 
knowledge of outer space (pp. 32-35).

 30. Solar system labelling: can you identify 
the main features of our home? (pp. 32-33)

130 31. Sentence transformation: revise 
structures from throughout the issue.

131-133 ANSWERS
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1. Illustrations Round-Up. Many of the definitions in the footnotes are illustrated. Test how well you have learned the 
meanings of these words by matching the pictures to their definition. Notice that we have changed [many] of the 
pictures to help you fix the concept in your mind:

1. archery
2. comb /koum/
3. die (plural ‘dice’)
4. drummer
5. fly (n.)
6. loaf of bread (plural ‘loaves’)
7. monk /mʌŋk/

8. nail polish
9. needle
10. nun
11. shelf (plural ‘shelves’)
12. soap
13. space shuttle
14. steam train

15. sword
16. tent
17. tongue /tʌŋ/
18. wasp /wosp/
19. wheel
20. windy

a. religious woman who 
typically lives in a convent

b. weapon similar to a big dagger
c. characterized by wind, breezy
d. temporary refuge made out of 

textile and used when camping
e. spacecraft that can return 

to earth for reuse
f. religious man who typically 

lives in a monastery
g. muscular organ in the mouth 

used for speech and taste

h. thin piece of metal 
used for sewing

i. cube with one of the numbers 
between 1 and 6 on each side

j. substance used for 
cleaning the body

k. locomotive powered by 
hot water vapour

l. ledge, stand
m. use of a bow and arrow
n. percussionist 

o. flying insect with 
transparent wings

p. social flying yellow-and-black 
insect that eats other insects

q. circular structure
r. unit of bread
s. utensil with teeth used to 

straighten one’s hair
t. varnish applied to the 

fingernails to colour them 
or make them shiny
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2. Title Tag. Read i. the News (pp. 7-8) and ii. Science and Technology News (pp. 9-11) articles. Then try to match 
the alternative titles given below to the originals, without looking at the magazine. This can be one or two exercises: 

i.
1. Young Brits: Off the Bottle a. ‘Comprised’ Suppressed
2. Anglosphere in Crisis b. French No Longer the Language of Love
3. The World’s Sexiest Accent c. British Actor Attacked for Adjective
4. Context is Crucial d. Less Alcohol in Albion
5. The Language Superintendent e. Death of the American (& British) Dream

ii.
1. If My Memory Serves a. Under a Wandering Star
2. Renaissance or Crisis? b. The Galactic CD
3. Did Humans See a Cosmic Visitor? c. False Memory Causes Anchor’s Fall
4. City-Killers d. Oldest Planets Found
5. Good News for Alien Hunters e. Is the Multiverse a House of Cards?
6. Home f. Impacts May Cause Local Armageddons

3. Viking Reading Comprehension. Read the article about the Vikings on pp. 15-22 and answer the questions:

1. What technological factor led to the Viking invasions?

2. What political factor led to the Viking invasions?

3. What is the historical insight that comes from knowing the etymology of the word ‘Viking’?

4. Why is Alcuin’s report of the sacking of Lindisfarne now considered unreliable?

5. Why would the Vikings have been interested in promoting a bloodthirsty reputation?

6. What was the real reason the Vikings were so feared?

7. How is it now believed that the Vikings used their dragon heads?

8. Why did the Vikings attack monasteries?

9. In what way were the Vikings more civilized than their contemporaries?

10. How were Norse wives better off than their counterparts in the rest of Europe?

11. What was the Norsewomen’s most important contribution to the Viking voyages?

12. What happened between 865 and 886?

13. Why does it seem that the Danish colonization was relatively harmonious?

14. What proportion of the population of England were of Danish ancestry by the mid-10th Century? 

15. What was Danegeld?

16. Who was the first Danish king of England?

17. Who was Emma of Normandy?

18. Which countries did Cnut I rule over?

19. What improvements did the Norsemen bring to England?

20. What improvements did the Norwegians bring to Ireland?

21. Why were the Irish monasteries’ round towers counterproductive?

22. What did the Vikings exchange the monastic treasures for?

23. In what sense were the Vikings responsible for incipient globalization?

24. In what sense were the Vikings ‘the first oceanographers’?

25. How did the Vikings permanently change the European diet?
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4. Read the article on pp. 23-26. The word box below contains 50 Modern English words from Norse. Use the clues 
below to help you:

1. Immoral; incorrect
2. Opening filled with glass
3. Lacerate, pierce
4. In spite of the fact that
5. Sack, pouch
6. Part of the body between 

the head and the torso
7. Stop living
8. Irate, cross
9. Smirk, grin
10. Cranium + mandible
11. Loaves or slices
12. Donate
13. Explosive onomatopoeia
14. Ovum
15. Desire, need
16. Type of female leg-wear
17. Level; apartment

18. Unattractive, hideous
19. Money lent
20. Receive, obtain or buy
21. Talent, ability
22. Rage
23. Lower limb
24. Till, up to
25. Similar or identical
26. The two of them
27. Heavy stick; association of people
28. The firmament
29. Male spouse
30. Appear
31. Steal, remove
32. A natal event
33. Female sibling
34. Present (n.)
35. Elevate; rear

36. Sweet baker’s product
37. Strange; not even
38. Not clean, filthy
39. Opposite of ‘tight’
40. Child
41. Surprise and fascinate
42. Sick
43. Opposite of ‘high’; depressed
44. Preposition implying 

movement away
45. Cutaneous organ
46. Piece of legislation
47. Contented
48. Opposite of ‘strong’
49. Part of a plant that is 

usually underground
50. summon; telephone
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5. Exam Blunders. Some years ago Anders Henriksson published Non Campus Mentis a selection of mistakes by US 
college students in exams. Here is a small selection. See if you can identify and correct the mistakes:

1. Prehistory, a subject mainly studied by anthroapologists, was prior to the year 1500. When animals were not 

available the people ate nuts and barrys.

2. Advances were most common during the inter-galactic periods.

3. Egypt: Members of the upper class were able to live posthumorusly through the art and facts buried with them.

4. The Sumerian culture, which was oldest, began about 3,500 years before Christmas.

5. Zorroastrologism was founded by Zorro. This was a duelist religion.

6. The history of the Jewish people begins with Abraham, Isaac, and their twelve children. Judyism was the first 

monolithic religion. It had one big God named ‘Yahoo’. Old Testament profits include Moses, Amy, and Confucius, 

who believed in Fidel Piety.

7. Moses was told by Jesus Christ to lead the people out of Egypt into the Sahara Desert. The Book of Exodus 

describes this trip and the amazing things that happened on it, including the Ten Commandments, various special 

effects, and the building of the Suez Canal. Forty centuries later they arrived in Canada. This was the promise land 

of milk and chocolate. Noah’s ark came to its end near Mt. Arafat. David was a fictional character in the Bible who 

fought with Gilgamesh while wearing a sling. He pleased the people and saved them from attacks by the Philipines. 

8. Greek semen ruled the Agean. We know about this thanks to Homer’s story about Ulysees Grant and Iliad, the 

painful wife he left behind.

9. Arranged marriages required women to accept a kind of mate accompli. King Xerox of Persia invaded Greace, but fell 

off short at the battle of Thermosalami. Philip of Mastodon captured Greece and then was killed in a family sprawl.

10. Alexander the Great conquered Persia, Egypt, and Japan. Sadly, he died with no hairs.

11. Roman upperclassmen demanded to be known as Patricia. Senators wore purple tubas as a sign of respect. 

12. When they finally got to Italy, the Australian Goths were tired of plungering and needed to rest. Italy was ruled by 

the Visble Goths, while France and Spain were ruled by the Invisible Goths.

13. Monks were assigned to monkeries, where they were suppose to live as nuns. Many, however, simply preyed by day 

and played by night. Fryers were required to take a vow of pottery.

14. John Huss refused to decant his ideas about the church and was therefore burned as a steak.

15. The Thirty Years War began with the Defecation of Prague. Prague was the capitol of Bulemia. The Holy Omen 

Empire soon collapsed like a pack of cards.

6. Memory Verbs. Read the article on pp. 79-81 and then choose the best option:

1. You must remember (checking/to check) if there is a question on the back of the exam sheet.
2. Jenny (remembered/reminded) me to buy milk.
3. I don’t (recollect/re-collect) where I first met her.
4. Did you remind Ian (about/of) the party?
5. Do you recall (going/to go) into the restaurant that evening at all?

ii. Fill the gaps with ‘remember’, ‘remind’, ‘recall’ or ‘take back’:

1. Do you ________________________ Jim Swan? I saw him again at a party last week.
2. This song ________________________ me of the summer I spend in Ibiza.
3. Did you ________________________ to buy eggs?
4. The smell of green papaya _________________________ me ____________________ to my stay in Vietnam.
5. Let me ________________________ you that this is my house and I decide which movie we watch!
6. The next day he ________________________ catching the train but nothing else after that.
7. You ________________________ me of that actor... what’s-his-name...?
8. I ________________________ him about his responsibilities. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11

12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35

36 37 38 39 40 41 42

43 44 45 46

47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54

55 56 57 58

Across

1. recalls
2. associates, subscribers
3. the remains of a fire
9. disc jockey (initialism)
11. one of the rocky planets 

in the solar system
12. negative adverb. 

Anagram of ‘ton’
15. subject and object pronoun
17. retro design feature
19. change (gradually 

and smoothly)
22. preposition – activated?
23. unmanned exploratory 

spacecraft
24. cloak
26. supervision, tutelage
27. you (or 55 ACROSS) exist. 

Anagram of ‘era’
29. unemployment insurance; 

user interface (initialism)
31. exclamation of surprise
33. the sixth sign of the zodiac
34. start; leave
36. scared, frightened
38. surprise attack
39. help
40. primitive mind
42. same as 22 ACROSS
43. the solar system has two 

________ (the asteroid 
and the Kuiper)

45. uproar, cacophony

46. preposition – fashionable?
48. exclamation of 

incomprehension
49. donation
52. a famous alien language 

from Star Trek (taught at 
the University of Oregon)

55. subject pronoun (from Norse)
56. exclamation; US salutation
57. prefix; United Nations 

(initialism)
58. present

Down

1. plunder, pillage
2. falling star, shooting star. 

Anagram of ‘remote’
4. reminder, memorandum 

(abbreviation) 
5. barium (abbreviation). 

British Airways; bachelor 
of Arts (initialism)

6. mistake
7. reaction time, return 

ticket (initialism)
8. maritime construction
10. throw overboard, get rid of
13. fine; I agree
14. moment, more 

(abbreviation)
16. possessive adjective (from 

Norse). Homophone of ‘there’
17. dismiss; bag
18. otherworldly, supernatural
19. Member of Parliament; 

military police (initialism)
20. conjunction. Homophone 

of ‘ore’ and ‘oar’
21. Romania (internet address)
22. same as 20 DOWN
25. edifice 
28. terrestrial
30. male offspring. 

Homophone of ‘sun’
32. possesses
34. resonating metal disc; medal

35. same as 53 ACROSS
36. United Arab Emirates 

(internet address)
37. unlikely coincidence
39. since
41. condescend, demean oneself. 

Homophone of ‘Dane’
43. pound; defeat; rhythm. 

Anagram of ‘bate’
44. boy’s name. Skywalker?
46. same as 46 ACROSS
47. consume food
49. wildebeest. Homophone 

of ‘new’
50. veterinary officer 

(initialism)
51. @
54. same as 51 ACROSS

Test how well you have 
retained the vocabulary from 
this issue of Yes by doing 
the following crossword

If you find the crossword difficult, 
do the easy clues (in bold) first. 
This will make the rest of the 
words much easier to find.

Crossword
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8. Prepositions: The world’s toughest exam questions. Read the following text about ‘unanswerable’ questions 
asked in the entrance exam for Oxford and Cambridge Universities. We have removed the prepositions. Replace 
them so that the text makes sense:

There is a special exam 1_______ those who want to study 2_______ Oxford or Cambridge University – the Oxbridge 

exam. The interview component 3_______ this exam notoriously includes an ‘unanswerable’ question. 4_______ course, 

the question is not really unanswerable – indeed you are expected to answer it! Rather it is a question that does not 

have a right or wrong answer; it is designed to test the candidate’s lateral thinking. The idea is that the question will 

allow the examiner to explore the far-reaches 5_______ the examinee’s mind and expose weaknesses 6_______ their 

ability to argue, process and reason. 7_______ course, there is also an element 8_______ finding students 9_______ a bit 

of ‘sparkle’ – humour, daring and dash – not just book learning.

Examples 10_______ these devious questions include, “Do Girl Scouts have a political agenda?” asked 11_______ the 

Department 12_______ Law 13_______ Oxford University; “Instead 14_______ politicians, why don’t we let the managers 

15_______ IKEA run the country?” asked 16_______ a candidate 17_______ Social and Political Sciences 18_______ 

Cambridge; “What is the purpose 19_______ comedy?” 20_______ Modern and Medieval Languages 21_______ 

Cambridge; and “If you were to form a government 22_______ philosophers, what selection process would you use?” 

an enquiry devised 23_______ the Philosophy Department 24_______ Cambridge.

So, how should you go 25_______ answering such questions? Well, as 26_______ all exams, the first thing you need to 

do is ask yourself what the examination is testing 27_______. The answer 28_______ this case is clearly that examiners 

are looking 29_______ evidence that you can ‘think 30_______ your feet’ – that you are able to come 31_______ 

32_______ a coherent and reasonable argument spontaneously. This is evidently completely different 33_______ having 

learned the ‘right’ answer 34_______ a dedicated teacher or well-chosen textbooks. 

The temptation will always be to blurt out a one-line, categorical answer – a product 35_______ emotion rather than 

reasoning. This urge must be resisted. Instead you should introduce the subject 36_______ displaying a bit 37_______ 

knowledge 38_______ the subject: the origins and aims 39_______ the Girl Scouts; the business activities 40_______ 

IKEA; a definition 41_______ comedy or 42_______ philosophy as the case may be. 

You should then paraphrase and deconstruct the question drawing 43_______ the controversial aspects. Once you 

have established the different sides 44_______ the debate, argue 45_______ each. Highlight flaws 46_______ each side 

47_______ the argument as you go. The ability to see both sides 48_______ an argument has a long and venerable 

tradition 49_______ Stoic philosophy and was an essential part of the Senecan education offered by Oxford and 

Cambridge 50_______ the last seven centuries. 

Finally, present a conclusion 51_______ which you definitively opt 52_______ one side 53_______ the argument albeit 

54_______ caveats and provisos. 55_______ maximum effect you should finish 56_______ something memorable and 

witty, though never insulting. A subtle self-deprecating tongue-57_______ -cheek remark would be ideal.
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9. Debates: Varied Listening. Listen to the Mini-Debates (audio tracks 1-3, audio script pp. 88-99) and answer the 
questions according to what the speakers say. Obviously, this can be done as three separate exercises:

A. Debate 1: Listen to the first debate and, as you do, answer the following questions:

1. What is the new official name of the London Eye?
2. What institution does the American remember soft-drinks companies invading when he was younger?
3. What was it suggested that the Tower of Pisa could be propped up by?
4. Who does one of the speakers feel sorry for?
5. What four examples of brand names confused with generic product names are given?
6. What is the modern commercial branding of institutions compared to?
7. Which institution is it sarcastically suggested could be branded with the Kentucky Fried Chicken name?
8. What type of event is it sarcastically suggested could be branded by Rolex?
9. What is suggested would be a fair exchange for changing the name of a school to a brand name, according to one 

of the speakers?
10. What example of institutional anti-branding is given?

B. Debate 2: Listen to the second debate and choose the best option:

1. One of the Englishwomen suggests that people look much younger these days because of (a. hair dye/b. plastic surgery).
2. She encountered a man two decades ago who was (a. 110/b. 120) years old.
3. He was living in (a. Iran/b. Montana).
4. The Englishwoman links genetically modified food to (a. Alzheimer’s/b. cancer).
5. The average age of (a. first-time parents/b. concertgoers) has increased by a decade.
6. The Englishman suggests that people can dress and look much younger because contemporary society is much 

more (a. liberal/b. neurotic) than in the past. 
7. A woman’s career in Hollywood is over at (a. 40/b. 45), according to the Englishwoman.
8. Powerful older women are described as (a. great grandmothers/b. super-grannies). 
9. To accept minorities in power first we have to (a. fight our personal prejudices/b. see them in such roles in the 

movies and on TV). 

C. Debate 3: Listen to the third debate and match these sentences half sentences according to what you hear:

a. We are so used to seeing blood and 
violence on the television

1. because they had a pet shop in their same street.

b. All these people worrying
2. floods of money, helicopters, aid 

from all over the world came.

c. It’s so divorced from their reality 3. responsible for the big massacres.

d. After that image hit the world,
4. that it suddenly hits them and they 

suffer the huge cultural shock.

e. The charities were helping the people 5. that it’s impossible for them to feel it.

f. And when they go to Ethiopia 6. that suddenly it has no importance.

g. It’s only when they come back 7. they have no problems at all.
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10. Memory Idioms. Read the article on p. 83. Then, without looking back, complete the memory related expressions 
in the following sentences. The first letter has been given to help you:

1. I placed the letter next to my keys to j__________________ my memory when I left the house.
2. We’ve decide to take a trip down memory l_____________________ for our diamond anniversary. We’re going to spend a 

week in Edinburgh and revisit all our old haunts. 
3. There hasn’t been water in that wadi in l____________________ memory.
4. Why did you say that to him?! He’s got an e______________________ memory and really knows how to hold a grudge. 
5. Send me an email with the information. I’ve got a memory like a s_________________________.

ii. Match these dates to the military offences against the USA:

1. 1812   a. The siege of El Alamo
2. 1836   b. The sinking of the Lusitania
3. 1898   c. The sinking of the USS Maine
4. 1915   d. The attack on Pearl Harbor
5. 1941   e. The Raisin River massacre 

11. Memory False Friends. Read the article on p. 82 and then correct these sentences:

1. The whole village – men, women and children – were out in the fields recollecting.
2. You should read that actress’s memories. It’s both an insightful and funny book.
3. The traumatic record of the terrorist attack stayed with him for years.
4. Don’t be such a memo. You know the answer to this one – think!
5. Do you record our holiday in Istanbul? Wasn’t that a great visit?

12. US vs. UK English. Differences between British and American English are marked in the footnotes. Fill the gaps in 
the following chart. The page and footnote reference is given on the right: 

Definition US English UK English Page Reference

1. sb. who drives a heavy goods vehicle lorry driver p. 7, n. 25

2. conduct behaviour p. 43, n. 4

3. personal ornaments containing 
gems and precious metals

jewellery p. 44, n. 2

4. influenza grippe p. 51, n. 5

5. (a slang word for a) man guy p. 59, n. 13

6. waste material garbage p. 61, n. 17

7. absorbent underwear for incontinent babies nappy p. 91, n. 71

8. main road connecting cities highway p. 91, n. 77

9. residential tower block apartment block p. 98, n. 232

10. garment that covers one’s legs trousers p. 106, n. 150
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13. Pronunciation. Listen to audio track 4 and as you do write the word you hear in the gap given. The page (p.) and 
footnote (n.) reference is given so that you can check the phonemics and the context of the word:

1. ________________________ (p. 9, n. 2)

2. _______________________ (p. 12 in text)

3. ________________________ (p. 12, n. 17)

4. ________________________ (p. 13, n. 1)

5. ________________________ (p. 15, n. 11)

6. ________________________ (p. 16, n. 5)

7. _______________________ (p. 16, n. 20)

8. ________________________ (p. 16, n. 21)

9. ________________________ (p. 17, n. 10)

10. ________________________ (p.17, n. 13)

11. ________________________ (p. 20, n. 13)

12. ________________________ (p. 23, n. 15)

13. ________________________ (p. 23, n. 17)

14. ________________________ (p. 24, n. 2)

15. ________________________ (p. 28, n. 5)

16. ________________________ (p. 32, n. 7)

17. ________________________ (p. 32, n. 14)

18. ________________________ (p. 32, n. 15)

19. ________________________ (p. 33, n. 3)

20. ________________________ (p. 34, n. 3)

21. ________________________ (p. 35, n. 13)

22. ________________________ (p. 35, n. 18)

23. ________________________ (p. 36, n. 5)

24. ________________________ (p. 36, n. 7)

25. ________________________ (p. 36, n. 18)

26. ________________________ (p. 37, n. 18)

27. ________________________ (p. 37, n. 23)

28. _______________________ (p. 40, n. 16)

29. _______________________ (p. 42, n. 24)

30. ________________________ (p. 45, n. 14) 

31. ________________________ (p. 45, n. 16)

32. ________________________ (p. 46, n. 8)

33. ________________________ (p. 47, n. 8)

34. ________________________ (p. 47, n. 11)

35. ________________________ (p. 55, n. 15)

36. ________________________ (p. 58, n. 7)

37. ________________________ (p. 58, n. 19)

38. ________________________ (p. 73, n. 15)

39. ________________________ (p. 83, n. 1)

14. Improvisation. Listen to audio track 9 and answer the following questions:

1. Who does Hilda consider boring?

a. their children. b. her husband.

c. the neighbours. d. Eric’s colleagues.

2. What’s Hilda’s complaint about their home?

a. it isn’t warm enough. b. it’s too big and empty when her husband is away.

c. the view. d. it consists of just one room. 

3. What does Hilda suggest that Eric could do instead of going away on business?

a. tend the farm. b. go fishing.   

c. get an office job. d. stay at home while she went out to work.

4. Who does Eric want to come with him on this trip?

a. Hilda. b. their teenage son.

c. his boss. d. their neighbour.

5. What has Hilda cleaned?

a. her hair. b. Eric’s sword.

c. Eric’s trousers. d. the dishes.

6. What is Eric’s job?
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15. Astronomy Vocabulary. Match the terms on the left to their definitions on the right:

1. asteroid a. [from ‘quasi’ + ‘stellar’] a very distant object that produces a lot of light despite being small.

2. binary b. [from ‘pulsing’ + ‘star’] a star that produces pulses1 of energy at regular 
intervals. A neutron star that emits X-rays or other types of radiation.

3. black hole c. a body that orbits around a star: terrestrial, gas giant or ice giant.

4. brown dwarf d. a celestial body intermediate in size between a giant planet and a 
small star, believed to emit2 primarily infrared3 radiation.

5. comet e. a cool4 star many times larger5 than the Sun. 

6. meteor f. a double star, each revolving around the other.

7. meteorite g. a flash of light in the sky, also called a shooting star (colloquial), a rock or metal fragment 
that enters the Earth’s atmosphere and burns up6. Most are smaller than a grain of sand7.

8. moon h. an object whose gravity is so great that nothing can escape it – not even light8.

9. nebula i. a luminous globe of gas that produces its own heat and light by nuclear reactions.

10. neutron star j. a piece of rock or metal (i.e.9 a meteor) that reaches10 the surface of the earth.

11. nova k. a small, icy11 body that orbits the sun on a highly12 elliptical path13.

12. planet l. a vast cloud14 of gas and dust15 in space.

13. pulsar m. a very small dense star composed mostly16 of neutrons.

14. quasar n. a very small star of a similar size to that of the Earth but with a mass similar to the Sun’s.

15. red giant o. an erupting star that is temporarily bright17.

16. satellite p. an explosion that ends the life of a massive star.

17. star q. any small body – natural or artificial – that orbits a larger6 one.

18. supernova r. any small body that orbits a planet. All the planets in the Solar 
System have at least one except for Mercury and Venus.

19. white dwarf s. any small irregular-shaped18 body that orbits the sun; a minor planet.

1 pulse – pulsation, burst, blast, 
eruption

2 believed to emit – (in this 
case) which astronomers think 
produces 

3 infrared – that is, ‘infra-red’ 
(though it should be written as 
one word)

4 cool – relatively cold
5 larger – bigger
6 to burn up – be destroyed by 

heat and fire
7 grain of sand – crystal of silicon 

(e.g. on a beach or in the desert)
8 not even light – which 

surprisingly includes light

9 i.e. – (id est) that is
10 to reach – arrive on, get to, 

land on
11 icy – containing frozen water, 

sub-zero
12 highly – very 
13 path – route, (in this case) orbit
14 cloud – nebulous body

15 dust – particles 
16 mostly – mainly, principally
17 bright – luminous, brilliant
18 irregular-shaped – with a 

shape/form/silhouette that is 
not regular
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16. Etymology. Read the article on pp. 50-53. Then, without looking back, match these words to their original meaning:

1. Arctic a. ill-starred, star-crossed

2. influenza b. examined in the stars

3. dismal c. little star

4. auspicious d. under the influence of Jupiter

5. disastrous e. land of the bear (star)

6. jovial f. (of) bad days

7. asterisk g. predicted in the flight of birds

8. considered h. elliptical

9. eccentric i. under planetary influence

17. Phrasal-Verb Round-up. Throughout the magazine phrasal verbs are identified and explained in the footnotes. 
The following sentences contain phrasal verbs from Yes 21, however, either the base verb or the particle has been 
omitted. Replace it so that the sentence makes sense. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference is given:

1. The surge in catarrh was b______________________ on by the unexpected cold snap. (p. 7, n. 20)

2. ‘BBC’ s_______________________ for British Broadcasting Corporation, not ‘Company’. (p. 8, n. 12)

3. They were able to drink the wine five years after it had been l___________________ down. (p. 9, n. 12)

4. His self-image is intimately tied t_________ his football team. (p. 9, n. 18)

5. Jacqueline was very tied u________ in the sect and leaving was a traumatic process. (p. 9, n. 25)

6. I’d just like to point o_________________ that that policy was tried in Japan in the 1990s and it ended in dismal failure. 

(p. 11, n. 3)

7. The crowd’s mirth t______________________ to horror when they realized that he had really hurt himself. (p. 11, n. 5)

8. Are our continuous-assessment points carried o______________________ to the next semester? (p. 12, n. 1)

9. Could you print o____________ that picture so I can show it to my father, please? (p. 12, n. 9)

10. R____________________ down your window and ask that pedestrian if we are going the right way. (p. 12, n. 15)

11. If you take 17 a_________________________ from 34, what do you have left? (p. 13, n. 15)

12. They r_______________________ on heavy marketing and a high turnover of customers rather than quality products and 

services to ensure a profit. (p. 13, n. 27)

13. News of the tragedy t____________________ back to the village where most of the mountaineers came from. (p. 15, n. 9)

14. Don’t g__________________________ up so easily – you can do it if you really try. (p. 16, n. 15)

15. People from this region have t_________________________ in silk for thousands of years. (p. 16, n. 28)

16. Once he’s settled in and found a job he plans to bring his wife and children o____________ to this country. (p. 18, n. 10)

17. How long does it take to set u_______________________ a company in this country? (p. 18, n. 12)

18. Most of the family emigrated to Israel but the grandparents stayed b________________________ in Minsk. (p. 18, n. 13)

19. Did you come up a__________________________ any hostility from the local residents? (p. 19, n. 8)
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18. Space-Time Expressions. Fill the gaps in the following sentences with space-time expressions from the article on 
pp. 47-49:

1. Do you think we will identify liquid water on another planet in the n_____________________ future?

2. We have to have this project finished by tomorrow evening. It’s a r_____________________ against time!

3. As far b______________________ as I can remember there was a bus stop there.

4. Black-and-white televisions are now just a d__________________________ memory.

5. Their eyes met for a f________________________ moment and then he was gone in the crowd.

6. From this day f_____________________________ nobody is to enter this room. Is that understood?

7. Jack? Long time, no ______________________! Where have you been recently?

8. This oversight is likely to create problems for us down the l______________________________.

9. We face t__________________________ times ahead and we are all going to have to tighten our belts.

10. In the n___________-t____________-distant future people will travel to Mars. 

19. False-friend Round-up. Throughout the magazine false cognates are pointed out in the footnotes. Correct the 
underlined words in the following sentences. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference is given so that you can see 
the false friend in the original context:

1. Cheer up! You shouldn’t feel so disgraced just because you failed that exam. You can always take it again. (p. 9, n. 28)

2. It’s the first time we’ve had a Prime Minister who is a motorist. Have you seen that Harley-Davidson she owns? 

(p. 12, n. 14)

3. Can I pay for these drinks by debit target, please? (p. 15, n. 11)

4. Could you resume the main points of the class for me, please? (p. 12, n. 2)

5. Did you hear about that strange success in the park last night? (p. 19, n. 6)

6. As you can see, changes have been realized to both the sitting room and the kitchen. (p. 19, n. 14)

7. Come over here. The queue for that checkout is larger than this one’s. (p. 20, n. 12)

8. Who is the actual Prime Minister of Greece? There were elections recently, right? (p. 38, n. 19)

9. It’s been quite a mild spring, though actually it’s cold and wet. (p. 39, n. 2)

10. How could they build a fabric in such a beautiful valley? (p. 39, n. 7)

11. Let’s not discuss. I think we should agree to differ. (p. 42, n. 15)

12. Don’t forget to use fuel in the boiler. (p. 46, n. 10)

13. Ultimately, there have been more plane accidents than usual, haven’t there? (p. 55, n. 14)

14. Jackie is a distant parent of Justin Bieber – can you believe that?! (p. 66, n. 17)

15. The sitcom repeated all the usual topics about English weather and English food. (p. 67, n. 13)

16. It’s your job to revise exams before they get published. (p. 68, n. 4)

17. I try to get a medical revision at least once a year. (p. 68, n. 5)

18. She couldn’t come in to work today because she’s got a formidable cold. (p. 74, n. 17)

19. Are you available to give particular classes? (p. 93, n. 108)

20. I can’t believe that it’s possible to study Klingon as a career in the USA! (p. 109, n. 197)
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20. Wordplay. Read the articles on pp. 12-13. Then, without looking back, find nine words from the articles. Use the 
clues and the numbers; each number represents a letter:

21. Internet Listening. Listen to this fascinating talk by Dr Elizabeth Loftus - ( http://goo.gl/M9ZcQn ) - about false 
memory and, as you listen, answer the following questions:

1. What was Mr Titus’s job?
2. Who had been sexually assaulted?
3. Who did the journalist find?
4. How long did Steve spend in prison?
5. Why did Gretchen leave Steve?
6. How old was Steve when he died?
7. What proportion of wrongful imprisonment 

cases are the result of false memory?
8. What is Dr Loftus’s simile for memory?
9. In what stressful situation was Dr Loftus 

able to study false memory?
10. Why was it clear that the woman’s memory 

of satanic torture was false?

11. What was provoking the false 
memories in these patients?

12. In what proportion of volunteers were they able 
to plant the memory about the shopping mall?

13. What false memory did the Canadian 
study manage to plant?

14. How long did the alleged defamation lawsuit last?
15. How does she suggest that false 

memory could be used for good?
16. Can Dr Loftus distinguish true 

memories from false ones?
17. What adjective does Dr Loftus use to describe memory?

9 13 14 15 1 3 11

1 3 11 11 18 3 7

4 8 6 13 7 2 3 11

1 3 6 10 5 11 10 12 1

12 9 13 7 13 15 3 1

7 3 11 7 5

2 14 5 17

1 2 3 4 5 6 5 7 8 9

12 7 13 14 2 10 14 16

imitative of a style from the past

rounded protuberance that can be rotated 
to increase or reduce intensity

an element from the past that is continued in the 
present although it is not formally necessary

using a lever that requires a circular motion

telephone receiver 

colonist

luxury, expensive

the study of signs and symbols 

game in which one player acts out the 
name of a book, movie, etc.
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22. Cinema Cloze. Read the article about science fiction on pp. 58-61 and answer the following questions:

1. The article on p. 58 suggests that
a. science fiction will prove its worth when we encounter aliens.
b. the real focus of science fiction is our world.
c. science fiction isn’t sufficiently realistic to be taken seriously.

2. The article on p. 58 suggests that scif-fi
a. is fundamentally different from previous literature.
b. is nothing more than old stories in disguise.
c. has a surprisingly long history.

3. The article on p. 59 suggests that 
a. there is a normal way of organizing society that should be respected.
b. sci-fi is entertainment that allows us to forget our current problems.
c. sci-fi offers an imaginative framework in which to consider emerging problems.

4. The article on p. 59 suggests that post-war science-fiction writers 
a. didn’t believe that sci-fi would work in movies or on TV.
b. felt frustrated by the primitive state of special effects at the time. 
c. looked forward to a time when special effects could do justice to their works.

5. The article on p. 60 suggests the inventor of the Star Trek saga
a. travelled in a wagon train when he was a child.
b. was a bomber pilot against Japan in the Second World War.
c. didn’t live to see his creation become a success. 

6. The article on p. 61 suggests that 
a. science fiction has made some lucky guesses about the future.
b. the direction of technological progress is often determined by sci-fi imagination.
c. science fiction has an excellent record on predicting astronomical theories.

7. The article on p. 61 concludes that 
a. if we don’t tackle our current problems head on, they could destroy us.
b. scientists show little interest in science fiction.
c. our current problems will solve themselves so long as we don’t do anything drastic.

23. Listen to Interview with Astronomer Bruce McAdam (audio track 10) and decide whether the following 
statements are true (T) or false (F).

1. Before Bruce became a radio astronomer he studied nuclear physics.

2. Optical astronomers find black holes more easily than radio astronomers.

3. The densities of a galactic black hole and a glass of water are practically the same.

4. Bruce is originally from Australia but works as an astronomer in New Zealand.

5. The centre of our galaxy can be seen from Europe but not from the Southern Hemisphere. 

6. During his career as an astronomer Bruce has found lots of stars.

7. Bruce thinks there is little possibility that our society will last long enough to contact other life forms.

8. The idea that there was something outside our galaxy dates back to the late 19th Century.
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24. Astronomical False Friends. Read the article on p. 54. Then, without looking back, decide if the underlined 
words are correctly used in the following sentences. If not, correct them:

1. 20 years ago it was just an obscure theory, now it is central to our understanding of the universe.

2. The space probe recently reached Europa, which it will explore in detail. 

3. John star always tired when he gets home from work, so he never feels like going out on week days. 

4. You’ll identify him easily – he has a big lunar on his cheek.

5. There is a comet-flying competition this weekend in Central Park – do you fancy coming?

6. He decided he was going to grow his own fruit and vegetables, so he bought a solar.

7. She’s explained the difference between obscure matter and anti-matter to me several times but I’m still not entirely 

sure I know the difference.

8. His condition meant that he found it very difficult to determine space relationships, which led to him being a much 

more interesting painter, surprisingly. 

9. Jenny’s ambition is one day to pilot a space nave.

10. The experiment aims to demonstrate whether the European atmosphere is capable of harbouring any type of 

life form. 

11. Has anyone ever landed on the dark side of the moon?

12. On the 20th of March this year there was a solar eclipse. 

25. Astrological expressions. Read the article on pp. 55-57. Then, without looking back, fill the gaps in the 
following sentences:

1. A book fell off the shelf and hit his head. He said he saw __________________________.

2. What?! You’re going to vote for UKIP? What __________________________ are you on?!

3. There used to be a video club on that corner, though that was many _________________________ ago.

4. Professional sports players have to reach for the ______________. Otherwise they’d never put up with so much training. 

5. I don’t know why he finds it so difficult to distinguish defining and non-defining relative clauses; it’s hardly 

__________________________ science.

6. The new president has promised the ______________________. We’ll now see if he can deliver on his promises. 

7. It’s a little shop but it seems to sell everything under the __________________________. 

8. The internet represented a _________________________ leap in human connectivity.

9. She was over the ___________________________ to have finally passed her driving test.

10. Many teenagers have stars in their _____________________, so entering the labour market comes as a rude awakening.

11. We’ve got the municipal permit at last – it’s all __________________________ go!

12. She’s only able to go home to visit her mother once in a ________________________ moon.

13. I got the job. And, I can thank my ___________________ stars. The company’s first choice pulled out at the last minute. 

14. Muslim culture was light ______________________ ahead of Christendom during the entire period.

15. There was a massive anti-austerity demonstration but the protestors were __________________________ at the moon. 

The government had no intention of changing policy. 

16. Apparently, his sister is a rising ____________________________ in the international tennis scene.

17. Ever since he starred as Brad Pitt’s son in that movie he’s enjoyed a _________________________ rise to fame.
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26. Homophones. Read the article about meteoroids on p. 36. In the following text we have changed 42 words for 
their homophones. Try to find them and change them back so that the text makes sense:

The most dramatic collision between the Earth and an object from outer space (wee don’t no if it was an asteroid or 

a comet) was ‘the Tunguska Event’ inn Siberia inn 1908. Won eyewitness, who had bin 64km away from the explosion, 

described it as follows:

“The sky split inn too and fire appeared hi and why’d over the forest. The split inn the sky grew large, and the entire 

northern sighed was covered with fire. At that moment eye became sew hot that ay couldn’t bare it, as if my shirt was 

on fire; from the northern sighed, wear the fire was, came strong heat. Eye wanted to tare off my shirt and throe it 

down, but then the sky shut closed, and a strong thump sounded, and ay was throne a phew yards. Eye lost my senses 

for a moment, but then my wife ran out and lead me to the house. After that such noise came, as if rocks whirr fall-

ing or canons were firing, the earth shook, and wen ay was on the ground, eye pressed my head down, fearing rocks 

wood smash it. Wen the sky opened up, hot wind raced between the houses, like from canons, witch left traces inn the 

ground like pathways, and it damaged sum crops. Later wee sore that many windows whirr shattered, and inn the barn 

a part of the ion lock had snapped.”

27. Monologues. Listen to audio tracks 5-8 and decide whether these statements are true (T) or false (F):

1. The first speaker would like to see the key battles in the American War of Independence.

2. He would have liked to play at the Woodstock rock festival in 1969.

3. He would like to witness the Allied invasion of Occupied France in 1944.

4. The second speaker would not like to see any great military victories.

5. She would like to see the construction and use of certain megalithic monuments. 

6. She thinks it is ridiculous to call Woodstock “the greatest peaceful event in history”. 

7. The third speaker had the opportunity to see his historical event but he didn’t take it. 

8. The event marks the end of his childhood in his opinion. 

9. The fourth speaker would love to see a battle in the Napoleonic Wars. 

10. He would like to see an environmental cataclysm in prehistoric North America. 

11. He would prefer to see a great classical composer perform than see Shakespeare act. 

12. He would love to see an art exhibition organized by the Nazis.
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28.  Wordplay – Class Activity. In this activity you have to find words in a box of letters. Words are formed by a 
series of adjacent letters. A word can twist and turn provided that each letter is adjacent to the previous letter 
in the word. You cannot use the same letter-square twice in the same word (but you can of course use the letter 
again in your next word). Words must have two or more letters and be found in a Standard English dictionary. Past 
forms, plurals and so on are valid. You get one point for each word you find in the word square which no other 
player also has. You have three minutes to find the words. 

Practice square:

G I A N T
N O R S E
S C I F I
S P A C E
C O M E T

i.  In this practice square you should be able to see the words POMACE and COARSE. Can you find any more? There 
are at least another 68 words! 

ii.  Now you should be ready to play against each other. Each player in turn should choose a letter to fill the letter-
boxes in the square below. We recommend that you mix vowels and consonants – otherwise it’s more difficult! 
We suggest that you photocopy this page and use the photocopy – if you don’t, then you can only play once!

Make a note of any new vocabulary you have found in the course of the exercise. 
Try and use each word several times in the course of the next few days.
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29. Astronomy quiz. Can you answer the following questions?

1. The brightest star in the constellation of Scorpius is Antares. It is a binary whose main component is a red giant. Its 
name means “rival to Ares”. Ares is the Greek name of which Latin god (who has a red planet named after him)?

2. Alpha Centuri is a binary star in the constellation Centaurus. What does the Greek letter ‘alpha’ imply in the name?
3. The names of the southern constellations Canis Mayor and Canis Minor refer to dogs that followed which hunter-

giant in Greek mythology? (CLUE: this character was born from the urine of the Boetian king, Hyreius – in fact the 
name is closely related to the word ‘urine’). 

4. The brightest star in the constellation Aquila is Altair. The star’s name means ‘the bird’ and it originally referred to 
the whole constellation. What language does the name come from?

5. The constellation Andromeda lies between Cassiopeia and Pegasus. In Greek mythology Pegasus was Andromeda’s 
husband – but what was her relationship to Cassiopeia?

6. One of the constellations in the Southern Hemisphere is called ‘The Water Carrier’ in English. What is its Latin name?
7. The constellation Aries is called ‘The Ram’ in English. Which Greek hero tried to find the golden fleece of the ram 

that the name refers to?
8. The constellation Cepheus is named after the king of an African country. Which country did he rule over?
9. The constellation Auriga is called the Charioteer in English (even though there is no chariot, only the driver!). What 

language does the name Auriga come from?
10. The constellation Boötes was conceived by the Greeks as a herdsman driving a bear around a pole. In fact, the 

brightest star in the constellation is Arcturus, which means ‘bear-keeper’ in Greek. But what is the bear that the 
name refers to?

11. The second brightest star in the sky is called Canopus. This was the name of the mythological ship’s pilot of King 
Menelaus. But which Greek state did he rule over?

12. One of Jupiter’s moons is the icy satellite Europa, whose name was that of one of Zeus’s girlfriends. Astronomers 
want to look for signs of life on the moon. What is the adjective that we would apply to any life form from Europa?

13. Sirius is the brightest star in the constellation Canis Mayor: what is Sirius’s English name?
14. The Romans called the hottest period in summer ‘the dog days’ (caniculares dies). This gives the Modern French 

expression for a ‘heat wave’, canicule. It is also the origin of the term kanikuly (= the school holidays) – but what 
language does this word appear in?

30. The Solar System. Put the names of the planets and other features in the correct place on this simplified 
representation:

1. The asteroid belt

2. Earth

3. Jupiter

4. the Kuiper belt

5. Mars

6. Mercury

7. Neptune

8. Saturn

9. Sun

10. Uranus

11. Venus

A

B

C

D
F

G

H

I

J

K

L
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31. Sentence Transformation. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same thing as the first sentence. 
The word in bold must be one of the words you use to fill the gap; do not change the form of this word. Each gap 
requires between two and five words. Page (p.) and footnote (n.) references for each structure are given:

1. The situation in the city seems quiet but not everything is as calm as it looks.
rosy (p. 10, n. 9)
The situation in the city seems quiet but not everything in the ______________________________________________.

2. The governing alliance between the three parties is fragile and unstable.
cards (p. 10, n. 14)
The governing alliance between the three parties is a ______________________________________________.

3. In general the economic prospects for the region have improved this year. 
large (p. 13, n. 24)
______________________________________________ the economic prospects for the region have improved this year.

4. He regards himself as the leader of the group but nobody was actually consulted.
considers (p. 15, n. 17)
He ______________________________________________ the leader of the group but nobody was actually consulted.

5. The two incidents are completely unrelated to one another.
nothing (p. 54, n. 1)
The two incidents have ______________________________________________  each other.

6. Jack was all too familiar with prison life.
stranger (p. 55, n. 1)
Jack was ______________________________________________ prison life.

7. Having not found a route to the north coast, they turned back.
failed (p. 16, n. 7)
______________________________________________ a route to the north coast, they turned back.

8. They didn’t maintain the tree-house and in the end it simply disintegrated.
pieces (p. 17, n. 11)
They didn’t maintain the tree-house and in the end it simply ______________________________________________.

9. It must be admitted that he’s done quite well in foreign policy.
denied (p. 21, n. 15)
______________________________________________ that he’s done quite well in foreign policy.

10. At the beginning of the raining season they sell a lot of umbrellas.
brisk (p. 22, n. 20)
At the beginning of the raining season they do ______________________________________________ in umbrellas.

11. You shouldn’t attribute excessive significance to her remark.
read (p. 26, n. 1)
You shouldn’t ______________________________________________ her remark. 

12. The committee rejected my proposal without even considering it.
hand (p. 42, n. 6)
The committee rejected my proposal ______________________________________________.
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ANSWERS

1. 
1. D, l; 2. L, s;  3. N, i; 4. H, n; 5. A, o; 6. R, r; 7. G, f; 8. I, t; 9. P, h; 10. T, a; 11. O, l; 
12. C, j; 13. Q, e; 14. J, k; 15. K, b; 16. E, d; 17. B, g; 18. M, p; 19. F, q; 20. S, c

2.
i. 1d, 2e, 3b, 4c, 5a.
ii. 1c, 2e, 3a, 4f, 5d, 6b.

3.
1. Advances in shipbuilding
2. The consolidation of bigger states in Scandinavia
3. ‘Viking’ was something one did, not soemthing one was.
4. Because he was a long way away when he wrote it and 

because it is not supported by the archaeological evidence. 
5. Because a scary reputation made raiding easier.
6. Their mobility and their ability to appear unexpectedly.
7. As intimidatory signs that they intended to attack.
8. Because they were not designed to resist attack.
9. In their personal hygiene (washing and changing their clothes).
10. They had a right to own property and to divorce.
11. They made the sails which were a crucial part of the ships.
12. The Danes conquered and settled the 

northeastern half of England.
13. Because neither the settlement nor the reconquest by the 

Saxon kings caused major demographic movements.
14. A third.
15. Protection money paid by the English kings to the Scandinavians.
16. Sweyn Forkbeard
17. The wife of king Aethelred and of king Cnut (and also the 

mother of king Hardicnut and king Edward the Confessor)
18. Norway, Sweden, Denmark and England.
19. Bigger towns and international trade.
20. Towns, money, accurate weights and trade.
21. Because they showed where the 

monasteries were from a distance.
22. Livestock and slaves.
23. They created a trading network that reached from 

North America to North Africa to Afghanistan.
24. Because they had some understanding of ocean currents.
25.  They developed the market for ocean fish, especially cod. 

4.
(See the top of the next column) 

5.
1.  Prehistory, a subject mainly studied by anthropologists, was prior 

to the advent of writing. When animals were not available, the 
people ate nuts and berries.

2. Advances were most common during the interglacial periods.
3.  Egypt: Members of the upper class were able to ‘live’ 

posthumously through the artifacts buried with them.
4.  The Sumerian culture, which was the oldest, began about 3,500 

years before Christ.
5.  Zoroastrianism was founded by Zoroaster. This was a dualist 

religion.
6.  The history of the Jewish people begins with Abraham, Isaac, and 

their twelve descendants. Judaism was the first monotheistic 
religion. It had one big God named ‘Yahweh’. Old Testament 
prophets include Moses, Amos, and Samuel. In the Chinese 
tradition Confucius believed in Filial Piety.

7. Moses was told by God to lead the people out of Egypt into 
the Sinai Desert. The Book of Exodus describes this trip and 
the amazing things that happened on it, including the Ten 
Commandments, various miracles, and the parting of the Red 
Sea. Forty years later they arrived in Canaan. This was the 
promise land of milk and honey. Noah’s ark came to a halt on Mt. 
Ararat. David was a fictional character in the Bible who fought 
with Goliath using a sling. He pleased the people and saved 
them from attacks by the Philistines. 

8. Greek seamen ruled the Aegean. We know about this thanks to 
The Odyssey, Homer’s story about Ulysses and Penelope, the 
long-suffering wife he left behind.

9. Arranged marriages required women to accept a kind of fait 
accompli. King Xerxes of Persia invaded Greece, but was 
defeated at the battle of Thermopylae. Philip of Macedonia 
captured Greece and then was killed in a family squabble.

10. Alexander the Great conquered Persia, Egypt, and the Middle 
East. Sadly, he died with no heirs.

11. Upper-class Roman men demanded to be known as Patricians. 
Senators wore purple togas as a status symbol. 

B I R T H U S B A N D E W M P O T

L O D E A T A T R A I H A T P A U

E V I G P I M E E S K U L L N M C

G S O S P C E N R E P O V E L A L

E L S K Y B N Y O A O D E U K Z W

T L E L T M R A I S E D I E A E I

E A I P S X R O E I F S I A V R N

A N G E R N T E O S S I F R O M D

U E T E E Y R O U T B G I F T A O

O V X L L S M I L E E N A R E Y W

L O O I E K H A L R E L L R R R N

B C E T C I H I E C L U B C O A C

M R L N I N B S K I R T A N G R Y

U H G U O H T A K E I L G K A H L

L C L S V E V S T A L F G N T T G

E I E V I T A N A O L E E O A O U

W E A K E D E N W A L R I L E B E

1. WRONG 2. WINDOW 3. CUT 4. THOUGH
5. BAG 6. NECK 7. DIE 8. ANGRY
9. SMILE 10. SKULL 11. BREAD 12. GIVE
13. BANG 14. EGG 15. WANT 16. SKIRT
17. FLAT 18. UGLY 19. LOAN 20. GET
21. SKILL 22. ANGER 23. LEG 24. UNTIL
25. SAME 26. BOTH 27. CLUB 28. SKY
29. HUSBAND 30. SEEM 31. TAKE 32. BIRTH
33. SISTER 34. GIFT 35. RAISE 36. CAKE
37. ODD 38. DIRTY 39. LOOSE 40. KID
41. AMAZE 42. ILL 43. LOW 44. FROM
45. SKIN 46. LAW 47. HAPPY 48. WEAK
49. ROOT 50. CALL
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12.  When they finally got to Italy, the Ostrogoths were tired 
of plundering and needed to rest. Italy was ruled by the 
Ostrogoths, while France and Spain were ruled by the Visigoths.

13. Monks were assigned to monasteries, where they were supposed 
to be celibate. Many, however, simply prayed by day and ‘played’ 
by night. Friars were required to take a vow of poverty.

14. John Huss refused to recant his ideas about the church and was 
therefore burned at the stake.

15. The Thirty Years War began with the Defenestration of Prague. 
Prague was the capitol of Bohemia. The Holy Roman Empire soon 
collapsed like a house of cards.

6.
1. to check 2. reminded 3. recollect
4. about 5. going
ii.
1. remember 2. reminds 3. remember
4. takes... back 5. remind 6. remembered/recalled
7. remind 8. reminded

7.

8.
1 for, 2 at, 3 of, 4 Of, 5 of, 6 in, 7 Of, 8 of, 9 with, 10 of, 11 by, 12 of, 
13 at, 14 of, 15 of, 16 to, 17 for, 18 at, 19 of, 20 from, 21 at, 22 of, 23 by, 
24 at, 25 about, 26 with, 27 for, 28 in, 29 for, 30 on, 31 up, 32 with, 
33 from, 34 from, 35 of, 36 by, 37 of, 38 about, 39 of, 40 of, 41 of, 
42 of, 43 out, 44 of, 45 for, 46 in, 47 of, 48 of, 49 in, 50 over, 51 in, 
52 for, 53 of, 54 with, 55 For, 56 with, 57 in. 

9.
A.
1. The Coca-Cola London Eye 
2. his school
3. a giant Coca-Cola can
4. Coca-Cola
5. hoover, Taser, Thermos, Kleenex 

6. The naming of institutions after saints in the past
7. the houses of parliament
8. A general election
9. if all the pupils were supplied with tablets
10. the nappies used in a public hospital
B.
1a, 2b, 3a, 4a, 5b, 6a, 7b, 8b, 9b. 
C.
a6, b1, c5, d2, e3, f7, g4. 

10.
1. jog, 2. lane, 3. living, 4. elephant’s, 5. sieve
ii. 1e, 2a, 3c, 4b, 5d.

11. 
1. harvesting (recollecting)
2. memoirs (memories)
3. memory (record) 
4. idiot (memo)
5. remember/recall (record) 

12. 
1. truck driver 2. behavior 3. jewelry 4. ’flu
5. bloke 6. rubbish 7. diaper 8. motorway
9. block of flats 10. pants

13.
1. anchorman 
2. skeuomorph 
3. charades 
4. techie 
5. target 
6. blood 
7. threat 
8. folk 
9. monk 
10. comb 
11. borough 
12. cast 
13. crawl 

14. bathe 
15. nonplussed 
16. planet 
17. featureless 
18. rugged 
19. wreak 
20. dwarf 
21. wobble 
22. wonder 
23. wasp 
24. blind 
25. swamp 
26. tongue 

27. vacuum chamber 
28. tiny 
29. minute 
30. grimace 
31. sigh 
32. rocket 
33. behind 
34. tough 
35. facetious 
36. womb 
37. hubris 
38. flourish 
39. sieve

14.
1c, 2d, 3a, 4b, 5c, 6. he’s a Viking

15.
1s, 2f, 3h, 4d, 5k, 6g, 7j, 8r, 9l, 10m, 11o, 12c, 13b, 14a, 15e, 16q, 17i, 18p, 
19n.

16.
1e, 2i, 3f, 4g, 5a, 6d, 7c, 8b, 9h.

17. 
1. brought 2. stands 3. laid 4. to 5. up
6. out 7. turned 8. over 9. out 10. Roll
11. away 12. rely 13. trickled 14. give 15. traded
16. over 17. up 18. behind 19. against

18. 
1. near 2. race 3. back 4. distant
5. fleeting 6. forward/forth 7. see 8. line
9. tough 10. not-too-
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19.
1. upset 2. biker/motorcyclist 3. card
4. summarize 5. incident 6. made
7. longer 8. current 9. at present/right now
10. factory 11. argue 12. fuel oil
13. Recently/Lately 14. relative/relation 15. clichés
16. check/proofread 17. check-up 18. terrible/shocking
19. private 20. degree

20.
skeuomorph, semiotics, retro, handset, cranking, charades, knob, 
settler, upmarket.

21.
1. He was a restaurant manager.
2. A hitchhiker.
3. The real rapist
4. less than a year 
5. because he was constantly angry
6. 35
7. three-quarters (¾)
8. it’s like a Wikipedia page
9. military interrogation training
10. because there were no physical signs that a 

baby had been cut from her belly. 
11. a specific type of psychotherapy
12. a quarter
13. that of an attack by a fierce animal
14. nearly five years
15. parents could use it to get their obese children 

to eat in a more healthy way.
16. No.
17. Fragile.

22.
1b, 2c, 3c, 4a, 5b, 6b, 7a.

23.
1T, 2F, 3T, 4F, 5F, 6T, 7T, 8F.

24.
1. ✔ 2. ✔ 3. is
4. mole 5. kite 6. a plot of land
7. dark 8. spatial 9. spaceship/spacecraft
10. Europan 11. ✔ 12. ✔

25.
1. stars 2. planet 3. moons
4. stars 5. rocket 6. moon
7. sun 8. quantum 9. moon
10. eyes 11. systems 12. blue
13. lucky 14. years 15. baying/barking
16. star 17. meteoric

26. 
The most dramatic collision between the Earth and an object from 
outer space (we don’t know if it was an asteroid or a comet) was ‘the 
Tunguska Event’ in Siberia in 1908. One eyewitness, who had been 
64km away from the explosion, described it as follows:
“The sky split in two and fire appeared high and wide over the 
forest. The split in the sky grew large, and the entire northern 
side was covered with fire. At that moment I became so hot that I 
couldn’t bear it, as if my shirt was on fire; from the northern side, 

where the fire was, came strong heat. I wanted to tear off my 
shirt and throw it down, but then the sky shut closed, and a strong 
thump sounded, and I was thrown a few yards. I lost my senses for 
a moment, but then my wife ran out and led me to the house. After 
that such noise came, as if rocks were falling or cannons were 
firing, the earth shook, and when I was on the ground, I pressed my 
head down, fearing rocks would smash it. When the sky opened 
up, hot wind raced between the houses, like from cannons, which 
left traces in the ground like pathways, and it damaged some crops. 
Later we saw that many windows were shattered, and in the barn a 
part of the iron lock had snapped.”

27. 
1F, 2F, 3T, 4T, 5T, 6F, 7T, 8T, 9F, 10T, 11F, 12T.

28.
ace, air, am, amp, an, ant, arse, cafe, came, camp, cap, come, comet, 
con, cop, face, fame, fen, frog, giant, gin, go, gorse, ice, if, in, ion, 
iron, mace, map, meet, met, mete, mop, moss, nest, net, no, noise, 
nor, Norse, on, pace, pair, rain, rant, rife, rise, ring, rip, rise, sci-fi, sent, 
set, snog, so, soap, some, song, sop, spa, space, spam, tea, team, tee, 
teem, ten.

29.
1. Mars
2. It is the brightest star in the constellation
3. Orion
4. Arabic
5. Andromeda was her daughter
6. Aquarius
7. Jason
8. Ethiopia
9. Latin 
10. Ursa Major (the Great Bear)
11. Sparta 
12. Europan (not ‘European’!)
13. the Dog Star
14. Russian

30. 
1L, 2J, 3D, 4H, 5F, 6K, 7A, 8I, 9C, 10G, 11B

31.
1. garden is rosy 2. house of cards 
3. By and large 4. considers himself to be 
5. nothing to do with 6. no stranger to 
7. Having failed to find 8. fell to pieces 
9. It cannot be denied 10. a brisk trade 
11. read too much into 12. out of hand
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